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CHAPTER I 
. INTRODUCTION 
Problem Statement 
The myriad of ponds, lakes, streams and rivers throughout the United States 
provide a multitude of diverse and rewarding fishing experiences for the nation's 
recreational anglers. The popularity of sport fishing has grown steadily over the past 
several decades. One in five Americans now go fishing each year. In Oklahoma, the 
number of anglers increased by 14 percent from 1980 to 1990, compared to a 20 percent 
increase over the same period nationally. Pursuit of the social, psychological and physical 
benefits of sport fishing has given rise to an industry focused on supplying the goods and 
services necessary to meet angler demand as well as ensuring satisfying recreational 
experiences (Fedler and Nickum, 1994b). 
People are spending more leisure time in outdoor recreation activities and sport 
fishing is one of the most popular forms of outdoor recreation. People are demanding 
more recreation activities because of more leisure time within the working week and year, 
more income, and increased mobility. Other factors such as the growth in the overall 
population, changing age structure, rising education level, concentrated populations in 
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urban centers, and increased value of recreation also contribute to a growing demand for 
outdoor recreation in general and sport fishing in particular. 
Recreational anglers' expenditures have become a significant source of income for 
some regional economies ... Angler·expenditures include spending at sporting goods stores, 
bait shops, specialties fishing stores, hotels and motels, fishing lodges and camps, guide 
services, retail food stores, and · restaurants. These expenditures have direct and trickle 
down effects to the earnings and welfare of a region's residents. Fedler and Nickum have 
estimated the fixed price multiplier impact associated with the $387.3 million angler 
expenditures in Oklahoma as determined from the 1991 National Survey ( Fedler and 
Nickum, 1994b). This impact translates into $208.2 million in job earnings, 11,610 in 
employment (number of jobs), and $793.5 million in output for all Oklahoma sectors. 
Measuring Value of Recreation 
Many outdoor recreation opportunities, such as sport fishing, are provided by 
governments on public lands. Keeping a balance between the supply and demand for 
recreation thus is a public policy concern. Measuring recreation supply is difficult. The 
lack of adequate supply measures make it difficult to discuss the key issues associated with 
recreation policy in the aggregate (Harrington 1987). 
Measurement of recreation resource scarcity should include the following 
properties: (a) the measurement should be expressed in terms of physical units if possible; 
(b) the measurement should recognize the role consumers play in providing inputs as well 
as consuming outputs~ and ( c) the measurement should also account for the nonpecuniary 
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nature of costs. As a nonmarket good, nonmonetary costs and benefits usually play a 
much larger role for recreation than for market goods. Examples of nonmonetary costs 
are travel time and the cost of congestion. 
Recreationalists are frequently both consumers of the good and participants in the 
production process. As consumers, their trips and catches are part of their satisfaction 
(utility) derived from fishing, while as producers they make the necessary trip purchases 
and equipment expenditures to produce recreation which is then applied to the fish stock 
and making that catch. Thus 'fishing trips' appear as part of both production and 
consumption (Cunningham et al. 1985). 
Valuing recreation is necessary for incorporating benefits into resource planning 
and decision making. The travel cost models, hedonic travel cost models, and discrete 
choice models are examples of valuation models based on inferences from market data. 
Among them, the travel cost method is used most frequently for measuring recreation 
demand. 
Following Neoclassical demand theory for market goods, demand equations 
·express quantity of a particular commodity consumed as a function of the commodity's 
own price, prices of related commodities, household income, and other variables which 
affect preferences or tastes such as education, gender, etc. The same relationships apply 
to nonmarket goods .. The sport fishing 'quantity' is measured by number of trips or visits. 
Travel cost per trip or visit represents the price that is important in determining number of 
trips or visits. 
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The basis for deri~g me~ures of the economic value of changes in resource 
allocation is their effects on human welfare. The 'economic value' and 'welfare change' 
terms can be used interchangeably because the benefits and costs are valued in terms of 
their effects' on individual well being. Changes in resource allocations should be made 
only if the results are worth more in terms .of individuals' welfare than what is given up by 
diverting resources from other uses (Freeman, 1993). 
According to Cunningham et at. (1985), recreation is now generally recognized as 
having five phases: planning, travel to the site, the recreational experience, travel back, 
and recollection. All of these may confer pleasure, to a greater or lesser extent. The 
values from planning and recollection are less likely to be measurable, but travel and the 
activity itself reveal preference of the consumer through actual expenditures and frequency 
of participation; Moreover, these expenditures may have wider importance to the general 
economy, such as creating jobs. 
Cunningham et al. (1985) have listed the values or benefits of recreation (fishing) 
as primary, secondary, and non-consumptive. Primary benefits accrue to those taking 
part in the activity and are reflected in the amount consumers spend on the goods. 
Secondary benefits are categorized into: (a) benefits that recreation gives rise to 
economic development in the area or locality around the site, based on the extra 
expenditure made on the activity and the multiplier effect, and (b) benefits that property 
rights in proximity to the site may be enhanced because of the existence of the recreation. 
A group of non-consumptive benefits has no direct expenditure effect. These benefits 
include: (a) option value, i.e., knowing the recreational experience is available for optional 
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future· use~ (b) existence value, i.e., feeling pleasure from knowing that a recreation 
activity is being maintained and protected, and (c) bequest value, i.e., satisfaction of 
knowing that the recreation resource and associated natural environments will be available 
to future generations. In addition to these benefits, society as a whole may be better off in 
terms of human welfare from the externalities of recreation, particularly if it results in 
higher output or· labor productivity or lower crime levels. 
Welfare changes have been defined in terms of the area under the appropriate · 
Hicks-compensated demand curve for market goods or marginal willingness-to-pay curve 
for nonmarket goods and services (Freeman, 1993). Conceptually, there are two basic 
approaches: (a) 'equivalent variation' (EV) measure, i.e., estimating in money terms the 
. amount that anglers. would be willing to pay so as to remain as well off with the fishery as 
they would be without it, that is their preparedness to pay to forego the disappearance of 
the fishery (willingness to pay, WTP), and (b) 'compensating variation' (CV) measure, 
i.e., estimating in money terms the amount that anglers would require as compensation to 
remain as well off without as they are with it, that is their preparedness to surrender their 
rights to the fishery (willingness to surrender, WTS or willingness to accept compensation, 
WAC). The techniques to establish demand curves for sport fishing include travel cost 
methods (HCK), hedonic travel cost methods (Brown, 1982), and varying parameter 
travel cost methods (Vaughan and Russel, 1982b). 
Conflict In Use of Natural Resource Systems 
That most sport fishing expenditures occur in rural areas is a boon· for rural 
development. It is, however, also important to understanding how an individual industry, 
in particular agriculture, is affected. Agriculture is the basic industry for many rural areas. 
In Oklahoma, agriculture continues to be of great importance to the state's economy. 
Agriculture represented five percent or $3.3 billion of $64.8 billion of the State's gross 
state product (GSP) in 1992. Scifres and Osborn estimated that 15.4 percent of the 
State's GSP was associated with agriculture after the inclusion of the multiplier impacts of 
cash receipts to agriculture. Agriculture and sport fishing activities compete for factor 
use, in particular land, water, and labor. The overall implication of expansion of sport 
fishing activities versus agriculture is an important policy concern. 
The natural resource systems provide valuable services to support sport fishing 
activities. The characteristics of the natural resource systems that determine economic 
value can be affected by air and water pollution and by resource management decisions 
such as the allocation of water flows between diversionary uses and various instream uses 
· (Freeman, 1993). Agricultural production involves the flows of large amounts of water. 
Boosting agricultural production by applying more fertilizer and other chemical products 
could substantially affect the quality of water in natural resource systems. This result may 
negatively impact the quality of natural resources for sport fishing purposes, which in tum 
may diminish recreational activities. 
Questions such as: "what is the optimal amount of pollution? what policy 
instruments can be most helpful?" could arise when pollution problems are present. A 
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model to determine the conditions that characterize a socially efficient, or Pareto-optimal, 
allocation of resources in the presence of pollution needs to be developed. This study 
applies a marketlike policy instrument, a pollution or resource quality tax, to determine 
resource allocations and to evaluate the damages from pollution which are measured by a 
change in welfare. 
The General Equilibrium Result 
The problem is to maximize the utility of any individual, subject to the constraints 
of indicated outputs. The control variables are consumption of each commodity by each 
individual, and the production and input use by each firm. The nature of the problem 
suggests that partial equilibrium analyses are not sufficient to address the linkages of sport 
fishing with quality change to the state economy. As a quality tax is imposed in a regional 
economy in equilibrium, all economic actors in the region react and adjust to a new 
equilibrium. Prices, incomes, and production resources, which are endogenous to the 
region, would change to reach the new equilibrium. Although the analysis of externalities 
and optimal taxes often has proceeded in a partial-equilibrium framework, the general-
equilibrium approach allows accounting for important interdependencies. The potential 
adjustments in all related markets and institutions in the region economy, which may be 
important for policy, would not be included in a partial-equilibrium analysis. This study 
employs a regional general equilibrium analysis for tracing out the commodity and factor 
market implications for sport fishing in Oklahoma. Welfare measures, CV and EV, are 
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used in this study. The welfare measures in the general equilibrium model account for 
welfare effects induced by reactions. across sectors and institutions in the region economy. 
A general equilibrium model .(GEM) is a framework for analyzing the linkages 
between industries and factors. A GEM provides an analytical framework in which widely 
different policies . may be examined. Once . the basic model has been specified and 
. implemented with data, ,various policies may be studied with only minor modifications. 
One of the virtues of the GEM is its ability to trace the consequences of large changes in a · 
particular sector throughout the entire economy. It shares this property with input-output 
analysis but permits a more flexible treatment of prices in the consumer economy and a 
less rigid structure on production. .GEMs allow interregional labor and capital movement . 
. Labor has the opportunity to move for higher wage rates and ~apital for higher rents · 
which contribute to increased household earnings. The fundamental general equilibrium 
method links the production structure, incomes of various population groups and the 
pattern of household demands in a class of models known as Computable General 
Equilibrium models (CGE). 
A CGE model simulates the working of a market economy in which prices and 
quantities adjust to clear markets for products and factors. The model specifies the 
behavior of optimizing consumers and producers in the market economy. It also includes 
the government as an explicit agent and captures all transactions in circular flow of income 
(Robinson et al. 1990). 
In the Walrasian neoclassical general equilibrium approach, the main equations are 
derived from constrained optimization of the neoclassical production and utility functions. 
Producers choose inputs to minimize costs of given outputs to non-increasing returns to 
scale industry production functions. Consumers are assumed to choose their purchases to 
maximize utility subject to budget constraints. Production factors are paid according to 
their marginal productivity. At the equilibrium level the model's solution provides a set of 
prices that clear all commodity and factor markets and· make all the individual agents' 
optimizations feasible and mutually consistent (Bandara 1991). 
Objective of the Study 
The objective of this study is to develop a CGE model for Oklahoma that 
facilitates analysis and evaluation of welfare change from expansion or reduction in sport 
fishing activities because of changes in the natural resource system. A quality tax is 
imposed to reflect the change in the natural resource system. The CGE framework is 
employed to obtain a general equilibrium result in the region economy. Emphasized in the 
model is the evaluation of how variations in sport fishing activities affect state agricultural 
and food processing outputs and the resulting welfare change. The model distinguishes 
between nonmarket goods and market goods, domestic goods and imported goods, and 
regional supply and export. The change of welfare of different income class size 
household groups will be investigated. 
Specific objectives of the study are as follows: 
1. To provide a theoretical background and· review of literature related to sport fishing 
and the conflict in use of natural resource systems. 
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2. To co"nstruct a social accounting matrix (SAM) for Oklahoma that includes market 
goods and nonmarket goods (sport fishing), different income levels of households, 
different skills oflabor, regional supply and export, and other features. 
3. To develop an Oklahoma CGE model based on the SAM that facilitates evaluation of 
welfare change from a change in the quality of the natural resource system. 
4. To simulate measures of welfare change and equilibrium results from expansion or 
reduction of sport fishing and the potential interdependence with sources of sectoral 
pollution in the natural resource system. 
5. To draw policy implications and suggest further research. 
Organization of the Study 
Theoretical background and revtew of literature are presented in Chapter II. 
Chapter III is the proposed methodology. Chapter IV describes data sources and presents 
the data in the form of an Oklahoma SAM and a computable general equilibrium model. 
Simulation and results of a change in the natural resource system on sport fishing and 
subsequent welfare variables are presented in Chapter V. The last chapter presents policy 
implications and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Quality of Sport Fishing Activities 
Sport Fishing Recreation and Environmental Quality 
Pollution is widely regarded as a major environmental problem. Improvements in 
natural resource quality such as cleaner air, cleaner water, or less pesticide affect 
individuals' well-being or welfare. The benefits of better environmental quality are hardly 
disputable: health, aesthetics, and recreational benefits, for example, contribute to 
increased welfare. But improving environmental quality is not costless. Government 
policies to improve or maintain environmental quality can have negative welfare 
consequences through impacts on product and factorprices, in addition to the obvious 
clean-up burden to taxpayers. Government environmental policies are usually evaluated 
within a benefit-cost welfare analysis framework where costs/benefits are usually 
measured in terms of reductions/increases in the utility or welfare of individuals. · In this 
study, welfare measures are incorporated into a regional CGE model to consider 
adjustments in all related markets and institutions. 
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According to the U.S. Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), total incremental 
expenditure on water pollution abatement in 1979 was $12.7 billion (1979 dollars). The 
expenditure is roughly equal to the spending on auto part replacements or 90 percent of 
the sales of health care and hospital supply industry in 1979. The expenditure was about 
equally divided between public polluters and industrial resources. ·CEQ projected that by 
1988 incremental expenditures on water pollution abatement will have doubled (in 1979 
dollars) to $24.4 billion per year (Vaughan and Russel, 1982a). 
Table 2.1 shows the National Benefits of Meeting 1985 Water Quality Objectives 
estimated by Freeman and reported in Vaughan and Russel (1982a). Freeman's "most 
likely point estimate" of $13.9 billion in 1979 dollars is 9.4 percent higher than CEQ's cost 
estimate for the same year. Although the wide ranges in Freeman's results suggest high 
uncertainty, they do point out the importance of recreational benefits of water quality: 
recreation accounts for over half of the total annual benefits, i.e., $7.6 billion of $13.9 
billion in 1979 (Vaughan and Russel, 1982a). 
Biological and Human Behavior Aspects of Quality of Sport Fishing 
The benefits accruing to sport fishing anglers from reduction in the discharge of 
water pollutants include: (1) the increase of total availability of fishable natural water 
bodies, (2) increasing the relative amount of water yielding higher quality fishing, ·and (3) 
improvement in aesthetic quality of the fishing experience. These recreational benefits 
usually exceed gross expenditures by users. Gross expenditure measures the amount that 
might be directed elsewhere if the recreation facility is to be abolished. 
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TABLE2.l. 
NATIONAL BENEFITS OF MEETING 1985 WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES 
(BILLIONS OF 1979 DOLLARS PER YEAR) 
Category · Range Most likely point estimate 
Recreation 
Fresh water :fishing 0.7 - 4.5 1.1 
Marine sports fishing 2.3 - 5.7 3.3 
Boating 1.4 - 3.2 2.3 
Swimming 0.2 - 2.3 .. 0.6 
Waterfowl hunting 0.1 - 0.3 0.2 
Subtotal 4.6 -16.0 7.6 
Nonusable Benefits 
Aesthetics, ecology, property values 1.1 - 5.7 2.3 
Diversion Uses 
Drinking water - health 0.0 - 5.7 1.1 
Municipal treatment 0.7 - 1.4 1.0 
· Households 0.1 - 0.6 0.3 
Industrial supplies 0.4 - 0.9 0.7 
Subtotal 1.2 - 5.2 3.1 
Commercial Fisheries 0.4 - 1.4 0.9 
Grand Total 7.5 -28.0 13.9 
Source: A. Myrick Freeman ill, "The Benefits of Air and Water Pollution Control: A Review and Synthesis of Recent 
Estimates," unpublished report to the Council on Environmental Quality, December 1979; tables 12 and 13; pp. 160, 
171,174 in W.J. Vaughan and C.S. Russell (1982a) Ch. Ipp. 7 
Stevens (1966) noted that the problem of relating changes in water quality through 
pollution to changes in sport fishery recreational values involved biological as well as 
human behavior. 
Biological aspect. One of the biological aspects is the total biological production 
within the fishery, or biomass. The production of biomass is determined by physiological, 
ecological, and physical factors, and intensity of fishing in previous periods. Water quality 
is an important physical determinant of total biomass. Given levels of water quality and 
biomass, a biological production function (Figure 2.1) can be envisioned between an input 
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(sport fishing trips) and an output (yield of fish taken in sport fishing). The total yield 
represents the total physical product (TPP), and sport fishing success per trip is the 
marginal physical product (MPP). 
Reduced water quality may be evidenced through lethal effects when dissolved 
oxygen levels become too low to support aquatic life, or when water temperature or 
concentration of toxic substances exceeds the tolerance levels of the species. Sublethal 
effects may also be important. Avoidance reactions to low oxygen levels may prevent an 
anadromous fish species from entering a fishery (Whitemore et al., 1960). Declining water 
quality through lower dissolved oxygen levels, or higher toxicity and temperature would 
shift the biological production function downward, implying downward shifts in both the 
yield of fish (TPP), and success (MPP). 
Yield of 
fish 
(number 
of 
pounds) Total physical product (TPP) 
(total yield) 
( Marginal physical product (MPP) 
j (success per trip) 
---~ 
Sport Fishing (Trips or Days) 
Figure 2.1. Biological Production Function for Sport Fishing 
(Source: Stevens, 1966 pp.170) 
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Behavioral aspect. The human behavioral relationships involved in sport fishing 
can be approached in the context of demand theory. The well known travel cost method 
(TCM) indicates that transfer costs, income, and distance are among the relevant 
determinants of the quantities of outdoor recreation. The quality of the recreational 
experience is also an important demand determinant. Among the quality considerations 
are attractiveness, degree of access, roads, lodging, camping, and dining facilities en route 
to the fishery. Each of these.factors is limited in usefullness by a substantial degree of 
subjectivity in terms of individual valuations. The level of success per trip, however, has 
the distinct advantage of being subject to objective measurement. 
The relationship between the level of sport fishing success and the number of sport 
fishing trips is called the behavioral "success-trip" relationship.· Stevens (1966) shows the 
linkage between the human behavioral aspects of sport fishing and the biological 
production function. It relates a particular level of water quality to the aggregate quantity 
of sport fishing (Figure 2.2): The behavioral success-trip function and the marginal 
product of the biological production function jointly establish equilibrium levels of angling 
success and number of trips. 
Figure 2.2. is the relationships between biological success and behavioral success-
trip functions. Even though this is a static solution, both functions are influenced by 
dynamic shifters. The biological -success function is subject to volatile day-to-day shifts, 
seasonal shifts, and secular shifts that depend on ecological factors and the level of 
management of the fishery. The behavioral success-trip. function may be shifted by 
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changes in population, income, . tastes and preferences, leisure, and angling success at 
alternative fisheries. 
Sport 
fishing 
success 
per Trip 
Behavioral "success-trip" 
function 
E1 Eo 
So 
Biological "success" 
functions 
S1 
Total Sport Fishing (Trips or Days) 
Figure 2.2. Determination of the Impact of Changes in Water Quality on Total Sport 
Fishing Trip (Source: Stevens, 1966 pp.171) 
The bioeconomic model facilitates determination of the impact of water pollution 
on the aggregate level of sport fishing trip. A reduction-in water quality inhibits the 
production of biomass and causes the yield and angling success functions to be shifted 
downward. The lowering of the biological success function from So to S1 indicates a 
reduction in total sport fishing trips from Eo to E1. 
There is, however, evidence that for sport fishing the size or number of fish caught 
is only one of many factors influencing recreational value. Moeller and Engelken ( 1972) 
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found in personal interviews that anglers consider characteristics of the natural 
environment such as water quality, natural beauty, and privacy while fishing to be more 
important than the size or number of fish caught. Hampton and Lackey (1976) similarly 
found that for Virginia anglers at fee sites, aesthetic factors were considered to be more 
important than the size or number of fish caught. Changes in water quality affects the 
value of the product "fishing", not the product "fish". 
The human behavioral aspects in sport fishing can be investigated under the 
framework of consumer demand theory. The travel cost models, hedonic travel cost 
models, and discrete choice models are examples of valuation models based on inferences 
from market data. Among them, the travel cost technique is the most frequently used 
method for measuring recreation demand. Travel cost per trip or visit represents the price 
that is important in determining number of trips or visits. 
Economic Efficiency in the Presence of Pollution 
Individuals derive satisfaction from recreation sites, specifically sport fishing sites, 
· as visitor experiences or primary benefits, secondary benefits, and nonconsumptive 
benefits. The experiences are measured as units of participation such as number of trips or 
visits, days per trip, and number of days. The nonconsumptive benefits will be difficult to 
measure satisfactorily as most persons will be free-riders to the benefits. These benefits 
include: option value, existence value, and bequest value. 
In the production of trips, participants as well as site operators provide inputs, 
Participants provide leisure time, travel, and equipment. At the site, operators provide 
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additional inputs such as lodging facilities, boat ramps, and guide services. As consumers 
as well as producers of recreation experiences, participants include quality of trips in their 
utility function. The change in sport fishing quality in this study is considered due to the 
effect of pollution. 
The production of commodities by firms (for example agriculture) generates an 
extemality (water pollution) that adversely affects each consumer. The pollution 
generated by a firm is considered as a factor of production that can be substituted for 
other inputs, such as labor, capital, and land. The extemality is considered a pure public 
good. What one person "consumes" does not affect the amount available for consumption 
by others. The disutility suffered by any consumer also depends in part on his 
consumption of sport fishing recreation. 
Fisher (1981, Ch.6)1 shows the derivation of the problem of maximizing individual 
utility, subject to restrictions that no one else is made worse off and that the indicated 
outputs are feasible. The control variables are the consumption of each commodity by 
each individual and the production and input (including pollution) use by each firm. The 
polluting firms are subject to a tax, which then the optimal tax, i.e., the tax required to 
make the competitive allocation Pareto-optimal, can be derived. 
The problem is stated as follows: 
(2.1) Maximize u1 (xu, ..... , Xn1, w) 
subject to 
(2.2) t/ (X1j, ..•.. , Xnj, w) ;;:: i/* 
(2.3) /(ylk, ..... , Ynk, Wk) = 0 
0=2, .... ,m) 
(k=l, .... ,h) 
1 Fisher (1981) provides further discussion. 
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and 
m h 
(2.4) L xij - LY;k ::; 1i (i = 1, ...... ,n) 
j=l k=l 
where 1/ is individual j's utility function, Xif is the amount of good or resource i consumed 
by individual), y;k is the amount of good or resource i produced or used by firm/, r; is the 
amount of resource i available, wk is the pollution emitted by firm k, w = Lkwk is the total 
pollution, and/ is firm k's.production function. 
The objective of maximizing utility for consumer 1 contains an extemality, w. The 
first constraint ( equation 2.2) states that the utility of each consumer, other than the one 
whose utility is being maximized, must be at least equal to some prespecified level (1/" for 
· consumer j). Equation 2.3 is the set of production functions with w as one of the 
production factors. The third constraint ( equation 2.4) is a general equilibrium condition. 
It states that no more of a commodity can be consumed, or a resource used, in the 
aggregate, than is available to the economy. 
The objective and constraints can be combined in the Lagrangian expression: 
Differentiating with respect to the xiJ, y;k, and wk, the first order conditions for a maximum 
are: 
(2.6) Aiu{- OJ;= 0 
(2. 7) -µ,J'/ + OJ;= 0 
(all i,j) 
(all i,k) 
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(all k) 
Equation 2.8 suggests that each firm should emit or employ pollution only to the point 
where the value of the marginal product of pollution, µkf~, is equal to the marginal cost 
m 
or the value of the weighted sum of the marginal disutilities, u~ + LA iu! . Since neither 
j=2 
the disutilities nor the weights are observable, further analysis is needed. 
Let xi be a good consumed by everyone. The value of the marginal damage from 
pollution (equation 2.6),2i = m,/u/, becomes OJi Lju!/u/. Along an indifference 
curve, between two goods (w; and xi) the ratio of the marginal utilities is equal to the 
marginal rate of substitution (u!/u/ = -dxiddw). Thus, the value of the damage is equal 
to OJ i L j (-dxii / dw) or the value of xi needed to offset an increment of pollution. If we 
let xi be the numeraire in the system, then the observable value of damage is the amount 
of xi needed, i.e., 
Consumer. The consumer's problem is to maximize utility subject to a budget 
constraint. The expenditures are L;~1P;Xif where p; is the price of X;, and n'<n . . Income 
is L~=n'P;Xif , where Xny to Xnj are services sold by the consumer, i.e., labor. The budget 
suffered. The Lagrangian expression is: 
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Solving the first order condition yields: 
(2.11) u( +a(t( - A)= 0 
Industry. The firm's problem is to maximize profits subject to a production 
constraint. The firm's profit function includes a term, tkwk, representing tax payments at a 
per unit rate tk for the pollution emitted. The Lagrangian expression is: 
n 
(2.12) Lk = LPiYik -tkwk -{Jkfk(.) 
i=l 
Solving the first order condition yields: 
Comparing these conditions, i.e. equations (2.11), (2.13), and (2.14), with the 
corresponding ones for determining a Pareto optimum, i.e., equations (2.6), (2.7), and 
(2.8), the following must hold: 
(2.15a) P; =(O;, (2.15b) ;t. = 1/ (2.15c) µk = /Jk 
J ;ai, and 
(2.16a) t/ =0, 
The interesting results are in equation 2.16b. It shows the pollution tax is the same for all 
firms and is equal to the value of the marginal damage from pollution . at the Pareto-
optimal pollution level. 
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Subtituting _equation 2.16b into observable value of damage (equation 2.9), the tax 
can also be expressed as: 
(2.17) tk = ~dx1i I dw 
j 
Equation 2.16a suggests that compensation must not vary with changes in the 
consumption levels. More specifically, if consumers increase their trips to polluted sport 
fishing they should neither be compensated for increasing their consumption nor tax_ed to 
prevent it. 
Welfare Measurement of Quality Change 
Theoretical Considerations 
Freeman (1993) identified four channels through· which environmental quality 
changes affect individuals' welfare: (1) changes in the prices they pay for goods .bought in 
markets, (2) changes in the prices they receive for their factors of production, (3) changes 
in the quantities or qualities ofnonmarketed goods, and (4) changes in the risks individuals 
face. 
To illustrate a change in welfare in this section, we utilize a change in price. The 
"willingness to pay" concept is central to measurement of welfare changes due to price 
changes. The Hicksian-compensated demand gives an unambiguous measure of 
willingness-to-pay for infinitesimal changes in price. For non-infinitesimal changes in 
prices, the "willingness to pay'' concept is still valid but alternative measurements exist 
(Freeman, 1993). 
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Suppose the price of a product x1 drops from Po to P1 (Figure 2.3). Five 
alternatives can be used to measure or approximate the "willingness to pay''. The five 
measures are: (1) Ordinary Consumer's Surplus, (2) Compensating Variation (CV), (3) 
Equivalent Variation (EV), (4) Compensating Surplus (CS), and (5) Equivalent Surplus 
(ES) (Freeman, 1993). · 
Figure 2.3. Measures of the Welfare Gain from a Price Decrease 
(Source: Freeman, 1993 p.47 and Hanley and Spash, 1993 p.33) 
Ordinary consumer's surplus is measured by t4e area under a Marshallian ordinary 
demand curve above the horizontal price line. This measure can not be defined in terms of 
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the underlying utility function which is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It is an 
advantage because it is measurable from an ordinary demand curve which is easily 
observable. However, because it is not defined in terms of the underlying utility function, 
it is only an approximation of a welfare change. The price and income effects reflected by 
an ordinary demand function are bundled together. Thus, the effect of a price change will 
involve both price and income effects. 
The other four measures (CV, EV, CS, and ES) are theoretical refinements of the 
ordinary consumer's surplus (Hicks, 1943). Welfare changes, or "willingness to pay" are 
defined in terms of the area under the appropriate Hicks-compensated demand curve for a 
market good or marginal willingness-to-pay curve for a non-market good. Unlike 
ordinary demand functions, where the price and income effects can not be separated, 
compensated demand functions focus only on price effects. Figure 2.3 shows CV, EV, 
CS, and ES graphically. The welfare measures can be defined in terms of good x2. The 
unit of x2 . is normalized to the price of one so that it can also represent income. For a 
given budget constraint (money income) of m0, the consumer may purchase m0 of x2 and 
mo of x1 before the price change and mo after the change. The consumer's initial 
Pa Pi 
position is at point A on indiference curve U0• 
The CV is the maximum amount that an individual would be willing to pay. for the 
. opportunity to consume at the new price set. Given the new price set with consumption at 
point B, the individual's income could be reduced by the amount of CV and that person 
would still be as well off at point C as at point A with the original price set and money 
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mcome. CV is the vertical distance between the budget line where B locates and the 
budget line where C locates. 
The EV is the.minimum lump sum payment the individual would have to receive to 
induce that person to voluntarily forego the opportunity to purchase at the new price set. 
Given the original price at point A, the individual could reach utility level U1 at point D 
with income increase equal to EV. EV is the vertical distance between the budget line 
where A locates and the budget line where D locates. 
In· addition to the compensating and equivalent variation measures, there are two 
surplus measures: compensating and equivalent surplus (CS and ES). These surplus 
measures are useful where a choice concerns goods with are not continuously divisible, 
which is the case for many public goods. 
CS is closely related to CV. In Figure 2.3, the consumer moves from point A to B 
in response to the price change, increasing consumption of x1 from x' 1 to x'' 1. As in the 
case of CV, compensating change in income is then made to move the consumer back to 
the original utility level. However, unlike the case of CV, the consumer is not allowed to 
adjust the quantity of x1 as his/her income falls. That is, the consumer must remain at x" 1 
as his/her income is lowered. Consequently, less income needs to be removed to bring the 
consumer back to the original level of utility since the consumer is "forced" to consume at 
x''i. In Figure 2.3, the consumer ends up at point F after the compensation. The CS is the 
vertical distance between the indifference curves at the new quantity x" 1 (B to F). 
Similarly, ES is closely related to EV but with its restriction on adjustment of the 
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consumption of Xi. In Figure 2.3 ES is the vertical distance from A to E. This study will 
employ CV and EV to measure welfare changes. 
Consumer Surplus from the Control of Water Pollution in Sport Fishing: Previous Studies 
Vaughan and Russel (1982b) noted that the overlapping literature of water 
resources, recreation, and environmental economics stresses the need for values to attach 
to largely nonmarket interactions of people and environment, such as recreational boating, 
fishing, and swimming. Such values are useful for public resource administrators who 
must decide on policies and implement specific projects directly affecting the allocation of 
natural resources between recreational and nonrecreational (market) uses (Vaughan and 
Russel, 1982b). 
The travel cost model is based on the insight that individuals' frequencies of 
visitation to a site in response to changes in entry price are similar to the visitation 
frequencies observed across different levels of travel cost incurred by individuals in 
moving between their places of residence and the recreational site. By manipulation of the 
expenditure function, Bowes and Loomis (1980) show that there is an exact theoretical 
relationship between the consumer surplus produced by the travel cost method and the 
consumer surplus defined as the area under the Hicks-compensated demand function for 
the site's services. The consumer surplus measured by the travel cost method is 
equivalen~ to that measured using entry prices. 
The existing water pollution shifts the supply curve leftward from So to S1 (Figure 
2.4) by decreasing the availability of the underlying resource, fishable water. Thus, less 
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units of recreational fishing will be produced with water pollution. Demand curve Do 
represents price-quantity relationship at initial water quality level So. Assuming other shift 
factors constant, water pollution causes demand curve shifts downward to D 1. At zero 
increase in price (Po) anglers would 'supply' themselves at Q0 days, it is represented by 
supply function So. Incremental reductions in angler success due to poorer water quality 
cause incremental reductions in sport fishing trips. Anglers are willing to supply 
themselves with lesser quantity of trips (Q1 days) when angling success reduces because of 
water pollution. If the leftward shift of the supply function could be avoided by 
preventing water pollution, the area of QoA.Q1 would be the total consumer surplus. 
Stevens (1966) studied three sport fisheries at Yaquina Bay, i.e., bottomfish, 
salmon, and dam. By charging $1.50 per angler day for bottomfish and salmon angling, 
and $1.00 per day for access to the clam beds, the revenues could be maximized. At these 
price increases, total revenue would equal $22,747 per year (point Q0 in Figure 2.4). This 
number represents maximum total 'rent' that anglers would be willing to pay for the 
opportunity of fishing or digging clam. As one measure of the net economic value of 
fishery, it could be interpreted as the benefits of preventing the destruction of the fishery 
by water pollution. The estimated success elasticity for salmon is 0.375 (one day time 
period), 0.584 (one week time period), and 0.999 (one year time period), and for 
bottomfish is 0.09 (one day time period). The success elasticity is used to estimate a 
revised demand equation. Assuming 50 percent reduction in angling success, bottomfish 
anglers would be willing to supply themselves with only 16,186 trips (represented by S1 in 
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Figure 2.4) with an equilibrium price of $0.78 per trip. The consumer surplus were 
estimated to be $5,279 per year.. · 
Increase in 
Price($) 
Sport Fishing Trips (Days) 
Figure 2.4. Consumer Surplus from Water Quality Control in Sport Fishing 
(Source: Stevens, 1966 pp.179) 
Ward and Cohen estimated demand systems for sport fishing quantities and 
qualities of two New Mexico trout fishing waters, based on a Quality Generalized 
Quadratic Utility Index . The estimated quality parameters, represented by fish size and 
fish catch, are 0.14 and 0.40. The results suggest that increasing catch rate generates 
more angler utility than increasing size. Applying the CV as welfare measure, they found 
that increasing quality has a highly variable effect on demand and welfare depending on 
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zone-of-origin. The low expenditure anglers experience only a $7.48 gain in welfare from 
a 10 percent quality improvement compared to $152.90 gain in welfare for high 
expenditure anglers. Thus, expenditure is a major determinant of welfare received from a 
given quality change. 
Regional Computable General Equilibrium Model 
Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models have become important policy 
analysis tools over the past three decades. Numerous models have been applied to a wide 
range of policy issues. The issues include income distribution, trade policy, development 
strategy, taxes, long term growth and structural change, etc. both in developed and less 
developed countries (LDCs) (Dixon and Parmeter 1994). According to Dixon and 
Parmenter (1994), and Bandara (1991), the 'boom' in CGE modeling of developing 
economies is the result of: (a) a growing realization that CGE models, unlike a number of 
other types of economic models, allow the simulation of policy alternatives in a way which 
is readily understood and perceived to be both relevant and useful by policy makers in 
these countries, and (b) vast progress in the development of computer software which is 
user friendly, readily transferable between countries and computer systems, which has 
taken much of the tedious work and cost out of model building. Thus, it increases 
enormously the ability of handling the models in detailed analysis. Dixon and Parmenter 
(1994) pointed out that the Australian CGE models, for example, are disaggregated into 
120 industries, 56 regions, 280 occupations, and hundreds of family types. 
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Two popular programs for CGE modeling are GAMS (Brooke et al, 1992) and 
GEMP ACK (Codsi and Pearson, 1988). Computer software and hardware improvements 
have reduced the computational constraints on the implementation of CGE models. 
In.analyzing welfare change due to policy implementation, the use of CV and EV 
has gained in application among economists. Ahluwalia and Lysy (1979), Shoven and 
Whalley (1984), Ballard, et al. (1985), and de Melo and Tarr (1992) are to name a few. 
Most of the studies, however, focus on national level rather than regional level. 
Lee (1993) developed a regional CGE model for Oklahoma to measure welfare 
change from a ten percent decrease in agricultural export commodity prices. The finding 
was a total welfare loss of $123.7 million across all household income groups in 
Oklahoma. T-he more significant welfare change was for the high income groups with a 
$83.5 million loss. The welfare loss of the medium income groups was $51.3 million, and 
the low income groups gained $11.1 million. 
Welfare Measures of Sport Fishing 
There have been numerous studies on estimating the benefits and costs of 
recreational sport fishing. Schreiner (1993) reported benefit-cost (B/C) ratios for the 
Mountain Fork River trout fishery in Southeastern Oklahoma. The B/C ratio by season 
and annual increased for 1992 over 1991. The B/C ratio for 1992 was 21:1 excluding 
opportunity costs represented by the previous natural fishery and 9: 1 including 
opportunity costs compared to 16:1 and 7:1, respectively, for 1991. Seasonal B/C ratios 
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in 1992 ranged from 16: 1 for winter to 29: 1 for spring. The same as in 1991, the B/C 
ratios in 1992 were the highest for spring and summer and the lowest in winter and fall. 
Few studies have incorporated the linkages of recreational activities to the regional 
economy as a whole by means of regional general equilibrium. Lee (1993) studied the 
general equilibrium impacts of the trout fishery in Southeastern Oklahoma. He employed 
CV and EV to measure the welfare changes from decreased demand for Mountain Fork 
River trips without the trout fishery. He found that the existence of the trout fishery 
resulted in a total welfare gain of about $608,537 to all households in McCurtain County, 
Oklahoma. Anglers from outside the county contributed $558,080 or 92 percent of the 
total county household welfare gain. 
The current study utilizes sport fishing expenditures for Oklahoma as reported by 
the Sport Fishing Institute (Fedler and Nickum, 1994b) and the 1991 National Survey of 
Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation (USDI and USDC, 1993) as the 
basis for a general equilibrium result to measure the welfare change from decreasing trip 
expenditures due to water pollution. The expenditures are grouped according to 
· commodities purchased by industry sector. These expenditures by sector are the inputs of 
a sport fishing trip production function, while the total expenditures for trips forms the 
basis for consumer demands. In the social accounting matrix (SAM), sport fishing is 
treated as one of the endogenous sectors. The CV and EV welfare measures are then 
applied to trace the impacts of decreasing trip demands in sport fishing on the economy of 
the region. 
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Production Technology and Factor Substitutability 
Production is a principle structural component of CGE models. The functional 
form used to represent production technology often implies the degree of substitutability 
between factors. The most widely applied production functional forms in CGE models are 
the Cobb-Douglas (CD) and the Constant Elasticities of Substitution (CES). In a review 
by Decaluw'e. and Martens, 59 out of 73 models used either CD or CES forms. In 
Bandara's review of 61 CGE models for LDCs (Bandara, 1991), the functional forms 
used were Leontief, CD, CES, or Constant Ratios of Elasticities of Substitution 
Homothetic (CRESH). In some cases, the production functions were generalized to all 
inputs. However, the use of multi-level 'nested' production functions was more common. 
Nested production functions allow flexibility in modeling behavioral features at 
different levels of production. At the first level, the Leontief functional form is 
appropriate for modeling the behavior of non-substitutability between primary and 
intermediate inputs. CES, CD, or CRESH functional forms are appropriate at the second 
level to capture the substitutability among primary factors (including labor, capital, and 
land) and among intermediate inputs (including domestic and imported goods). At the 
third level, the substitutability between different skills of labor can be modeled with either 
CD, CES, or CRESH functional forms (Shoven and Whalley, 1992). 
The most common assumptions about factor substitutability are zero elasticity of 
substitution implied by the Leontief form and unitary elasticity of substitution implied by 
the CD form. However, Arrow et al (1961) found evidence that elasticity of substitution 
may not be zero or unity or the same across sectors. CES allows elasticity of substitution 
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different from zero or unity and encompasses the Leontief a9d CD as special cases. For 
/ 
use in modeling production processes with more than two factors, however, CES suffers 
the severe limitation that. substitution elasticity between any. pair of factors is equal. 
Perhaps less seriously, CES assumes substitution elasticity remains constant as factors 
vary. CRESH relaxes these limifations and encompasses the CES, and thus also the CD 
and Leontief, as special cases. CRESH, however, is more difficult to incorporate in CGE 
models due to its more complex mathematical form and non-linea,rities. 
Product Differentiation 
Most recent multisector CGE models assume national product differentiation. The 
assumption is often.referred to as the "Armington" assumption because Armington (1969} 
first explored the nature of the import demand function when domestically produced and 
imported goods are imperfect substitutes in use. 
The assumption of imperfect substitution is needed because sectoral disaggregation 
in the presence of few primary factors of production lead to extreme .specialization if 
domestically and foreign-produced goods are perfect substitutes (de Melo and Tarr 1992). 
Modelers have overcome the specialization problem by dropping the law of one price, that 
is, by allowing domestically produced and foreign produced goods to be imperfect 
substitutes in use. 
Following Armington, through constant elasticity of substitution (CES) functions, 
the domestic and imported inputs of production imperfectly and smoothly substitute for 
each other. In general equilibrium models, the idea of product differentiation for imports 
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can be extended to exports, naturally and symmetrically. The concept of constant 
elasticity of transformation (CET) was introduced by Powell and Gruen (1968). The CET 
reflects substitution possibilities in production between the domestic and export products. 
Factor Migration 
In CGE, two modes of market behavior for primary factors may be modeled. In a 
"shortrun" version, capital is assumed to be sectorally fixed, and the final equilibrium will 
have sectorally differentiated rental rates. In a "longrun" version, all factors are mobile 
and average factor returns adjust to clear factor markets with full employment (Robinson, 
Kilkenny and Hanson, 1990). 
Armstrong and Taylor (1985) have noted that interregional movements of factors 
play an important role in theories of regional growth and development. Factor migration 
is viewed as a factor flow from one region to another searching for interregional 
equilibrium. 
Few studies have incorporated labor migration in the general equilibrium model. 
· Dervis etal. (1982) and Adelman and Robinson (1978) constructed a national model that 
allowed labor mobility between rural and urban regions. In modeling the national 
economy, de Melo and Tarr (1992) derived an endogenous labor supply by incorporating 
leisure as a commodity in the utility function. Lee (1992), in a regional CGE model, 
endogenized labor supply by allowing labor and leisure choice, and labor migration. 
An approach to specify long run equilibrium, capital is allowed to migrate between 
regions. Capital, thus, behaves similar to labor. It outmigrates from the region if the 
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capital rent in the rest-of-country is higher than in the region. In-migration will occur 
when rest-of-country capital rent is lower. Rickman (1992) modeled the U.S. economy 
and included labor migration as well as capital migration. 
Quality Tax in Sport Fishing 
The concern with natural resources and taxation has given rise to a number of 
CGE models. Natural resources have economy-wide effects and a general equilibrium 
model is the appropriate tool for analyzing questions of this kind. Similarly, taxes affect 
relative prices in the economy, so that a price-endogenous, multisectoral approach is 
called for in this case (Devarajan, 1988). 
Miller and Blair (1985) incorporated environmental pollution generation and 
abatement in the input-output framework. Several other studies have extended pollution 
analysis from input-output models to CGE models (Hollenbeck, 1979; Jorgenson and 
Wilcoxen, 1990; and Robinson et.al., 1993). 
This study traces the impacts of water pollution on sport fishing trips· and the 
region economy by imposing a quality tax. Reduced water quality (i.e., an increase in 
chemical discharge) reduces fish populations which reduce fish caught per trip and thus a 
decrease in quality of sport fishing and a reduction in number of sport fishing trips in 
Oklahoma. 
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CHAPTER ID 
REGIONAL COMPUTABLE GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM: 
SAM STRUCTURE AND MODEL SPECIFICATION 
· SAM Structure of CGE Model 
In Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) modeling, a Social Accounting Matrix 
(SAM) is assumed to represent equilibrium of the economy at a point in time. A SAM is a 
· tabular 'snapshot' of the economy for a particular year. It is a double entry bookkeeping. 
account presented in a single matrix form. It describes circular transactions and incomes 
flows among the components of the economy, i.e., production sectors, factors of 
production or value added, institutions, capital account, and rest of the world. A table 
entry's row represents receipts or incomes to the row account. A table entry's column 
represents expenditures out of the column account. For each account, the row sum and 
column sum must balance. Thus all flows in the economy are accounted for with no 
leakage. 
Figure 3.1. captures the SAM structure for the Oklahoma economy. The 
production side of the economy is aggregated into 14 sectors of market goods. There are 
two sectors of nonmarket goods, namely, Oklahoma resident and nonresident sport 
fishing. Thus a total of 16 production sectors are modeled. 
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Value-added inputs are labor, capital, and land, with labor further sub-divided into 
five skill types (or occupational categories). There are three institutional accounts: 
enterprise, household, and government. The household sector is sub-divided into low, 
medium, and high income classes. The government sector is sub-divided into state/local, 
and federal. Capital account captures financial transactions. The last account is rest-of-
world. 
The SAM for Oklahoma in this study uses 1991 Il\1pact analysis for PLANning 
(Il\1PLAN) data as the base year, which is consistent with 1991 angler trip expenditure 
data.2 The 1991 SAM is used as a benchmark equilibrium. Using the calibration 
technique, the CGE model which represents the economy should reproduce the 
benchmark SAM. 
Model Specification 
This section presents model specification in equation form. Variables are 
presented "in uppercase letters. Exogenous variables are differentiated from endogenous 
variables by using "O" as the last part of the name of exogenous variables. Greek and 
lower case Latin letters indicate parameters or policy variables. 
The model includes market goods (M) and nonmarket goods (NM). Nonmarket 
goods are differentiated into sport fishing resident trips (NR) and nonresident trips (NE). 
Variable subscripts "i" and ''j" indicate sectors. For variables representing flows from one 
sector to another, the first subscript of double subscript indicates sector origin, while the 
2 Data sources and methods are presented in Chapter IV. 
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second indicates sector destination. Index "h" represents household groups: low, medium, 
and high income level. Index "s'' (and "f' when reference is to labor skill other than "s") 
represents five different labor skills: L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5. Appendix A lists the 
description of variables, indices, and model equations. 
Factor Markets and Supply of Commodities 
Structure of Production 
Production is characterized by three-level nesting to allow flexibility in modeling 
behavioral features at different levels of production. At the first level, the Leontief input-
output production function allows the behavior of non-substitutability or fixed coefficients 
for a composite of primary and a composite of intermediate inputs. The second level is 
the production technology for primary factors, and intermediate inputs. Primary factors 
are described by a neoclassical production function represented by the C-D (Cobb-
Douglas) functional form to capture smooth substitution among primary factors (labor, 
capital, and land). Intermediate goods are represented by the Leontief production function 
although substitution among domestic and imported intermediate inputs is represented by 
the CES ( constant elasticity of substitution) production function. At the third level, a CES 
production function allows substitution between different skills of labor. Figure 3.2 
summarizes the structure of production and functional forms in the model. 
At the first level, a Leontief production function is used to relate gross output of 
industries with composite value-added (VA;) and intermediate inputs (Yi-;): 
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(3 1) X . [VAj v;i Vmi J • i = min -,-, ... ,-
aoi ali ami 
iEM,NM; JEM(l.. ... m) 
where X; 
VA; 
Vi; 
ao; 
aji 
Alternatively: 
= gross output of sector i, 
= composite value added in industry i, 
= composite intermediate input} in industry i, 
= composite value added per unit of output i, and 
= the usage of intermediate input j per unit of good i. 
Value Added and Factor Demand 
At the second level, value-added is produced by three factors: labor (L), capital 
(K), and land (1). The relationship is expressed as a Cobb-Douglas production function 
which assumes linear homogeneity and unitary-elasticity substitutability among the three 
primary factors. With the Cobb-Douglas production function, factor shares are also 
partial elasticities of output. 
(3 3) VA. = ,1,VA LAB.afC'AP,af LAND~T 
• 1 · 'f'1 I I I ' iEM; (a~+a~ +a: =1) I I I 
where <KA 
aL 
I 
a~ 
I 
a: 
I 
LA.Bi 
CAPi 
LAND; 
= value added efficiency parameter for industry i ( <KA > 0), 
= labor share parameter (O<a{<l), 
= capital share parameter (O<af <1), 
= land share parameter (O<a; <1), 
= labor used by industry i, 
= capital used by industry i, and 
= land used by industry i. 
Firms are assumed to choose VA; ( composite value added) and Vi; ( composite 
intermediate goods) to maximize the following profit function: 
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where PN; is the net price of commodity i, PIM;, PK;, and PT; are unit costs of labor, 
capital, and land, respectively. Net price is final commodity price net of costs of 
intermediate inputs and taxes. In the long run, industries face the same unit costs for land 
and capital. Industries also face the same unit costs for labor in each skill category. PIM; 
is a weighted average unit· labor cost weighted by proportion of skill labor type required 
by individual industries. Thus PIM; is industry specific aggregate labor price. 
The first order condition of equation (3 .4) with respect to capital can be written as: 
(3.5) oX. PK. -~'-=--' iCAJ: PN; 
\. ,,,. 
Equation (3.5) gives the marginal product of capital. The marginal product of CAP; 
multiplied by the amount of CAP; used gives the contribution of capital in the sectoral 
output, X. Thus, dividing the net contribution:, of capital by X yields the share of CAP;. 
Using equation (3. 5), the factor share of capital can be written as: 
(3.6) K PKPAP; a.=-~~ 
I PN;X; 
Rearranging terms in equation (3.6) yields the demand for capital in industry i: 
Similarly, the demand for labor is: 
(3.8) LAB= atPN,X; 
I PLM 
I 
The demand for land is: 
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(3.9) T ,,,,.r1J a!PN.X J...diLV., _ r 1 1 
i- PI 
I 
The third level represents substitution among five labor skills. A CES ( constant 
elasticity of substitution) production function is assumed. The CES allows elasticities of 
substitution among labor skills to differ among industries but requires the elasticity of 
substitution among any two categories oflabor in one industry to be the same. 
where ¢/;4-B 
5LAB 
IS 
LD;s 
()LAB 
I 
p~B 
LAB 1 
(Ji =1 LAB' 
-pi 
iEM; s=L1, .. ,Ls 
= the labor efficiency parameter for industry i ( </J~B > 0), 
= labor's share parameter (0<5{;4B <1), ('fis5;4B =1), 
= quantity demanded of skilled labor types in industry i, 
= the elasticity of substitution among labor skills in industry i, 
= the substitution parameter among labor skills in industry i (p~B * 0). 
The derived demand for labor of skill level s in industry i is based on cost 
minimization to satisfy aggregate labor requirement in the industry. The cost minimizing 
problem is to choose LD;s to minimize the total wage bill LsPLSsLD;s 
subject to 
where s=l, .. ,5 and PLSs is wage rate of skill labor types. 
Following Dixon, Bowles and Kendrick (1980), the first-order conditions are: 
s, t = 1, ...... ,5 
and 
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From equation (3 .11) the ratio of wages for two labor skills of type s and t can be 
expressed as: 
i.e. 
(3.14) LD. = (PLSso1::B)j{1+pfB) w. 
IS PLSoI:AB 11 
t IS 
Substituting equation (3 .14) into equation (3 .10) yields: 
so that the demand for labor of type s in industry i has the form: 
[ 
pf-48 I ]X,f-48 
(3.16) LD. = LABj "o1:'18(PLS11 o1::B) ;(1-pfB) 
is A.1;-AB £..J It PLS 01:AB 
'f'1 t t IS 
Intermediate Input Demand 
Intermediate inputs are obtained from region and nonregion sources. The choice 
between region and nonregion produced intermediate inputs is based on their relative 
prices and their substitutability as specified by the elasticity of substitution. A CES 
function is used to allow substitution between regionally produced and imported goods: 
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iEM,NM; }EM 
where <p~ 
8~ 
~; 
VRj; 
= the intermediate input efficiency parameter ( </J~ > 0), 
= the share parameter (0<8~<1), 
= imported intermediate purchases by sector i from sector j, 
= regional intermediate purchases by sector i from sector j, 
= elasticity of substitution, and aV: J 
p~· = the substitution parameter (-1 < p~ ,:t; 0). 
The intermediate input demand functions for regionally produced and imported 
goods are derived from the following cost minimization problem: 
Minimize PMOj~i + PRjVRji 
subject to vii = </J~[o:n.1;r +(1- o: )VR;1 rip} 
where PMOj = the prices of intermediate imported goods of sector j, and 
PRj = the prices ofintermediate regional goods of sector j. 
Solving the first order condition yields: 
(3.18) VRii = [(l-8~J(PMOiJ]""1 
1Mii ~ PRi 
Output Market 
Introduced by Powell and Gruen (1968), the constant elasticity of transformation 
(CET) function implements the idea of product differentiation. Each industry in the. region 
produces a composite commodity that can be transformed into an export or a commodity 
sold in the regional market. Price ratio and elasticity of transformation determine the 
levels of output exported and sold in the region. The following equation shows the 
substitution possibilities in production for the regional and export markets: 
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where X; 
¢; 
o! 
I 
EXP; 
R; 
u! I 
. X 
P; 
X 
CT; = X ' p -1 
I 
1 
= output of industry i, 
= the output efficiency parameter ( ¢; > 0), 
= the share parameter (O<o; <1), 
= supply of sector ifor export, 
= supply of sector i for regional sales, 
= elasticity of transformation, 
= the substitution parameter (-1 < p; ':f.:. 0). 
Eac);i firm producing market goods allocates its output between the regional and 
export markets to maximize profits. The firm maximizes revenue subject to the CET 
function for X;, and for given prices in the regional and export markets: 
Maximize PEO;EXE'; + PR;l?.; 
subject to 
where PEO; = price of exported goods, and 
PR; = price of regional goods. 
Solving the first order condition yields: 
ieM 
For nonmarket goods, sport fishing resident trips are only consumed in the region 
and nonresident trips are all exported. The export demand for nonresident trips is a 
function of price and price elasticity of export demand, &;. 
(3.21) R; = X;, EXP;= 0, iENR 
(3 .22) R; = 0, iENE 
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Income and Expenditure 
Factor Income 
Factor income is the result of value added by industrial sector. It is determined 
from regiC?nal resources and factor prices under market equilibrium conditions. It includes 
labor income (YL), capital income (YK), and land income (Y1). 
· Labor Income. Total labor income is the sum of the. pr<>duct of labor demanded · 
and the wage rate. Labor by skill is demanded by industry and institution including 
household and government. Labor income by skill is: 
· where LHHOsh, LS1,0,, and LFEDOs are, respectively, labor employed by household, state 
and local government, and federal government, while other variables are as defined 
previously. Only high income households employ labor directly, therefore '"E,,,LHHO,h = 
LHHHOs, where LHHHOs is labor employed by high income households. 
Total labor income is the summation across labor skills: 
s 
Capital income. Total capital income is the sum of the product of capital 
demanded and the rent of capital. Equation (3.25) is total capital income: 
(3 .25) YK = L PKPA~ , iEM 
where PK; is capital rent and CAP; is quantity of capital demanded by sector i. 
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Land income. Total land income is the sum of the product ofland demanded and 
the land rent. Total land income is: 
iEM 
where PT; is land rent, and LAND; is quantity ofland demanded by sector i. In the current 
analysis, only agricultural land is identified and all agricultural land is used by sector one. 
Factor income net of factor taxes, depreciation and retained earnings. Factor 
incomes are subject to government taxes, capital depreciation, and enterprise retained 
earnings. Labor, capital, land, and enterprise incomes net of taxes, depreciation, and 
retained earnings are defined as follows: 
Labor income net oflabor income tax (NYL) is: 
(3.27) NYL = YL(l-sstax) 
where YL is labor income, and sstax is labor income tax rate. 
Capital income available for distribution to households is total supply of capital 
multiplied by capital rent. Capital is differentiated between agricultural (YAGK) and 
. nonagricultural capital because agricultural capital income net of capital income tax and 
depreciation (NYAGK) is distributed directly to households: 
(3.28) YAGK = PKazC~g, and 
(3.29) NYAGK = YAGK(l-ktax -depr), 
where ktax is capital income tax rate, and depr is agricultural capital depreciation rate. 
Enterprise income is the nonagricultural capital income: 
(3.30) YENT = YK -YAGK, 
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The enterprise income net of depreciation and retained earnings (NYEN1) is distributed to 
households via enterprise profits: 
(3 .31) NYENT = YENT( 1- ktax - retr), where ktax is capital income tax rate and retr is 
enterprise depreciation and retained earnings. 
Land income available for distribution to households is land supplied multiplied by 
land rent net of land income tax (NY]). Similar to agricultural capital, land income net of 
land income tax is distributed directly to households: 
(3.32) NYT = YT(l ~ ttax), where ttax is land income tax rate. 
Household Income 
Sources of household ~ncome are factor income including profit distribution by 
enterprises, transfers from other households, government transfers, and net remittances 
from rest-of-world. Factor income is the main source of household income. 
Household labor income. Labor income, YL, in equation 3.24 is for all households 
residing in the region labor market3. From the household point of view, labor income is 
the product of labor supplied by household by wage rate. Overall wage rates paid to 
household groups differ because skill endowments vary. Thus, labor income by .household 
group in the region is expressed as: 
3 This study has not allowed for commuter labor. Because the region is large (state of Oklahoma), 
commuting across regional boundaries is minimal relative to the total size of the labor market. 
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where PLHh is overall regional wage rate paid to household group and LSupHh is regional 
labor supplied by household group. LSupHh will be discussed in a later section of this 
chapter. 
The total regional household labor income is: 
· At equilibrium, equations 3 .24 and 3 .34 are equal where labor demand must equal labor 
supply at equilibrium wag~ rate. 
However, because the model allows labor migration4 out of the region, labor 
supplied within the region under a new equilibrium is a proportion of the initial labor 
supplied by household groups. This proportion is used as an adjust~ent factor and is 
· needed· to account · for factor returns ( capital and land) that flow out-of-region with. 
migrating households. The specific adjustment factor for each household group (adjLh) is 
the following: 
().)S) adjLh = LSupHOh + IMigHh 
LSupHOh . 
where LSupHOh is initial equilibrium stock of labor by .household group, and IMigHh is 
labor migration by household group. Specification of labor migration will be presented in 
later discussion. 
Household disposable income. Factor incomes are distributed to households after 
factor income taxes, depreciation, and retained earnings. Because no provision is made 
for changes in ownership of capital and land, the adjustment factor in equation {3.35) is 
4 The more general case of labor in-migration as well as ~ut-migration was not modelled in this study. 
· Labor in-migration requires establishing an additional household group. 
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applied to account for returns to capital and land that remain with households · in the 
region. Regional factor income by household group adjusted for migration under new 
equilibrium is: 
where h = labor income.distribution coefficients to household groups, 
kh = agricultural capital income distribution coefficients to household groups, 
th = land income distribution coefficients to household groups, 
eh = enterprise profit distribution coefficients to household groups, and other 
parameters and variables are as defined previously. 
In· addition to factor income (YFHh), total income of household group h (YHh) 
remaining in the region includes State and Local government transfer (TRSLOh), Federal 
government transfer (TRFEDOh) and net remittances from rest-of-world (REMITOh). The 
government transfer and remittances need to be adjusted to only account for households 
remaining in the region. 
Each household group pays income taxes to the government and saves a 
proportion of its income. Disposable income for household group his denoted DYHh and 
is calculated as after tax household incomes: 
where hhtaxh is the income tax rate of household group h. 
Savings are fixed in proportion to household income. The proportion is mps11: the 
marginal saving propensity. Equation (3.39) shows the saving of household group h: 
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Regional Household Consumption Demand 
Regional household commodity expenditure is disposable income less saving~ and 
payment for labor employed by households: 
s 
Households in the region consume market and nonmarket goods. The regional 
consumption by . households is nested in two levels. At the first level, households 
maximize utility in the consumption of a composite of market and nonmarket goods, and 
the demand for leisure (or supply of labor) subject to budget constraints and prices. 
Linear expenditure system (LES) for consumption demand allows cross-price effects in 
demand. The LES is derived from the Stone-Geary utility function with consideration of 
leisure (See Lee, 1992 for fuller derivation). Demand for commodities is: 
where Q;h 
J/;h,J'.jh 
/J;h 
/Joh 
HEXPh 
P;,Pi 
ijeM,NR 
= consumption demand for composite good i of household group h, 
= minimum subsistence requirement for good i, or j of household group h, 
= marginal budget share for commodity i of household group h, 
= marginal budget share for leisure of household group h, 
= expenditure of household group h, and 
= composite price of commodity i, or j. 
Demand for leisure is: 
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where w is the wage rate. This equation is not directly used in the model but is used for 
deriving the labor supply equation presented in a later section (See Lee, 1992 for 
derivation). 
At the second level, households choose optimal combinations of imported and 
locally produced goods according to relative prices and pre-specified elasticities of 
substitution. Regional and imported goods are imperfect substitutes due to product 
differentiation. In addition to imported market goods, the imported nonmarket goods 
include sport fishing trips that households have at alternative sites outside the region. The 
substitution possibilities ( or degree of product differentiation) are represented by the 
parameters of the CBS function. This formulation corresponds to the well-known 
Armington specification. The shares in the composition of regional and imported goods 
are determined by cost minimization. 
1 
(3.43) Qh = ¢f(ofQMt/ + (1- of)QRt)PP, 
where ¢f 
8Q 
l 
QM;h 
QR;h 
UQ 
I 
pf 
= the household consumption efficiency parameter ( ¢f > 0), 
= the share parameter (O< of <l ), 
= household demand for imports, 
= household demand for regional products, 
= elasticity of substitution, and 
= the substitution parameter (-1 < pf -:t= 0). 
i,jEM,NR 
It is assumed that there is no regional nonmarket good demand for nonresident trips: 
(3.44) Qih = 0, iENE 
Consumers minimize cost or maximize utility subject to their budget by optimizing 
purchases from regionally produced and imported goods: 
Minimize 
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I 
subject to Qih = </J f ( of QM{/ + ( 1- o;)QR:,:P ) PP 
where PMO; = the price of imported goods of sector i. 
Solving the first order condition yields: 
(3.45) 
Total demand for regional products and imports are: 
Total demand for composite goods is: 
Household Labor Supply 
Taking demand for leisure into account, labor supply by household is defined as: 
where MAXHOURSOh= Th-Yoh- Th is the time endowment, which is twenty four hours 
minus the time necessary for sleeping and other minimal maintenance tasks, and Yoh is 
minimum subsistence requirement for leisure. The other variables are as defined in 
previous section. 
Because labor demand is classified in terms of skill levels, labor supply must also 
be expressed in terms of skill level when equating supply and demand at equilibrium, The 
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following _is used to bridge labor supply by household and labor supply by skills. Labor 
supply by household and by skill type, LSupHShs, is computed by assuming that the share 
LSupHSOhs. 
of skilled labor in each household type is the same as in the base, i.e. ------'-
LSupHO h 
(3.49) LSu iJIS = LSu iJl LSupHSOhs 
rp hs rp h LSupHOh 
Labor supply by skill is computed by summing LSupHShs over all households: 
(3.50) LSupSs = 'z:.LSupHShs 
h 
Government Income and Expenditure 
State and Local, and Federal government are considered separately. Governments 
consume market goods only, and, like households, optimize the allocation of expenditures 
between imported and regional commodities given relative prices and substitution 
possibilities. Governments also collect taxes and provide transfers to households. 
More specifically, government revenue is accumulated from indirect business 
taxes, factor taxes, enterprise taxation, household income taxes, and transfers from rest-
of-world. Its expenditures include commodity consumption, payment to labor, and 
transfers to households. 
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State and Local Government 
· The State and Local government revenue (YSL) and expenditure (SLEXP) are 
presented in equation.~ (3.51) and (3.52). 
(3.51) 
YSL = sl1BT (""L/btax;PR;X;) + szssr (sstaxYL) + slKTT (ktaxYK) + slITT (ttaxYT) 
+ slHHT (""Lh hhtaxhYHh) + SLBORO 
where sfBT = state/local proportion of government tax revenues from indirect 
business tax, 
sf ST 
sfIT 
s[TTT 
sflHT 
= state/local proportion of government tax revenues from labor tax, 
= state/local proportion of government tax revenues from capital tax, 
= state/local proportion of government tax revenues from land tax, 
= state/local proportion of government tax revenues from household 
income tax, 
ibtax; = indirect business tax of industry i, 
SLBORO = state/local government transfer and net borrowing, and other 
parameters and variables are as defined previously. 
ieM 
where QSL; = QSLO; are exogenously determined commodity purchases, and other 
variables are as defined previously. 
1 
(3.53) Q~Li = <!>~(a~QSJM{'fL +(1-a~)QSLR(f )pf, SL 1 O'; = SL ' 1-pi 
Q$l.M; 
· QSLR; 
(J~L 
I 
p{L 
= the state and local government efficiency parameter ( </>{L > 0), 
= the share parameter (0<8~L <1), 
= state and local government demand for imports, 
= state and local government demand for regional products, 
= elasticity of substitution, and 
= the substitution parameter (-1 < p{L ':t:. 0). 
ieM 
State and Local government minimizes expenditure on product i by considering region and 
out-of-region sources: 
Minimize PMO;QSLM; + PR,QSLR; 
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1 
subject to QSLi = ;~L(o~QSJM(F + (1- o~L)QSLR(F )PF 
where PMO; are the prices of imported goods. Solving the first order condition yields: 
(3.54) 
Federal Government 
Federal government revenue (YFED) and expenditure (FEDEXP) are calculated 
using equations (3.55) and (3.56). 
(3.55) 
YPED = fed1BT ("22Jbtax;PR;X;) + fed 8ST (sstaxYL) + fedKTT (ktaxYK) + 
fed 17r (ttaxYT) + fedHHT (Lh hhtaxhYHh) + FEDBORO 
where Jed8r = federal government's share of indirect business tax revenue, 
fe~sr = federal government's share oflabor tax revenue, 
JecfIT = federal government's share of capital tax revenue, 
JeF = federal government's share of land tax revenue, 
JetflHT = federal government's share of household income tax revenue, 
FEDBORO = federal government transfer and net borrowing, and other parameters 
and variables are as defined previously. 
where QFED; = QFEDO; are exogenously determined commodity purchases, and other 
variables are as defined earlier. 
I 
(3.57) QFEDi = ;~(o~QFEDM(rBD +(1-o;ED)QFEDR(rED)pfED iEM 
FED 1 
CY; = FED 1-pi 
where </J;ED = the federal government efficiency parameter ( </J;ED > 0), 
o;ED = the share parameter (O< 8~ <1 ), 
QFEDM; = federal government demand for imports, 
QFEDR; = federal government demand for regional products, 
CY;'ED = elasticity of substitution, and 
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p;ED = the substitution parameter (-1 < p;ED =t:- 0). 
Federal government also minimizes expenditures on good i by optimizing purchases of 
regionally produced and imported goods: 
Minimize 
I 
subject to QFEDi = ¢;ED(o;EDQFEDM{rED +(1-o;ED)QFEDR{rED)PtED 
Solving the first order condition yields: 
(3.SS) QFEDR; = [(I-81(ED)(PMO;)]-afED QFEDM; o~ED Pf\ 
Savings and Investments 
Total saving composed of household savings, depreciation and retained earnings, 
and savings from rest-of-world is defined as: 
(3.59) SAV = LHSAVh +deprYAGK +retr(YENI) +ROWSAVO 
h 
where YAGK is agriculture capital income, depr is agricultural capital depreciation rate, 
YENT is enterprise income, retr is rate of depreciation and retained earnings from 
enterprise income, and ROWSAVO is exogenous savings from rest-of-world. 
The capital expenditures include regional and imported investment demands. The 
investment demand substitution follows a CES function: 
l 
(3.60) Q'/NV, = ,1.~NV(o~NVQ'lNVMffM' +(1-01NV)Q'fl1.TTm('fM')pfM' a1!'v = l · iEM 
, 'I', , , , '''~'i , , l JNV' 
-pi 
where ¢;NV = the investment efficiency parameter ( ¢;NV > 0), 
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oi:w = the share parameter (O<oi:w <1), 
QJNV.M; = investment demand for imports, 
QINVR.; = investment demand for regional products, 
a:z'1v = elasticity of substitution, and 
p:w = the.substitution parameter (-1 < p:w -:1; 0). 
QINV; = QINVO; is exogenously determined. 
The levels of regional and imported investment goods depend on their price ratios 
and elasticities of substitution: 
Minimize 
I 
subject to QINV;. = ;i:w ( o:w QINVM['fN". + ( 1- o:w )QINVR['fN") pfN" 
Solving the first order condition yields: 
(3_61) QI~ =[(1-~J(PMO;)]-af" 
QINVM; 8 1 PR; 
The sum of investment demand for each sector multiplied by its composite price is the 
total investment: 
(3.62) INV= Li~QINV;, iEM 
Prices 
Composite labor price faced by industry is a weighted average of skilled labor 
wage rate. The weight used is the share of skilled labor categories required in each 
industry: 
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°" PLS LD. (3 .63) PIM; = ~s s ,s 
Lswis 
iEM 
To compute price of labor by household, note that LSupHSh/LSupHh is the share 
of skilled labor type s in the household h. These shares are used as weights to compute a 
weighted average price of skilled labor for each household type. In general, each 
household type has a different labor price because of different endowments of skilled 
labor. Thus the composite price oflabor paid to household type his: 
Overall economy-wide aggregate wage rate is a weighted average of the skill 
specific wage rate. Note that LDemSs is demand for labor for type s by industry, 
LDemSs = L;LD;s , and LExoOs is exogenous demand for type s. Exogenous demand for 
labor is made up of demand for labor from government and high income households. 
LPLSs(WemSs +LExoOs) 
(3.65) PL= _s ______ _ 
L(WemSs +LExo08 ) 
s 
Net price for commodity i is calculated as follows: 
ijeM,NM 
where PR; is regional price of sector i, aii is the usage of intermediate input sector j per 
unit of good i, Pi· is composite price of sector j, ibtax; is indirect business tax of sector i. 
Composite price of a commodity is a weighted average of regional and import 
pnces: 
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(3_67) P, = PR;R; +PMOjM, 
i R; +M, iEM,NR 
Composite price of nonresident trips is the cost of intermediate inputs: 
"P1V .. (3.68) P,: ~j JI 
, L/~, iENE,'}eM 
. Market Equilibrium . 
Domestic and composite prices adjust to clear all factor and commodity markets. 
Labor is imperfectly mobile responding to real wage differentials in a neociassical 
migration model. In a "short run" version, capital is assumed to be sectorally fixed, and 
the final equilibrium will have sectorally differentiated rental rates. In a "long run" 
version, capital is mobile and average capital return adjusts to clear the regional capital 
market. Flow of factor returns to resources owned by migrating households is assumed to 
be carried. out of the region by the households in the same proportion as the original factor 
endowments. 
Commodity Markets 
Commodity markets for market goods clear by equating regional outputs plus 
imports to total intermediate demands plus total final demands including exports. 
(3 .69) x; + M; = TV;+ TQ, + QSL, + QFED1 + QINV, + EXE'i iEM 
(3. 70) M; = TVM, + TQM; + QSLM, + QFEDM; + QINVM, iEM 
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Equilibrium conditions for nonmarket goods are: 
(3.71) )( +M; =TQ~ +TQM; ieNR 
(3.72) x; = EXP; ieNE 
The labor market is in equilibrium when,the quantity supplied equals the quantity 
demanded in each skill category. 
(3.74) LExoOs = LHHHOs +LSLOs +LFEDOs, 
where WemSs is industry demand for labor of type s, LExoOs is exogenous demand for 
labor which is made up of LHHHOs, LSLOs and LFedOs representing demand for labor from 
high income households, state/local government and federal government, respectively. 
Labor supply, LSupS8 , is as previously defined in equation (3.50). 
Labor mig,:ation. Skilled labor migration is based on the difference between 
regional and out-of-region wage rate for the skill category: 
( PLS ),,,i (3.75) IMIGs = LSupSOs Ro~o 
PLS 
where LSupSOs is initial labor supply by skill, PL/OCO is rest-of-world exogenous wage 
rate by skill, the 11/ is labor migration elasticity of response by skill and LSHSOhs i~ initial 
labor supply by household and skill. 
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Labor migration by household is calculated from labor migration by skills. It is 
assumed that the share of household types for migrating labor of a certain skill level is the 
same as the existing labor supply in the region: 
where LSupHShs is labor supply by household and by skill type. LSupHShs and LSupSs are 
as discussed previously. 
Capital 
When capital immobility is assumed, the capital market is in equilibrium when 
quantity demanded of capital from each industry equals the initial stock of capital in each 
industry. · Capital migration is disallowed and capital prices in each industry adjust to 
equate supply and demand. Thus: 
(3.77) CAP;= KSO; 
When capital mobility is assumed, the capital market is in equilibrium when total 
. capital supply, which is the initial amount of capital plus capital migration, equals total 
capital demand: 
In addition, _under capital mobility, the price paid for capital is assumed to be 
uniform across industries. In other words, there is only one capital price. This is enforced 
in the model by setting all nonagricultural capital price equal to agricultural capitalj price, 
thus: 
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(3.79) PKnonag = PKag 
Capital migration. The long run model is represented by allowing capital to 
I 
migrate between sector and region. Capital migration is based on the difference between 
the regional and the out-of-region rental price of capital: 
ieM 
where PK!0 co is. rest-of-world rent of capital, rf is capital migration elasticity of response, 
PK is capital rent which is uniform across-industries. 
The land market is in equilibrium when land use is equal to the initial quantity of 
land: 
(3.81) LAND;= TSO; 
Welfare Measure 
The change in welfare in the region is measured by compensating variation (CV), 
and equivalent variation (EV) consistent with the linear expenditure demand system. The 
CV measure estimates in money terms the amount households would require as 
compensation to remain as well off after an exogenous shock as they are before the shock. 
I 
The EV measure estimates in money terms the amount households would pay to avtjid the 
shock. The CV measure is based on new prices and the EV measure is based on :initial 
I 
pnces. 
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Compensating Variation 
(3.82) cvh = ( 1 ) * 
I-Poh 
[( . J ( J ( p ) /J;h ( p L ) floh] HEXPh - ~P1y 1h - adjLhHEXPOh -~P01y 1h I; p~i PLO . , 
(3.83) rev= Lev,,. 
h 
Equivalent Variation 
. (3.84) EVh = ( 1. ) * 
I-Poh 
(3.85) TEV =LEV,.. 
h 
i,jEM, NR 
i,jEM, NR 
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CHAPTER IV 
DATA AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter. describes the · data sources and procedures used for construction of 
the social accounting matrix (SAM). Also discussed are methods used in calibrath1g and 
solving the CGE model. 
Data Sources 
The main source of data for the SAM was obtained from micro IMPLAN (IMpact 
Analysis for PLANning) for 1991 originally developed by the USDA Forest Service 
(Olson, Lindall, and Maki, 1993). 
The regional non-survey IMPLAN 1/0 model is derived from a national model. 
Regional Purchase Coefficients (RPCs) are used to determine local (domestic) content of 
purchased goods and services. An RPC represents the locally produced proportion of the 
amount of a good or. service required to meet a particular ind1:1stry' s intermediate demands 
and final demands. By developing RPCs, gross regional trade flows (gross exports and 
imports) on commodities are estimated. For example, an RPC value of 0.8 for the 
commodity 'fish' means that 80 percent of the demand by fish processors, wholesalers, 
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I 
foreign exports, and all 'other demands for fish are met by local producers. The o~her 20 
I 
i 
percent (1.0 - RPC) of the demand is imported (Olson, Lindall, and Maki, 1993, p.2~). 
This study uses the 1991 IMPLAN data base for Oklahoma. RPCs derived from a 
data set developed at Boston College are used (Olson, Lindall, and Maki, 1993) .. These 
' 
RPCs (i:e., trade flow ·assumptions) -replace the. original values developed from the Jack 
Faucett study for "Non-shippable'.' commodities only. The non-shippable commodities are 
basically the service sectors and include IMPLAN sectors 433-528.5 
Angler trip expenditure data for 1991 was supplied by the Sport Fishing Institute 
(Fedler and Nickum, 1994b). The data are based on the 1991 National Survey of Fishing, 
Hunting, and Wildlife Associated Recreation conducted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Angler information was collected for three types of fishing: (1) freshwater, 
excluding Great Lakes; (2) Great Lakes; and (3) saltwater (Fedler and Nickum, 1994b). 
Oklahoma has only freshwater fishing. Micro-IMPLAN Recreation Economic Impact 
Estimation System (MI-REC) was used to bridge the trip expenditure data to the 
IMPLAN sectors. The MI-REC system (Stynes and Propst, 1992) consists of a :set of 
utilities and customized procedures for estimating the economic impacts of recreation and 
tourism projects. MI~REC is designed to be used with Micro-IMPLAN. Other 
supporting data were collected from various secondary sources. 
5 IMPLAN NEWS, Issue No. 14 July, 1995 
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Production Sector Aggregation 
The IMPLAN 528 sectors were aggregated into 3 8 industries corresponding to the 
Standard Industrial Cla~sification (SIC) code. These are listed in Appendix Table B.1. 
The 38 indu.stries follow industry-aggregation of Regional Input-Output Modeling System 
. (RIMS) II (USDC, 1992);. To reduce the size of the model, this study further aggregated 
. ' 
the 38 sectors into 14 sectors (Table 4.1). The IMPLAN se~tors not included: in the· 
aggregation of production sectors are listed in Table 4.2. 
TABLE4.1 
SECTOR AGGREGATION FOR PRODUCTION·ACCOUNT 
Production Account RIMS Sector Number 1MPLAN Sector Number 
1 Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 1-2 1-27 
2 Mining ( coal, misc, stone clay) 3,5,16 28-37,40-47).18,230-253 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, pe1roleum ref ming 4,13 38-39,186-214 
4 Construction 6-7 48-57 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaoo 8 58-107 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 9-10 108-132 
7 Paper, allied products, printing. publishing 11-12 161-185 
8 Other manufactures 14-15,17-24 133sl60,215-217,219-229,254-432 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 25-27 433-446,513-514 
10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 28-29 447-453,455 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 30-32 456-462 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 33 463,483-489 
13 Eating & drinking places 36 454 
14 Other services 34-35,37-38 464-482,490-515 
Intermediate Demand 
Aggregated regional interindustry transaction matrix in Lister Report #402 ~ho~s 
I· 
the industry purchase of goods and services from local industries. The row sµm of 
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interindustry transaction is the locally produced regional intermediate I demand by 
I 
industry. The data sources for imported intermediate inputs demanded by r¢gional 
industries are Lister Report # 112 (Regional Competitive Import to Intermediate 
Demands) and Lister Report #109 (Regional Non-competitive Imports to Intermediate 
! 
I 
Demands). Total intermediate demand by industry is included in Table 4.5 (discussed 
later). 
TABLE4.2 
IMPLAN DATABASE SECTORS NOT IN THE PRODUCTION 
ACCOUNT AGGREGATION* 
Sector Description 
Noncom parable Im ports 
Scrap 
Used and Secondhand Goods 
Federal Gover11m ent -
State and Local Government 
Rest of World Industry 
Households Industry-Low Income 
Households Industry-Medium Income 
Households Industry-High Income 
Inventory Valuation Adjustment 
*Adopted from Lee (1992, p.73) 
Value Added 
IM PLAN Database Sector Num her 
516 
517 
518 
519-521 
522-523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
The value added in the SAM summarizes factor shares which are under 'indu$try' 
column headings and 'factor' row headings in the SAM. Factor account includes fiv~ 
I 
- I 
labor skills, capital, and land. Labor skill categories were aggregated from 59 job lists 
i 
I 
compiled by the U.S. Bureau of the Census in Rose, et al., 1988 (Appendix Table B.2). 
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IMPLAN does not provide value added information consistent with most SAM 
! 
accounts for factor use of labor, capital, and land. IMPLAN total value added in Lister 
Report #404A includes employee compensation, proprietary income, other p1operty 
income, and indirect business taxes (Table 4.3). For this study, indirect business taxes 
were subtracted from total value added and entered into the SAM entries corresponding to 
the appropriate government rows and industry columns. This study distributed indirect 
business taxes to State/Local and Federal government across industry at the same 
proportion as the data reported in IMPLAN SAM 19906, i.e., 73.63 percent (State/Local) 
and 26.37 percent (Federal). 
I 
The remaining total value added were distributed to factor accounts. Thi~ study 
! 
followed Koh (1991) who adopted the USDA/ERS CGE model for agricultural sector 
factor shares developed by Robinson, Kilkenny, and Hanson (1990). These factor share 
distributions for agriculture are 23.94 percent for labor, 33.94 percent for capital and, 
42.12 percent for land. 
Non-agricultural sector factor shares are treated differently. 
1 
Employee 
compensation was all attributed to labor. Other property income was all attributed to 
capital. Proprietary income was divided between payments to labor and payments to 
capital. The 1990 SAM generated by IMPLAN provides a detailed breakdown of value 
added and this was used to conclude that payment to labor and capital from proprietary 
income was, respectively, 31. 4 percent and 69. 6 percent. 
6 IMPLAN SAM 1990 is generated by combining Oklahoma 1990 SAM data and Oklahoma 1990 
IMPLAN database. 
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' i 
I 
Labor income in each sector was distributed to five skill levels. Appendi1 Table 
I 
B.3. bridges the sector industries defined by ruM:S II and Rose, et al. A wage and1 salary 
I 
I 
matrix for 1982 by SQ job classifications and 41 industries is presented by Rose~ et al. 
I 
(1988, Table 5.1, p.49-54, reproduced in this study as Appendix Table B.4).i The 
I 
wage/salary income data was used to produce labor income allocation by indust~ and 
labor skill_classified in this study (Appendix Table B.5). 
TABLE4.3 
REGIONAL FINAL PAYMENTS TO FACTORS IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 
Employee .Indirect Other 
INDUSTRY Com pen- Business Proprietary Property 
sation Tax Income Income 
(SM) (SM) (SM) (SM) 
l Ag. forestry, fishery products and servictS 239.415 71.740 832.561 73.537 
2 Mining (coal, misc. stme clay) 367.012. 14.669 24.325 990.852 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petrolemn refining 1481.438 4199.412 75.837 5857.123 
4 Construction 1710.747 ! 1.116 619.864 398.134 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 375Jl5 5.125 3.286 315.697 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 118.242 1.314 -0.217 43.286 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 400.544 7.108 25.591 391.294 
8 Other manufactures 3503.309 108.832 153.372 1861.513 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 2651.327 370.816 245.402 2295.351 
10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 3992.322 1478.676 615.277 655.880 
11 Finance, insurance. real estate 1537.948 1494.240 90.874 4773.972 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusanenls 281.940 96.083 97.514 69.991 
13 Eating & drinking places 723.538 128.029 49.495 163.968 
14 Other services 5600.673 88.947 1874.839 1153.619 
Total 22983.570 8076.705 4708.020 19044.216 
Employee Cmq,en.sation: Total P8}'rOll oosts (""'11"5 and salaries and benefits) paid by local industries. 
Indirect Business Taxes: Sales, excise and other taxes paid durirg normal operation ofindusby. This does not include taxes paid based on net income 
Proprietllly Income: Income from self emplO}'[llOnl 
Other Property Income: Includes c:aporatc income, m1llll income, ilterest, and COlpOl8le transfer payments. 
Total Value Added The value addedtoinlennedia1e cost of goods andseIYices. The sum of th, above four factors. 
Employment: Numbet of jobs (amual average) required byagivenindusby- includes self empl<J}'Od 
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Total ! I 
Value I 
Added 
(SM) 
1217.252 
1396.859 
11613.809 
2739.860 
I 
699.8~4 
162.625 
824.537 
5627.025 
' 5562.895 
6742.155 
7897.03,4 
545.528 
1065.029 
8718.078 
54812.510 
Labor Employed by Households 
IMPLAN shows that households themselves employ labor. Such labor is ~sually 
I 
services provided by lower income households to higher income households. Modification 
I 
was made to IMPLAN results by allocating all such labor to high income household~. The 
I 
labor employed by high income households was classified as labor skill 3 (&ervice 
occupations). 
Labor Employed by Governments 
Labor employed by State/Local government, and Federal government was 
I 
I 
distributed to five labor skills. The distribution follows sector "Public Administration" in 
wage/salary income distribution matrix in Appendix Table B.4. 
- Regional Consumption Demand 
Regionally Produced Commodity Demand 
Regional consumption demand is reported in Lister Report #403A (Table; 4.4). 
The report includes household personal consumption and government consumption. 
Households are classified as low, medium, and high income households with 1991 yearly 
income of under $20,000, $20,000 to $40,000, and over $40,000, respect
1
ively. 
I 
State/Local and Federal form the government accounts. 
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INDUS1RY 
TABLE4.4 
REGIONAL CONSUMPTION DEMAND BY INDUSTRY 
IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 ($M) 
Household Government 
Personal Consumntion Federal 
! 
State/Local 
Low Medium High Pur/Non-Mil Pur/Mil CCC Pur/Non-Ed Pur-Ed 
I Ag, forestry, fishety products and servic: - , 74.124 86.422 44.299 0.096 
2 Mining (coal, misc, stone clay) 4.6S0 16.679 12.04S 0.001 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refini 297.772 S70.728 263.871 0_012 
4 Construction : 0.000 o_ooo 0.00() S.027 
S Food and kindred products and tobbaco 224.183 364.023 149.423 O.o38 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 89.S34 ISS.014 93.184 0.000 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishi 32.302 48-883 22.192 0.032 
8 Other manufactures 141.082 290.'864 ISl.004 0.831 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 818.913 987.983 S31.062 o.soo 
IO Trade (wholesale, retail) 1391.417 2414.943 1224.04S 0.119 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 1641.97S 2S74.428 1214.218 0.267 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 138.623 2S0-123 147.447 0.014 
13 Eating & drinking places S33.944 6SS.469 331.735 0.000 
14 Other services 2830.767 3614.IS7 2030.SSI 10.237 
Total 8219.284 12029.776 6215.377 17.172 
Household Personal Consumption: Purchuc of commodities by indiviWals for personal use by low. medium and high income households. 
Pur/Non-Mil: Purchase of commodities by Federal agencies other than defense agencies. 
Pur/Mil: Purchase of commodities by Federal defense agencies. 
CCC:Not pu rchase or sates n alive numbn) ( eg by Fcdcnl Cammodi ty Credit Co on.lion rp 
Pur/Non-cd: Purchase of.commodities by n111-cducationll lillto and local govommont agom:ios. 
Pur/Ed: Purchase oC commodities by ecllCllional llalc and local government agencies. 
O.S11 0.000 9.990 I S.809 I 
0.049 0.000 2.771 1.4S0 
199.304 0.000 3S.99S ! S3.947 
343.333 0.000 936.686 1224.127 
1.832 0.000 8.724 I 26.0S7 
0.328 0.000 4.863 ' O_S61 
0.102 o_ooo 8.027 13.13S 
SO.OSI o_ooo 46.S02 33.382 
IOS.667 0.000 119.894 101.643 
12.872 0.000 36.69S 32.086 
0.326 0.000 98.642 9.771 
0.204 0.000 9.779 6.077 
13.542 0.000 21.)21 0.580 
2ss_s10 0.000 182.97S : 133.374 
983.661 o_ooo 1522.663 1642.003 
Aggregation Lister Report #403B contains regional investment and trade demand 
(Table 4.5). Investment demand is the summation of inventory additions and \capital 
i 
' 
formation. Domestic and foreign exports by industry are the commodity exports outside 
I 
the region. It also includes total regional final demand for each industry. 
Imported Commodity Demand 
i 
Domestic and foreign imports are generated from IMPLAN Lister Report #;l l 3A: 
. I 
I 
I 
Regional Competitive Imports to Consumption Demand and Lister Report 1JJOA: 
Regional Non-competitive Imports to Consumption Demand. The reports differ~ntiate 
- I 
household and government consumption for each commodity. IMPLAN Lister J?.,eport 
- I 
# 11 OB and 113B presents regional non-competitive and regional competitive in!iports, 
I 
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respectively, for investment and trade demand. Imported investment demand is the 
summation of inventory additions and capital formation. Import summary is reported in 
IMP LAN Lister Report# 404B (Table 4.6). 
TABLE 4.5 
REGIONAL INVESTMENT AND TRADE DEMAND IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 ($M) 
Investment Trade 
INDUS1RY Inventory Capital Domestic 
Additions Formation Exports 
I Ag. forestry, fishery products and services 3.024 0.534 2401.585 
2 Mining ( coal, misc, stone clay) 0.137 3.620 1903.251 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 4.041 7.890 18571.401 
4 Construction 0.000 3591.834 65.896 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 1.816 0.033 1965.423 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 0.699 0.129 77.668 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 0.112 0.579 1393.128 
8 Other manufactures 13.744 1238.543 7142.624 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 0.842 63.670 3324.044 
·,o Trade (wholesale, retail) 0.000 228.859 405.737 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 0.000 35.302 1969.096 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 0.000 0.073 58.014 
13 Eating & drinking places 0.000 0.000 163.326 
14 Other services 0.094 22.053 2432.568 
Total 24.508 5193.120 41873. 759 
Invesbnent • Inventory Addition,: Net addition (purclwe) to inventory. 
Investment - Capital Fonnation: Commodity purchant by private indusby and household, for capital formation. 
Trade - Domestic Exports: Commodity export from the region to the rest of the US. 
Trade - Foreign Exports: Commodity export from the region to the reot of the world (out.ide of the US). 
Intennedia:te demand: Sum of industry purchue of goods and 1er:vice1. 
Total Final Demand: Sum ofallpurchaset for final u,e or consumption. 
Commodity Output Sum of commodities produced in the region. 
Foreign 
Exports 
764.828 
52.306 
263.111 
0.000 
120.695 
7.068 
42.528 
3141.587 
663.810 
601.747 
267.209 
24.275 
3.299 
190.013 
6142.476 
Institutional Income 
Factor Income 
Total 
Intermediate Final Commodity 
Demand Demand Output 
1290.077 3391.222 4681.299 
245.901 1996.956 2242.858 
2158.322 20268.069 22426.392 
I 
3917.752 5166.903 19084.656 
344.048 2862.245 13206.293 
71.093 429.114 I 500.201 
503.049 1561.020 ;2064.068 
1735.928 12250.244 13986.172 
3403.290 6718.029 10121.319 
1722.057 6348.519 8070.574 
2341.437 7811.233 10152.671 
153.437 634.626 . 788.063 
405.065 1723.015 2128.080 
4205.829 11702.599 15908.429 
22497.283 82863. 795 105361.081 
The row-sum of value added matrix plus the value of labor employfd by 
households and governments are the row and column control totals for factor idcome. 
Factor income was then adjusted for taxes, capital depreciation, and retained ea:rnings 
74 
I 
I 
before allocation to households. Information from the USDA/ERS CGE model !for the 
U.S. (Robinson, et al, 1990), and Koh (1991) was used to establish employjl social 
security tax rates for the Oklahoma SAM. This study applied a 13 .40 percen , social 
I 
I 
security tax rate to labor compensation. The capital tax rate of 13.30 percent was a1opted 
from the USDA/ERS model. · Land tax was taken as 15.98 percent. 
depreciation and retained earning, also from the USDA/ERS model, was 
percent. 
TABLE4.6 
The fate of 
equal t 38.5 
REGIONAL TRADE FINAL PAYMENT IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 ($M) 
Compo- N...._. Tdal TdalDo- Tdal 
INDUSTRY tiliw petiliw Dome&lic Foreign Tdal mmic:Final TdalF'inal • lndulliy 
impodl Impcxt, impodl Import• importl Paymm Paymera ' Outlays 
1 Ag. fmmuy. &ahmy productnndlleMCel 1397.282 0.132 1371.765 25.649 1397Al4 2S89.017 2614.666 4681.299 
2 Mining (coal. misc, IIIDne day) S27.2SB 0.973 474.641 S3.S90 S28.231 1871.SOO 1925.090 2242.8S8 
3 Crude petr, lllllunl BBB. petmleumnlimng 1S94.S22 0.883 893.293 6702.113 1S9SAOS 12507.098 19209.217 22426.392 
4 Cmmuction . 3277.183 3A38 3103.977 176.643 3280.620 5843.838 6020A81 9084.6S6 
S Food and kindred producta and tobbaco 1183.719 33.870 1134.208 83.380 1217.589 1834.032 1917Al3 3206.293 
6 Toxtilo mill prod11ct1&nd apparel 2S1.093 0.535 227.529 24.099 2S1.628 390.1S4 414.2S2 S00.207 
7 Paper. aDiod pn,clucla. prl,mg. publilhing 838.010 0.315 7S9.S24 78.801 838.325 1S84.061 1662.862 2064.068 
8 Other manufactures 5305.900 33A68 4489.217 8SO.IS0 5339.367 10116.243 10966.392 13986.173 
9 Tm,sportation. c:onummication, utilility 2283.7S8 97.218 1108.260 · 1272.715 '.D80.97S 6671.ISS 7943.870 10121.319 
10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 440.004 1.741 430.SBS 11.161 441.745 7172.739 7183.900 8070.574 
11 Financ:e. DIIUl1IDCe. real estate 834.149 I.SIS 828.S7S 14.088 842.663 872S.609 8739.697 10152.671 
12 Hotelr,lodgingplaces&amlllOlllOIU 94.880 O.BS1 94.0S4 1.676 95.730 639.S83 641.2S8 788.063 
13 Eating & driJlking placot S06A18 8.614 4S6.942 SB.ISO SIS.092 1521.971 1580.121 2128.080 
14 Olher BeIVices 28S3.3S1 26.631 2696.186 183.796 2879.981 11414.264 11S98.0S9 15908.430 
Total 21381-'86 211.181 18068.151 9536.010 2160t.16S 12881.262 82411.219 :10SJ6/.0BJ 
Competitive Importl: Total lcr Ill.I ccmmoditin Dparted Midi Ire llm locllly,,__ by ... ind.Illy IKlor. 
Noa-Competitive Impartc Tatll of CX1111•oditin impadecl Mich .. •al loclllypraGlced by ncb iadultly Ndor. 
Tctal Dcm111ticlmporta: Tatlll of commoditin impaded hm •• rwll aftbe United Btlin by iadilllly, 
Fanw,-o:Tac.lofcommodiliffim_d_ ... _oflbo-1d_of ... U8byiamd,y. 
Tal.Jlmpmts:All .inportl olmmmoditini,fcnip •d ... Hlicby ildlllly. 
TGI..JDomnticFinalPa),aeDls: ~ mw1ut added1Mlot.lda.eliiciinpo1t1~e..,...t11t1 ochwdlm '*' iatennecille podsmdlll"Yicetllld f"orqpa impon1, 
Talal Fialll P..,..eats; AD Jllt"Dentl by nch in...,...,.._ far lcal iaterm-* pocll md mtYica. Tbe mm oltotlll Vlllue .dded and total imports. 
Labor, agricultural capital, and land returns after tax were distributed directly to 
. I 
households as factor income. Total labor income is the sum of the product of qutty of 
househol4 labor supplied by skill and the price of labor by skill. An aggregate wage rate 
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I 
I 
I 
paid to households by income class differs because skill endowments by household income 
1 
! 
class size vary. The distribution ·of labor income to low, medium, and high income 
households is the same as the distribution of employee compensation to three income 
i 
household classes presented in IMPLAN 1990 SAM. 
Agricultural capital returns and land returns were equally distributed by household 
income class size following the· study by Lee {1993), i.e., 3 percent, 45 percent, ~nd 52 
I 
percent, respectively, to low, medium, and high income households. 
Enterprise income equals non-agricultural capital returns net of capital tax. The 
proportion of enterprise income distributed to households and the rate of entfrprise 
depreciation and retained earnings are the same as in IMPLAN 1990 SAM. 
Government Transfers 
Regional Economic Information System (REIS), Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(BEA) reports the dollar amount of total government transfers by source (Statd/Local 
government and Federal government) for Oklahoma (USDC, 1991c). Total transfers of 
$9,433,541,000 in 1991 were allocated to low, medium, and high income households in 
the same proportions as reported by IMPLAN 1990 SAM. -
Total Household Income I 
I 
I 
REIS, BEA provides total personal household income for Oklahoma. The tbtal of 
$49,530,955,000 in 1991 was used as a control total. Utilizing data from eoJsumer 
! 
Expenditure Survey (CES) 1990-91, a control total for each household income cla~s size 
. I 
76 
was estimated. Table 4.7 shows the adjusted total household income by income clrs size 
(in millions of dollars) , Le., $9,837; $23,829; and $15,865 for low, medium, atjd high 
I 
househ~ld i~c~me cl~ss size, respectively. 
TABLE4.7 I 
ADWSTED HOUSEHOLD TOTAL INCOME BY INCOME CLASS SIZE, 1~91 
I 
I 
Hcmcltold hrotre Oass Size 
Item Unit I.ow Mxliwn High Total : 
hrotre before taxes (I) Avy/cx,mmrer ($) 10,087 28,937 67,251 30,649, 
Amrual exp:mitures (E) Avy/cx,mmrer ($) 16,001 27,592 49,908 27,883! 
Ratio (F}I) or (r) Percent 159 95 74 91 
Total c:omumpion (this miy) (c) Millon$ 13,345 19,432 10,069 42,846 
Aqjusted total im:nre (dr) Millon$ 8,413 20,379 13,568 42,360 
Total im:nre acljustm:nt (this study) Millon$ 9,837 23,829 15,865 49,5311 
Source: Caisumr Expenmture Survey, 1990-91, Ul D:Jt cflalxr 1993, IMPIAN 1991, and REIS, BEA 1994 
To balance the SAM, remittances, household saving, government borrowing and 
ROW saving were calculated as residuals. 
Angler Trip Expenditure 
i 
I 
! 
Sport Fishing Institute Trip Expenditure Data - ·· ·· ·· - -- I 
The information collected in the National Survey of Fishing, Hunting and "fildlife 
Associated Recreation focused on the participation, characteristics and expenditJes of 
U.S. residents 16 years of age and older. Unlike the previous surveys completed J 1980 
I . 
and 1985 where anglers were contacted once at the end of year, anglers in 1991 were 
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I 
contacted three times over the course of the year. Respondents were asked to ~rovide 
I 
i 
fishing participation and expenditure information (Fedler and Nickum, 1994). 
i 
.. The National Survey estimated'that so3;100 US anglers fished in Oklahomaiduring 
I 
I 
. i 
1991, with 10,790,000 angler trips, and 12,079,000 angler days. Among the ~glers, 
I 
623,300 were state residents with 9,410,900 trips, and 10,394,000 days (Table 4.J). An 
additional 180,400 anglers were nonresidents with 1,379,000 trips and 1,686,0001•ys of 
fishing. Table 4.9 shows the expenditure profiles of resident trips (in-state and out-of-
state) and nonresident trips. The 1991 total angler expenditures of $387,326,000 in 
' 
' 
Oklahoma are distnlmted as trip related, equipment, and other, and tualed 
$196,226,000, $59,506,000, and $131,594,000, respectively (Table 4.10). Appendix 
I 
I 
Table B.6 presents the corresponding expenditure items as in Table 4.10 but classified as 
RIMS II sectors. 
I 
i 
I 
TABLE4.8 I 
I 
RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT ANGLERS AND TRIPS IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 
! 
Descri:etion Unit Resident Nonresident Total 
Total anglers 1000 anglers 623.3 180.4 803.7 
Total trips I 
In-state 1000 trips 9410.9 1379.0 10789.9 
Out-of-state 1000 trips 368.7 NA 3~8.7 
I 
Total days of fishing 1000 days 10394.0 1686.0 120f O.O 
Dais per tr(e number 1.10 1.22 J.12 
Source: USDC, 1991 National Survey ofFishing, Hunting, and Wildlife Associated Recreation: Oklahoma 
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TABLE 4.9 
RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT TRIP EXPENDITURE PROFILES 
IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 
~dent Nmresident 
Item In-State Oit-of-State 
($1,000) {°lo) ($1,000) 
Trip Related Expenditure 
Food arrl lodging 69,314.83 · 43.09 23,064.87 
Trarnportation 44,063.05 27.39 12,897.05 
Privilage arid other fees 3,130.85 1.95 6,546.05 
Boot etc 26,650.34 · 16.57 . 4,200.86 
Bait 13,910.97 8.65 959.43 
Ice 3,784.03 2.35 546.47 
l\1I-REC Recreation Economic Impact Estimation System 
(%) ($1,000) 
47.84 14,560.66 
26.75 14,051.52 
13.58 952.65 
8.71 4,163.21 
1.99 l,072.92 
1.13 570.77 
l;{°/o) 
41.16 
39.73 
2.69 
. 11.77 
i 
I 
I 
3.03 
1.61 
The MI-REC system has been developed in conjunction with efforts to e~aluate 
economic impacts associated with water-based recreation. Expenditures by visitors to 
recreation resources can be used to estimate the economic impacts of recreation or 
tourism. Before visitor spending profiles can be used in Micro-IMPLAN, they mbt be 
"bridged" to the economic sectors in the model. This "bridging" process requires .lerage 
I 
' 
expenditures for each item to be proportioned among production, transportation and trade 
. . 
sectors through the use of the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) data: This 
' proportioning results in a "bridge table" whose rows are the economic sectors contained 
in the Micro-IMPLAN model and whose columns are expenditure categories (Stynis and 
I 
Propst, 1992). Appendix Table B.6 is the "bridge table" which is aggregated to the RIMS 
I II 3 8 sectors. 
I 
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TABLE4.10 I 
I 
ANGLER TRIP AND EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES FOR 1991 IN OKLAH(!)MA 
INDUSTRY 
TRIP RELATED EXPENDITURES 
Food & drink 
Lodging 
Public transportation 
Private transportation 
Boat fuel 
Guide fees 
Package fees 
Public land use fees 
Private land use fees 
Boat launching fees 
Boat storage, repair 
Equipment rental 
Bait 
Ice 
EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 
Rods, poles, components 
Reels 
Lines 
Artificial lures 
Leaders, hooks, sinkers 
Tackle boxes 
Creels, string er, nets 
Minnow traps, seines 
Electronic devices 
Ice fishing equipment 
Spear fishing equipment 
Other purchases 
OTHER EXPENDITURES 
Camping equipment 
Binoculars 
Special clothin$ 
Processing, taxidermy 
Magazines 
Contributions to org. 
Other purchases 
Bass boat 
Other motor boat 
Non-motor boat 
Motors, boat accessories 
Pickup, camper, trailer 
Cabin 
Trail bike, snowmobile 
Other (ice chest) 
Land leasing 
Fishing licenses 
Special licenses, fees 
TOTAL 
EXPENDITURES 
($1,000) 
I96,226 
71,614 
12,224 
2,789 
55,352 
15,502 
430 
718 
1,361 
568 
371 
14,934 
1,008 
15,001 
4,354 
59,506 
14,465 
11,833 
5,321 
13,912 
4,834 
1,387 
1,066 
605 
4,980 
0 
96 
1,007 
lJI,594 
6,161 
95 
2,923 
1,781 
1,999 
1,780 
1,885 
38,433 
21,495 
635 
9,418 
35,467 
0 
0 
430 
1,579 
7,513 
0 
387,326 
Source: J. eedler, A.1. and D.M. N1ckum. l 994. I he l99 l Economic Impact 
of Sport Fishing in Oklahoma. Sport Fishing Institute, Washington, D .C. 
Bridging Sport Fishing Expenditure to MI-REC 
I 
' 
Sport fishing expenditure and MI-REC bridge table (Appendix Table B.i) are 
constructed based on the expenditure data (Appendix Table B.6) and IMPLAN ~ridge 
I 
I 
I 
table ( Appendix Table B. 7). The expenditures were distributed across 3 8 sectors. 
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Incorporating Sport Fishing Expenditures into Oklahoma SAM 
Sector allocation of trip related expenditures by Oklahoma resident and 
! 
nonresident anglers is presented in Table 4.11. Oklahoma residents spent $lp0,854 
i 
thousand in-state and $48,038 thousand out-of-state. The trip related expenditures for 
I 
I 
nonresidents of Oklahoma were $35,372 thousand. The total sport fishing expenditures, 
I 
which include trip related, equipment, and other expenditures, made in Oklahoma by 
resident and nonresident anglers is presented in Appendix Table B.9. Out of the total 
expenditures of $387,326 thousand, residents of Oklahoma spent $321,990 thoµsand, 
while nomesidents of Oklahoma spent $65,336 thousand. I 
TABLE4.ll 
OKLAHOMA RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT TRIP RELATED 
EXPENDITURES BY INDUSTRY, 1991 
Total Trip Related Expenditures ($1,000) 
Industry Resident Non- Total Spen~g 
I 
In-State Out-of-State resident inOklahqrna 
(a) (b) (c) (a)+(c) 
1 Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 2476.932 616.056 416.694 2893.627 
2 Mning ( coal, misc, stone clay) 6.479 1.888 2.066 8.545 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 32023.275 8133.257 8763.371 40784>.646 
4 Construction 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 27166.682 8345.053 5457.619 32624.300 
I 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 3.665 1.068 1.169 4.834 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 0.000 0.000 0.000 . 0.000 
! 
8 Other manufactures 8034.370 1470.499 1511.519 9545.889 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 11608.962 2831.443 2415.644 14024.606 
! 
10 Trade (\\holesale, retail) 43252.568 9704.225 8462.920 51715.488 
I 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 0.000 0.000 0.000 · ~.000 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 13443.826 9527.665 3082850 1652$.676 
13 Eating & drinking places 18599.564 6171.367 3907.127 22506.691 
14 Other services 4237.482 1234.978 1351.216 5588.697 
Total· 160853.805 4803Z500 35372.195 19622~.ooo 
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· The information about trip spending by household inc~me level is extractjd from 
sport fishing survey data. Only anglers responding to the income question when 
. I 
• I 
interviewed were considered in aggregating trip expenditures by income classes. ~ecause 
I 
the allocation of sport fishing expenditures were based on the trip related expenditures 
I 
only, the equipment and other expenditures were treated in the same way. The i survey 
results show.that expenditures were 24.41- percent, 36.24 percent, and 39.35 percerlt made 
. . I 
. I 
by low, medium, and high income households, respectively. Th~ study by Lee (1993) in · 
McCurtain County showed 23.35 · percent, 38.15 percent, and ·38.50 percent of trip 
expenditures, respectively, made by low, medium, and high income households. j 
The sport fishing expenditures by sector form the intermediate inputs in_ thj sport 
fishing production :function. The total expenditures form the demand for the nocinarket 
. . . ! 
good of sport fishing trips by household group. In the SAM, sport fishing is tre~ted as 
additional producing sectors of nonmarket goods but with market good' input 
. I 
expenditures. The addition of nonmarket sport fishing expenditures, i.e., resident trip, and 
nonresident trip, increased the total number of sectors in the model to 16 sectors. I 
. I 
I 
Oklahoma SAM 
The Oklahoma SAM summarizes the performance and structure of the state's 
economy in 1991 (Table 4.12). The entry in each cell is in terms of 1991 millibns of 
dollars. 
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TABLE4.12 
OKLAHOMA SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX, 1991 ($MII.LiON) 
EXPENDITURES 
II 
INDUSTRY 
\ l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
RECEIPTS 
INDUSTRY 
l Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 745.9 0.4 0.2 / 31.6 402.2 2.5 0.4 3.1 5.2 2.0 46.1 5.4 10.3 
2 Mining (coal, misc, stone clay) 1.6 70.9 11.7 50.0 30.3 0.1 2.2 38.9 15.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 4.8 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 221.8 47.7 160.9 529.3 56.5 4.0 62.3 211.9 561.8 35.8 7.9 2.0 6.3 
4 Construction 48.0 5.3 2927.9 8.0 7.8 0.5 3.1 60.3 107.7 15.0 277.2 2.9 6.1 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 47.1 0.0 0.8 0.1 151.8 0.0 0.1 0.6 2.5 0.0 0.0 1.9 105.3 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 1.0 0.1 0.0 4.4 0.2 33.3 0.3 20.2 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.1 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 2.6 12.6 7.2 3.8 95.9 3.8 40.8 103.8 28.2 60.1 22.7 10.3 18.1 
8 Other manufactures 33.6 11.7 9.0 477.9 31.6 2.1 22.4 860.4 68.7 9.9 7.1 2.2 3.9 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 203.9 96.5 36.4 394.5 212.7 12.4 105.0 530.3 641.4 .. 194.7 121.9 27.2 80.5 
00 10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 131.9 18.2 11.8 495.8 140.1 8.4 44.6 536.2 72.7 14.8 6.3 1.7 57.l 1.,,1 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 393.4 17.2 20.9 138.5 31.6 5.7 22.4 133.3 184.3 155.4 487.1 19.9 77.8 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 8.1 0.8 0.3 6.7 3.2 0.2 2.9 17.0 48.0 7.0 5.0 21.2 2.9 
13 Eating & drinking places 2.3 2.9 l.S 27.3 9.0 1.9 10.5 47.4 83.5 57.1 46.6 3.8 9.6 
14 Other services 196.0 29.3 26.4 782.5 102.5 9.9 74.6 394.3 314.7 312.0 343.9 44.6 159.2 
l 5 Resident trip 
16 Nonresident trip 
_Total-------- --- ------ _____ _jt_ 2037.3 __ 313.8 _ 3215.0 _ 2950.4 _ 1275,2 --- 84.8 __ 391.7 _ 2957.6 _ 2134.9 __ 864.2 __ 1372.2 __ 143.9 __ 542.2 
FACTORS 
Labor 
I .Mgmt/Professional 51.6 84.7 360.1 ~03.4 70.5 13.2 113.4 924.2 533.8 906.1 594.0 183.8 325.7 
2.Tech/Sales/Adm Support 20.7 40.9 273.5 155.4 61.7 13.9 105.3 589.7 771.4 2095.8 911.0 47.1 67.9 
3.Services 5.0 3.1 21.2 8.3 8.5 1.0 3.7 39.7 44.0 53.l 30.l 43.1 322.1 
4.Farm/Forest/Fish 173.2 0.1 0.4 1.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 4.3 0.9 2.0 2.2 6.3 0.1 
5 .Prod/Craft/Repairs 23.7 245.9 850.0 1437.2 235.3 90.0 186.l 1993.6 1378.3 1128.5 29.2 32.3 23.2 
Subtotal 274.2 374.7 1505.1 1905.4 176.l ll8.2 408.6 1551.5 2728.4 4185.6 1566.5 112.6 719.1 
Capital· 388.8 1007.5 5909.1 823.3 318.0 43.l 408.8 1966.7 2463.7 1077.9 4836.3 136.9 197.9 
.-~Land ... 482.5 .. -··-·------· . -- ~-·-----·-·- ---~----- ------- ~-----
Total 1145.5 1382.2 7414.4 2728. 7 694.1 161.3 817.4 5518.2 5192.1 5263.5 6402.8 449.4 937.0 
--------------------------- ------------------------------------·------------------------------------
TABLE 4.12 (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX, 1991 ($MILLION) 
EXPENDITURES 
II 
INDUSTRY 
\ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
RECEIPTS 
INSTITUTION 
Enterprise 
Household 
Low 
Med 
High 
Subtotal 
Government 
St&Loc 52.8 10.8 3092.0 8.2 4.2 1.0 5.2 80.1 273.0 1088.7 1100.2 70.7 94.3 
Fed 18.9 3.9 1107.4 2.9 1.5 0.3 1.9 28.7 97.8 389.9 394.0 25.3 33.8 
Subtotal 71.7 14.7 4199.4 11.1 5.7 1.3 7.1 108.8 370.8 1478.7 1494.2 96.1 128.0 
00 Total 71. 7 14. 7 4199.4 11.1 5. 7 1.3 7.1 . 108.8 370.8 1478. 7 1494.2 96.1 128.0 
+'" 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CAPITAL 
---------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------ROW 
1 Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 499.3 0.1 0.7 20.7 281.0 4.8 0.7 7.9 1.4 1.5 32.8 3.9 6.8 
2 Mining (coal, misc, stone clay) 10.3 360.9 91.5 642.1 17.6 0.2 11.8 205.6 162.8 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refinin'g 180.1 58.6 6639.6 571.4 71.4 24.4 47.5 616.0 1206.4 1.4 1.3 1.4 2.9 
4 Construction 7.2 0.8 793.1 0.8 1.2 0.1 0.5 9.1 17.2 2.3 48.4 0.4 0.9 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 147.1 0.0 1.5 0.1 344.7 0.0 1.4 0.5 14.9 4.0 0.0 2.6 282.6 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 9.3 0.4 0.3 25.3 2.9 191.4 29.8 128.7 1.9 0.7 1.6 1.7 0.2 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 12.8 13.6 7.9 27.5 128.8 1.9 585.0 60.1 30.5 65.5 51.4 2.5 19.8 
8 Other manufactures 105.6 37.5 21.6 1456.1 169.0 13.9 61.7 3701.8 176.0 24.0 21.4 7.0 32.9 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 61.2 25.7 9.6 168.2 56.6 3.2 36 . .5 170.7 382.0 58.7 58.5 7.0 22.0 
10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 37.1 5.2 3.3 121.7 40.8 2.4 12.6 153.5 22.3 4.1 1.8 0.5 16.5 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 298.2 12.1 16.5 94.8 21.0 3.7 15.9 87.1 150.2 123.4 451.1 15.7 56.5 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 3.0 0.7 0.2 7.2 2.1 0.1 2.8 16.5 84.7 5.0 4.3 28.3 6.4 
13 Eating & drinking places 0.3 0.4 0.2 4.1 1.3 0.3 1.5 6.7 13.9 8.5 7.1 0.6 1.4 
14 Other services 55.2 16.2 11.5 254.5 92.7 6.5 40.0 237.1 159.4 164.0 203.5 26.7 71.5 
15 Resident trip 
16 Nonresident trip 
··u26.7 53Z:-2 .. -7597.6 . 3394.4 1231.2 252.8 847.9 5401.5 2423.5 464.2 883.4 98.6 520.8 
GRAND TOTAL II 4681.3 2242.9 22426.4 9084.7 3206.3 500.2 2064.1 13986.2 10121.3 8070.6 10152.7 788.1 2128.1 
00 
VI 
TABLE 4.12 (C,ontinued) 
OKLAHOMA SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX, 1991 ($MILLION) 
EXPENDI1URES Industrv FACTOR 
\ 14 15 16 Total Labor Capital Land Total 
RECEIPTS l 2 3 4 5 Subtotal 
INDUS'IRY 
l Ag, forestry, fishery products and sen.ices 34.8 1.6 0.3 1292.0 
2 Mining ( coal, misc, stone clay) 19.4 0.0 0.0 245.tJ 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 250.l 16.1 4.4 2178.8 
4 Construction 447.9 0.0 0.0 JtJ17.8 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 33.8 6.0 1.2 JS1.2 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 9.5 0.0 0.0 71.1 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 93.l 0.0 0.0 SOJ.O 
8 Other manufactures 195.5 0.7 0.1 17J6.7 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 745.8 6.6 1.4 1411.J 
10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 182.5 37.7 7.3 1767.1 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 653.8 0.0 0.0 ZJ41.4 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 30.1 6.9 1.6 162.0 
13 Eating & drinking places 101.7 16.3 3.4 424.8 
14 Other services 1415.8 3.3 l.l 4210.2 
15 Resident trip 
16 Nonresident trip 
Total 4213.9 95.2 20.8 2261J.Z 
-------------------------- ~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------FACTORS 
Labor 
I.Mgmt/Professional 3222.1 7686.6 
2.Tech/Sales/Adm Support 1227.9 6J82.2 
3.Services 745.6 1J28.S 
4.Farm/Forest/Fish 8.4 ltJtJ.4 
5.Prod/Craft/Repairs 985.5 86J8.8 
Subtotal 6189.5 UZJS.S 
Capital 2439.6 22017.8 
Land 482.S 
Total 86ZtJ.J 467JS.8 
------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
00 
°' 
EXPENDITURES 
\ 
RECEIPTS 
INSTITUTION 
Enterprise 
Household 
Low 
Med 
High 
Subtotal 
Government 
TABLE 4.12. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX, 1991 ($MILLION) 
Indusuy 
14 IS 16 Total 
855.8 
2650.l 
5340.2 
8846.1 
2 
669.0 
2071.7 
4174.6 
6915.3 
Labor 
3 
236.S 
7322 
147S.4 
2444.J 
4 
18.6 
S1.S 
llS.9 
192.l 
FACTOR 
Capital 
S Subtotal 
21651.7 
764.3 2544.2 6.0 
2366.7 7878.3 84.3 
4769.l 15875.2 97.l 
7900.1 26297.7 187.4 
Land Total 
21651.1 
129 2563.2 
1823 6144.9 
210.1 16162.5 
405.4 26890.5 
St&Loc J 65.5 5946.B ~ 220.6 172S 61.0 4.8 197.0 655.9 9.8 26.1 691.9 
Fed • 23.5 2129.9 1148.2 897.6 317.2 24.9 1025.4 3413.2 19.l 51.0 3463.4 
T!:total ------- _ ---- ___ ---- . __ ::: __________ ---- ::~:~ _,!;:: __ ~;~~ __ 2!~!! ___ 2~~:; __ !;~!! __ 3:~::; __ 218!:~ ___ 4;~! __ 5;~;~! 
CAPITAL . 149.7 149. 7 
------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------------------------------ROW 
I Ag, foresuy, fishery products and seivices 25.5 0.9 BBB.I 
2 Mining (coal, misc, stone clay) 40.5 0.0 1545.l 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 161.2 15.9 9599 .. 1 
4 Construction 70.9 0.0 953.0 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 104.4 21.2 924.9 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 18.7 0.0 413.0 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 264.7 0.0 1212.0 
8 Other manufactures 761.6 7.4 6591.5 
9 Transportation, ~unication, utilility 269.3 5.0 1334.4 
10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 46.0 S.6 473.4 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 541.0 0.0 1BB1.0 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 31.S 6.5 199.4 
13 Eating & drinking places IS.I 23 63.B 
14 Other services 626.1 0.9 1965.9 
IS Resident trip 
16 Nonresident trip 
Total II 2976.4 65.7 2B111.f!I ------·----- --- - - ---- --~---I-
GRAND TOTAL II 15908.4 160.9 20.8 105542.71 10214.9 7985.4 2822.3 221.8 9122.6 30366.9 22017.8 482.5 52667.2 
0() 
...J 
TABLE 4.12. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX, 1991 ($MILLION) 
EXPENDITURES INSTITUTION CAPITAL 
\ Enterprise HHLow HHMed HHHigh Sub- Government Total 
RECEIPI'S ( <20,000) (20-40,000) (>40,000) total St&Local Federal Subtotal 
INDUSTRY 
l Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 73.7 85.8 43.7 203.2 15.8 0.6 16.4 219.6 3.6 
2 Mining ( coal, misc, stone clay) 4.6 16.7 12.0 33.4 4.2 0.0 4.3 37.6 3.8 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 294.4 564.4 257.4 1116.3 89.9 199.3 289.3 1405.5 11.9 
4 Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1160.8 348.4 1509.2 1509.2 . 3591.8 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 222.8 361.7 147.1 731.6 34.8 1.9 36.7 768.3 1.8 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 89.5 155.1 93.2 337.8 5.4 0.3 5.8 343.5 0.8 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 32.3 48.9 22.2 103.4 21.2 0.1 21.3 124.7 0.7 
8 Other manufactures 141.0 290.5 150.8 582.3 79.9 50.9 130.8 713.1 1252.3 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 817.3 985.6 528.4 2331.3 221.5 106.2 327.7 2659.0 64.5 
10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 1382.2 2401.3 1209.2 4992.7 68.8 13.0 81.8 5074.5 228.9 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 1642.0 2574.4 1214.2 5430.6 108.4 0.6 109.0 5539.6 35.3 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 137.0 247.6 144.7 529.3 15.9 0.2 16.1 545.3 0.1 
13 Eating & drinking places 530.0 649.6 325.3 1504.9 21.7 13.5 35.2 1540.1 0.0 
14 Other services 2830.0 3612.9 2029.6 8472.5 316.3 265.7 582.1 9054.6 22.1 
15 Resident trip 39.3 58.3 63.3 160.9 160.9 
16 Nonresident trip 
Total 8236.1 12052.9 6241.1 26530.1 2164. 7 1000.8 3165.5 29695.6 5217.6 
------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------FACTORS 
Labor \ 
I.Mgmt/Professional 1740.9 787.4 2528.3 2528.3 
2.Tech/Sales/Adm Support 1103.8 499.3 1603.1 1603.1 
3.Services 95.0 95.0 963.l 435.6 1398.8 1493.8 
4.Farm/Forest/Fish 15.4 7.0 22.4 22.4 
5 .Prod/Craft/Repairs 333.1 150.7 483.8 483.8 
Subtotal 95.0 95.0 4156.4 1880.0 6036.3 6131.4 
Capital 
Land 
Total 95.0 95.0 4156.4 1880.0 6036.3 6131.4 
------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
ROW GRAND 
TOTAL 
3166.1 4681.3 
1955.6 2242.9 
18830.1 22426.4 
65.9 9084.7 
2084.9 3206.3 
84.7 500.2 
1435.7 2064.l 
10284.1 13986.2 
3986.5 10121.3 
1000.2 8070.6 
2236.3 10152.7 
80.7 788.l 
163.2 2128.l 
2621.5 15908.4 
160.9 
20.8 20.8 
48016.2 105542. 7 
------ ------
10214.9 
7985.4 
2822.3 
221.8 
9122.6 
30366.9 
22017.8 
482.5 
52867.2 
----- ------
TABLE 4.12. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX, 1991 ($MILLION) 
EXPENDITURES INSTITUTION CAPITAL ROW GRAND 
\ Entciprise HHLow HHMed HHHigh Sub- Government .Total TOTAL 
RECEIPTS (<20,000) (20-40,000) (>40,000) total St&Local Federal Subtotal 
INSTITUTION 
Entetprise 21651.7 
Household 
Low 81S.4 1001.9 42S7.l 5258.9 6074.3 1199.S 9837.3 
Med 1399.S 7S1.3 2187.7 2939.0 4338.5 1134S.3 23828.7 
High 3958.6 297.8 937.8 1235.6 5194.2 -S511.8 15864.9 
Subtotal 6173.5 2051.0 7382.6 9433.5 '15607.0 7033.4 49531.0 
Government 
St&Loc 983.2 65.7 400.0 504.0 969.7 1952.9 710.S 9302.4 
Fed 1916.2 298.3 1816.1 2288.2 4402.5 6318.8 -1204.0 10728.1 
Subtotal 2899.4 364.0 2216.1 2792.1 5372.2 8271.6 -493.1 20030.5 
00 Total 9072.9 364.0 2216.1 2792.1 5372.2 2051.0 7382.6 9433.5 23878.6 6540.4 88313.8 
00 
-------------------------
__ 12578.9 __ -3871.7 ___ 2180.9 __ 2908.7 __ 1217.9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 13796.8 j ______ ---6121°A ------CAPITAL 7219.1 
ROW -------------- - -- ------
I Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 42.9 51.8 28.8 123.5 10.7 0.6 11.3 134.8 4.5 1027.4 
2 Mining ( coal, misc, stone clay) 7.2 15.6 8.4 31.2 6.4 1.1 7.5 38.7 6.0 1589.8 
3 Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 323.0 405.1 204.0 932.1 96.3 8.6 104.9 1037.0 570.7 11207.5 
4 Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 65.0 22.2 87.1 87.1 123.1 1163.2 
5 Food and kindred products and tobbaco 865.1 1200.5 515.8 2581.4 53.7 5.5 59.2 2640.6 5.1 3570.6 
6 Textile mill products and apparel 222.8 343.1 194.3 760.2 10.4 0.7 11.1 771.4 12.2 1196.5 
7 Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 219.8 301.l 145.1 666.0 114.4 0.3 114.8 780.7 0.9 2053.6 
8 Other manufactures 804.2 1390.6 756.l 2950.8 216.4 260.6 477.0 3427.9 1163.7 11189.1 
9 Transportation, communication, utilility 443.8 523.3 294.4 1261.4 108.9 61.6 170.5 1431.9 32.4 2798.6 
10 Trade (wholesale, retail) 170.5 267.8 135.5 573.9 18.4 3.6 22.0 595.9 49.7 1119.0 
11 Finance, insurance, real estate 1040.7 1586.9 779.8 3407.4 78.8 0.2 79.0 3486.4 29.1 5402.5 
12 Hotels, lodging places & amusements 140.3 226.4 125.3 492.0 16.9 0.2 17.1 509.1 0.0 708.5 
13 Eating & drinking places 73.8 90.0 43.8 207.6 3.1 1.9 5.0 212.6 0.0 276.4 
14 Other services 743.2 959.2 577.7 2280.1 131.0 97.6 228.6 2508.6 4.1 4478.6 
I 5 Resident trip 11.7 17.4 18.9 48.0 48.0 48.0 
16 Nonresident trip 
Total 
-- - --~-------
-- _ -- 5108.9 _ __ 717.8.8 _ 3828.0 _ 16315. 7 _ ___ 'JJ0.4- 464.7 1395.1--1-7.7.10.8- --2001.5--------- --47829.2-
GRAND TOTAL Jc:::I[651.7 9837.3 23828.7 15864.9 49531.0 -9302.4-- 10728.1 20030.5 91213.21 7219.lj 47829.21[ 
Total sectoral output was $105.5 billion, and total exports were $48 billion. j Total 
i 
commodity final demand in the region was $4 7.4 billion, of which $17. 7 billion was 
fulfilled by imports. .The intermediate inputs used and produced in the region were j$22.6 
billion, while imported intermediate inputs were $28.1 billion. Total GSP (value added 
' 
plus indirect business taxes) from the production sectors plus household and government 
; 
employm~nt compensation was $60.9 billion. Labor share of GSP was 50 perctnt or 
! 
$30.4 billion, which was contributed by Managerial and Professional Specialty 
occupations ($10.2 billion), Technical, Sales and Administrative Support occupations 
($8.0 billion), Service occupations ($2.8 billion), Farming, Forestry, and F~shing 
! 
occupations ($0.2 billion), and Precision Production, Crafts, and Repair occup~tions, 
Operators, Fabricators, and Laborers ($9.1 billion). 
Total angler trip expenditures in Oklahoma were $160,854 thousand for residents 
(industry 15) and $35,372 thousand for nonresidents (industry 16). Resident anglers 
spent $1,616, $16,101, $5,991, $657, $6,631, $37,680, $6,930 $16,286 and $3,291 
thousand for regionally produced goods and services from sectors: Agriculture, 
Petroleum, Food, Other Manufactures, Transportation, Trade, Hotel, Eating, and Other 
Services, respectively. They spent $861, $15,922, $21,176, $7,377, $4,978, $$,572, 
$6,513, $2,313, and $947 thousand for imported goods and services from sectors: 
Agriculture, Petroleum, Food, Other Manufactures, Transportation, Trade, Hotel,·Ejating, 
i 
I 
and Other Services, respectively. They also spent relatively small values for goo~s and 
! 
' 
services from the other industries. The total trip expenditures made by low, mediu~, and 
high income households were $39,260, $58,301, $63,293 thousand, respectively. 
89 
Nonresident angler total expenditures were $20,754 thousand, which $272, 
I $1,202, $124, $1,380, $7,321, $1,583, $3,421, and $1,055 thousand were from regionally 
produced sectors: Agriculture, Petroleum, Food, Other Manufactures, Transportation, 
I 
Trade, Hotel, Eating, and Other Services, respectively. The total expenditures of $f0, 754 
I 
were considered as exported trip demand. The rest of nonresident expenditures of 
$14,762 thousand was not included in the SAM because it was for imports fromi other 
regions. 
Factor income, government transfers, and remittances from rest of world make up 
a total household income of $49.53 billion. The total household income was adopteq from 
REIS, BEA data and was used as a control total. Total household income by incom¢ class 
' 
size was $9.84, $23.83, and $15.86 billion, respectively, for low, medium, and high'. The 
total government revenue of $20.03 billion was from State/Local revenue ($9.3 billion), 
and Federal revenue ($10.7 billion). Aggregate savings including depreciatiom and 
retained earning were $13.8 billion. However, there was a net resource transfer out bf the 
state of $6.7 billion because the estimated gross capital formation amounted to only $7.2 
billion. 
Parameters in the Model 
Endogenous and Exogenous Parameters 
i 
Parameter values for the equations in the model were calibrated to base year! data. 
. I 
Additional exogenous parameter values including elasticities of substitution, elasticit~es of 
! 
! 
90 
. 
transformation, income elasticities, migration elasticity, Frisch parameters, etc to 
i . ' 
complete the calibration were obtained from other studies. Table 4.13 presents exogenous 
I 
i 
parameters and their sources used in this study. Because a complete set of exogenous 
i 
parameters needed in this study by individual industry are not available cdmmon 
. . I 
parameters by industry grouping were used. Parameters for 'agriculture' are for 
Agriculture (industries 1). Parameters for 'mining' are for Mining and Pet)pleum 
I 
(industries 2-3). Parameters for 'manufacturing' are for Construction, Food, Textile, 
Printing, and. Other Manufactures (industries 4-8). Parameters for 'services' are for 
Transport~tion, Trade, Finance, Hotel, Eating and Drinking Establishment, and !other 
Services (industries 9-14). 
Calibration 
Calibration procedure is the process of solving the model equations for 
parameters using benchmark or base year values of endogenous and exogenous 
I 
I 
variables (Koh, 1991). In this section, calibration of parameters in the model 1s 
discussed. The calibration method assumes that in the base year the economy 1s m 
equilibrium. Thus, calibration ensures the base year solution of the model reproduces the 
i 
I 
initial equilibrium. 
I 
Calibration of Cobb-Douglas production function. First order conditions of profit 
I 
maximization in equation 3 .4 in Chapter 3 yields factor demand equations. The exponent 
( a,) of each factor is calibrated with the initial equilibrium data set. Once the exp on Lt is 
I 
I 
calculated, equation 3.3 is used to calibrate the shift parameter(¢). 
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TABLE4.13 
EXOGENOUSPARAMETERESTIMATESANDTHESOURCES 
Parameter Parameter Value 
Elasticity of Substitution 
(crv, crQ, crs\ crF•d, crrnv, crSK) 
Agriculture (Industry: 1) 
Mining (Industry 2 and 3) 
Manufacturing (Industry 4-8) 
Services (Industry 9-14) 
Resident Trip* 
Labor Skill** 
Elasticity of Transformation ( crx) 
Agriculture (Industry: 1) 
Mining (Industry 2-3) 
Manufacturing (Industry 4-8) 
Services (Industry 9-14) 
Income Elasticity of Household Consumption 
Agriculture (Industry: 1) 
Mining- (Industry 2-4) 
Manufacturing (Industry 4-8) 
Services (Industry 9-14) 
Resident Trip 
Price Elasticity of Export Demand (s) 
Income Elasticity of Labor Supply 
Low Household 
Medium Household 
High Household 
Frisch Parameter 
Low Household 
Medium Household 
High Household 
Labor Migration Elasticity ('1{) 
Capital Migration Elasticity (r{) 
1.42 
0.50 
3.55 
2.00 
2,00 
1.50 
3.90 
2.90 
2.90 
0.70 
0.30 
0.89 
1.06 
1.05 
0.82 
-0.58 
-0.12 
-0.18 
-0.24 
-1.80 
-1.60 
-1.40 
0.92 
0.92 
Source 
de Melo and Tarr (1992) 
de Melo and Tarr (1992) 
de Melo and Tarr (1992) 
de Melo and Tarr (1992) 
de Melo and Tarr (1992) 
de Melo and Tarr (1992) 
Choi (1993) 
Choi (1993) 
Abbot and Ashenfelter (1979) 
Lluch, Powell, and Williams (1977) 
Rickman (1992) 
Rickman (1992) 
*) Elasticity of Substitution for Resident Trip is assumed to be the same as Services 
**) Elasticity of Substitution for Labor Skill is assumed to be 1.50 
Source: Lee (1993) p.76 
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I 
Calibration of CES and CET functions. CES and CET functions are calibrJted in 
I 
I 
. ! . 
the same manner. The CES function in equation 3 .17 is used to represent all fun¢tions. 
The first order condition resulting from cost minimization in equation 3 .18 can be 
rearranged as: 
(4.1) 1 ~ ~; =[( VR1; J( PR1 J. ]/.; 
,5. VM .. PMO. J JI J 
. . 
Using initial values for VR! VM, PR, and PM, and an exogenous value for the elasticity of 
substitution ( or transformation) , o; the value of the share parameter, 8, can be obtained. 
In tum, 8is utilized to calculate the shift parameter(¢). 
I 
Calibration of labor CES equation. Calibration of the labor CES equat~on is 
I 
. slightly more complex because it has five inputs instead of two as in the other CES or 
CET functions used in the model. Because wages are normalized to one in the base year, 
Equation 3.13 from the labor cost minimization problem can be expressed as: 
(4.2) 
From equation 4.2: 
(4 3) t5LAB = ,5LAB LDis ( )
(1-pf-'8) 
• zt . zs LDit . 
Summing equation 4.3 over the five labor skills yields: 
Because the share parameters sum to one, equation 4.4 gives: 
93 
thus 
I ( )(1-pfB) ( 4.6) o~B = 1 L LDis 
it LDit 
i 
The share parameters can be computed using base year values for labor demanqs and 
I 
assumed values for the elasticities of substitution. After the share parameters are 
computed, they are substituted into equation 3 .10 to calculate the efficiency parameter: 
(4.7) 
Calibration o(LES function. Labor supply function is shown in equation 3.46. 
The elasticity oflabor with respect to income is: 
(4.8) 
' 
The value of the marginal budget share for leisure for household group h, /Joh, clan be 
. obtained when HEXPh, PLHh, and LSupHh are supplied with base year SAM dat~, and 
exogenous labor supply elasticity is known (see Table 4.13). 
Equation 3.39 is commodity demand LES function. The same derivation as jabove 
is used to obtain the value of the marginal budget share for commodity i of household 
group h, fi;h. The elasticity of demand for commodity i with respect to income is: 
(4.9) 
94 
i 
WithHEXI'h,, Pi, and Qih obtained from SAM data, &i{ exogenously defined (seelTable 
I 
4.13), and /Joh calculated from equation 4.8., then Pih is known. 
Once the values for /Joh and. Pih are obtained, they are substituted into equation 
I 
3.39 to determine the minimum. subsistence requirement for good i of household gr9up h, 
(4 lO) = Q +( Pih )(HEXPh) 
. r ih ih (1..., p oh )P; Frisch 
The Frisch parameter is exogenously given. 
Model Solution 
The CGE model is a simultaneous equilibrium system derived from micro and 
macro economic theories. Once the parameters are calibrated, the model equations are 
I 
solved simultaneously for the endogenous variables given values of the exog~nous 
i 
variables. A variety of solution algorithms are available. Dervis et.al. (1982): have 
classified solution algorithms and have discussed strengths and weaknesses of each class. 
The model in this study is implemented using GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling 
System). GAMS software is designed to make the construction and solution of larg:e and 
complex mathematical programming models more straightforward for programmers and 
' 
model users. Because it can make concise algebraic statements of models in a lankage 
I ; 
that is easily read by both modelers and computers, GAMS can substantially improv~ the 
productivity of modelers and greatly expand the extent and usefulness of matheJatical 
I 
95 
. I 
programming applications in policy analysis and decision making (Brooke, Kendrick, and 
Meeraus, 1992). GAMS by itself does not have solvers. It calls programming paJkages 
I 
(such as MINOS, ZOOM, etc.) to solve the model it generates (see Brooke, et.al., !1992, 
... • . . • i 
pp.105 for the list of solvers available with GAMS). For the model in this stud~, the 
solver MINOS was used. MINOS is. a solver suitable for non-linear prograriiming 
. problems with non-linearity both in the objective function and in the constraints. I 
The model equations are presented to MINOS as a . se{ of equality constraints. · 
Because a unique solution to this simultaneous equation system is expected, a feasible 
solution of an optimization problem using any objective function and this set of equality 
constraints is also (1) an optimal solution and (2) the solution of the given simu1taheous 
. . . I 
equation system. · 
Following Koh (1991), two sets of positive slack variables were introduced in one 
of the constraints. The objective is specified as·minimizing the suin of the slack variables. 
; 
An optimal objective function value of zero is expected in this case. 
A listing of the GAMS program of the model used in this study is presen{ed in 
I 
I 
Appendix C. . i 
A list of selected variables from the solution of the model shows that it e*actly 
i 
replicates the base SAM (Table 4.14). It shows all production levels and houslehold 
income levels identical to the initial values in the SAM. All commodity prices are unity 
because the base prices were normalized. With these results, the model is likely [lo be 
valid and correctly specified and should be ready for implementation in the v . · ous 
simulations. 
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TABLE 4.14 
I 
COMP ARIS ON BETWEEN CGE SOLUTION AND THE BASE SAM FORI 
SELECTED ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES , 
Endogenous Variables Base SAM CGE Solut~on 
Regional Outputs by sector ($million) XO X I 
lAgr Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 4681.299100 4681.29~249 
2Min Mining (coal, misc, stone clay) 2242.857900 2242.851900 
3Ptr Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 22426.390000 22426.390000 
4Cnst Construction 9084.656900 9084.656893 
5Food Food and kindred products and tobbaco 3206.292900 3206.292899 
6Text Textile mill products and apparel 500.207000 500.206986 
7Pprt .Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 2064.067700 2064.067689 
80man Other manufactures 13986.170000 13986.170000 
9Trd Transportation, communication, utilility 10121.320000 10121.32QOOO 
lOTran Trade (wholesale, retail) 8070.573200 8070.573216 
llFin Finance, insurance, real estate 10152.670000 10152.67dooo 
12Htl Hotels, lodging places & amusements 788.062700 788.06d699 
13Eat Eating & drinking places 2128.079800 2128.07~788 
14Ser Other services 15908.430000 15908.430000 
15Rest Resident trip 160.853800 160.853782 
.. l 6Nres .... Nonresident trip ............................................................................................... ?.2:.?..?.i~.9.2 .............. ..?.Q:.?.?..~.~.QQ. 
Imports by sector ($million) MO M 
lAgr Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 1027.402290 1027.40Z295 
2Min Mining (coal, misc, stone clay) 1589.766600 1589.7661,588 
I 
3Ptr Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 11207.460000 11207.460!000 
4Cnst Construction 1163.217910 1163.2d910 
5Food Food and kindred products and tobbaco 3570.574720 3570.574ln5 
6Text Textile mill products and apparel 1196.488590 1196.488:590 
7Pprt Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 2053.633720 2053.633,718 
80man Other manufactures 11189.090000 11189.090POO 
9Trd Transportation, communication, utilility 2798.629100 2798.629106 
I 
lOTran "Trade (wholesale, retail) 1118.988220 1118.988;220 
llFin Finance, insurance, real estate 5402.522820 5402.522~41 
12Htl Hotels, lodging places & amusements 708.470320 708.470622 
13Eat Eating & drinking places 276.372070 276.372b70 
14Ser Other services 4478.588740 4478.588!754 
15Rest Resident trip 48.037500 48.037!507 
Exports by sector ($million) EO EXP I 
lAgr Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 3166.141590 3166.14111704 
2Min Mining (coal, misc, stone clay) 1955.556180 1955.556179 
3Ptr Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 18830.120000 18830.120i°OO 
4Cnst Construction 65.896900 65.8%898 
5Food Food and kindred products and tobbaco 2084.915460 2084.915~60 
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TABLE 4.14. (Continued) 
COJMP ARISON BETWEEN CGE SOLUTION AND THE BASE SAM FOR 
SELECTED ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 
Endogenous Variables Base SAM CGE Solutipn 
Exports by sector ($million) EO EXP I 
6Text Textile mill products and apparel 84.735340 84.735340 
I 
7Pprt Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 1435.655740 1435.655f32 
80man Other manufactures 10284.090000 10284.090?00 
9Trd Transportation, communication, utilility 3986.474060 3986.474053 
I 
lOTran Trade (wholesale, retail) 1000.159840 1000.159845 
llFin Finance, insurance, real estate 2236.306000 2236.306022 
12Htl Hotels, lodging places & amusements 80.705150 80.705150 
13Eat Eating & drinking places 163.204490 163.204488 
14Ser Other services 2621.527740 2621.527742 
16Nres Nonresident trip 20. 754300 20. 754$00 
Institution Income ($million) j 
Enterprise (YENT) 18752.360000 18752.340(])00 
Househ~ld (YH) I 
Low 
Medium 
High 
Government 
. 9837.348537 9837.348537 
23828.680000 23828.680000 
15864.920000 15864.920000 
State and Local (YSL) 9302.400822 9302.400822 
Federal (YFED) 10728.100000 10728.lOOQOO 
Gross State Product (GSP) $million 60943.880000 60943.880QOO 
· Price of regionally produce goods (PR) I 
lAgr Ag, forestry, fishery products and services 1. 000000 1. 000000 
2Min Mining (coal, misc, stone clay) 1.000000 1.000000 
3Ptr Crude petr, natural gas, petroleum refining 1.000000 1.000000 
4Cnst Construction 1.000000 1.000000 
5Food Food and kindred products and tobbaco 1. 000000 1. 000000 
6Text Textile mill products and apparel 1.000000 l.OOObOO 
7Pprt Paper, allied products, printing, publishing 1.000000 1.oooqoo 
80man Other manufactures 1.000000 1 000000 
9Trd Transportation, communication, utilility 1.000000 11:_0000· 00~0000 lOTran Trade (wholesale, retail) 1.000000 1 
llFin Finance, insurance, real estate 1.000000 1 000000 
12Htl . Hotels, lodging places & amusements 1.000000 1:000!1 00 
13Eat Eating & drinking places 1. 000000 1. 000 00 
14Ser Other services 1. 000000 1. 000 00 
15Rest Resident trip 1.000000 1 000000 
16Nres Nonresident trip 1.000000 1:oOOQOO 
I 
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CHAPTERV 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
This chapter presents model results and analysis of alternative policy simulations. 
The policy alternatives are based primarily on two levels of quality tax (10 percent and 50 
percent) which affects sport fishing. Model experiments focus on trip demands. The 
assumption is that if quality of sport fishing decreases, the trip demand shifts to th~ left. 
! 
Quality of sport fishing is hypothesized to be associated with number of fish caught per 
trip. The number of fish caught per trip is hypothesized to be associated with fish 
population which, in tum, is hypothesized to be associated with water quality. Hence, a 
decrease in water quality (i.e., an increase in chemical discharge) reduces fish popul!tions 
which reduces fish caught per trip and thus a decrease in quality of sport fishing lnd a 
I 
reduction in number of trips in Oklahoma. Residents and nonresidents have altefl)ative 
' 
sites at which they can replace their desire for sport fishing. 
The change in welfare by imposing a quality tax on sport fishing is measurbd by 
I 
means of compensating variation (CV) and equivalent variation (EV). Because Cl and 
EV provide similar results, the discussion concentrates only on the CV measure. Th~ CV, 
Marshallian and Hicks-compensated demand curves are shown in Figure 5 .1. 
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Figure 5 .1. The CV, EV, Marshallian Demand and Hicks-Compensated Demand Cuhres 
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i 
I 
I 
The price increase on sport fishing from Po to P1 decreases demand for tripJ from 
Xo to X1 and decreases utility from Uo to U1. To remain as well off as before thJ price 
I 
change, the CV is the amount of money required to compensate consumers. T~e CV 
' 
measure of welfare change is the area to the left of the Hicks-compensated demand ! curve 
I 
that passes through the initial position. 
Specification of Model Simulations 
I 
Simulations varied by the following assumptions: variations in the level of quality 
! 
tax imposed on sport fishing, pollution assessment tax on potential polluting industries, 
i 
and short run and long run equilibrium results. The equilibrium results of selected 
variables and welfare change are presented and analyzed in this chapter. Results :of all 
simulations are compared to the base SAM results. Thus, a value for an endog~nous 
! 
variable of 1.1 is interpreted as a 110 percent of the base result for the same v~riable 
whereas a value of 0.9 is interpreted as a 90 percent of the base result. I 
! 
Model Scenarios 
The following Group scenarios are discussed: 
Group I: "Quality Tax (qTax)" 
Scenario I-1: Short run and 10 percent qTax on sport fishing. 
Scenario I-2: Long run and 10 percent qTax on sport fishing. 
Scenario 1-3: Short run and 50 percent qTax on sport fishing. 
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Scenario 1-4: Long run and 50 percent qTax on sport fishing. 
Group II: . "Quality Tax (qTax) and Pollution Assessment Tax (pTax)" 
Scenario 11-1: .Short run, 10 percent qTax on sport fishing, and pTax assessed to 
Agriculture. 
Scenario Il-2: Long run, 10 percent qTax on sport fishing, and pTax asses~ed to 
Agriculture. · ; 
i 
Scenario 11-3: Short run, 50 percent qTax on sport fishing, and pTax asses~ed to 
·. Agriculture. · 
· Scenario Il-4: Long run, 50 percent qTax on sport fishing, and pTax assessed to 
Agriculture. 
Scenario Il-5: Short run, 10 percent qTax on sport fishing, and pTax asses~ed to 
Food processing. : 
i 
Scenario 11-6: Long run, 10 percent qTax on sport fishing, and pTax assessed to 
Food processing. 
Scenario Il-7: Short run, 50 percent qTax on sport fishing, and pTax assessed to 
Food processing. 
Scenario 11-8: Long run, 50 percent qTax on sport fishing, and pTax asses~ed to 
Food processing. I 
Group III: "Long Term Pollution Assessment Tax" 
Scenario III-1: Long run, Low tax assessed to Agriculture. 
Scenario 111-2: Long run, High tax assessed to Agriculture. 
Scenario 111-3:Long run, Low tax assessed to Food processing. 
Scenario Ill-4:Long run, High tax assessed to Food processing. 
Modification of the Model 
Short run vs long run model. In a "short run" version of the model, capital is 
I 
assumed to be sectorally fixed, and the final equilibrium will have sectorally differentiated 
I 
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rental rates. Capital flows in or out of the region are not allowed. Labor is as~umed 
i 
mobile between sectors and between regions. In a "long run" version, capital is mobile 
I 
~d average cap}t~t_ r~tum ~djusts _to clear the_ regional C8;pital market. Capital flows in or 
out of the region as needed. As discussed in Chapter III, under capital mobility, capital 
rent is__ equaLamong all _sectors._ Equations 3.77-3.79 imply the short run andJortg run 
equilibrium results. 
Group I. "Quality tax is imposed on ~orCfisruiig:;;~W~ter pollution affecting 
~.,. 
·,_ 
quality of sport fishing is represented by incorporating,~ quality tax into the model. The 
····~," 
quality tax raises the price of resident and nonresident trips. Thus with pollutiqn the 
regional prices become: 
(5.1) PRX; = PR; 
(5.2) PRXi = PRi + qTax, iENR 
where qTax is the quality tax per unit of sport fishing (trip). 
Composite price is a weighted average of domestic price and price of importsi 
. : 
(S.3) PX.= PRX;Ri +PMO;M; 
I R-; +M; iEM,NR 
The quality tax affects nonresident trips through the export demand function: · 
iENE ! 
I 
l 
Group II. "Quality tax on sport fishing and pollution assessment tax on prodµcing 
sector(s)." Total cost from the quality tax (QTAXCOS1) is calculated as follows: 
(5.5) QTAXCOST=qTax(XNR +XNE) 
where XNR and XNE are resident and nonresident trips, respectively. 
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i 
We assume that a pollution tax is charged to potential polluting sectors su¢h that 
! 
I 
the total revenue collected from the pollution tax is equal to the total quality tax! Net 
price of valu~ added production is reduced by pTax; which is non-zero for polluting 
industries. Thus the net price function in equation 3 .66 is modified to: 
The share of total quality tax paid by each polluting industry is pre-determined ~nd is 
denoted as sh;, thus the following equates total quality tax and total pollution tax: 
where the summation is over all the polluting industries. The pollution tax rates pTqx; are 
endogenously determined by the model. The agricultural industry's share of the pollution 
tax is denoted by shag, while the food processing industry's share is denoted by shfood, 
Variable shag is set to one for Scenarios II-1 to II-4~ shfood is set to one for Scenarios II-5 
to II-8. 
Group III. "Long term pollution assessment tax in producing sector(s)." i The 
' 
I 
assumption is that in the long run the quality of the natural resource system has been 
restored but the pollution assessment tax is needed to maintain quality of the natural 
resource system. Thus sport fishing quality is the same as in the initial equilibrium, 
I 
therefore no quality tax is assessed. The long term pollution assessment tax rlte is 
exogenously defined. A pollution tax, pTax;, is charged to potential polluting sectors such 
I 
that the total revenue collected from the pollution tax is equal to the total quality tax 
- i 
I 
obtained from the corresponding result in Group I. Equation 5.6 is applied in jthese 
scenarios except that the pTax; is now defined exogenously. 
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I 
The first solution of the model is the basic model in which the quality tax is ;set to 
! 
zero. The solution is used to validate the model, that is to confirm that the model is 
correctly specified and any unintentional errors have been removed. Furthermore, because 
the solution reproduces the base SAM, those results can be used as a benchmark 
equilibrium to which the results of the simulations can be compared. 
Simulation Results 
Quality Tax 
i 
' Results of the four scenarios in Group I are presented and analyzed in this section. 
A 10 percent and 5 0 percent quality tax were imposed on the price (cost) of resident and 
nonresident in-state trips. Short run and long run equilibrium results are estimated for 
each tax level. The tax has the effect of increasing the cost of in-state relative to out-of-
state trips for residents and nonresidents. Table 5.1. presents the results on selected 
I 
impact variables. 
The regional price of resident and nonresident trips increases because of the quality 
tax. However, the increase is slightly less than the tax because endogenous regional prices 
are lower overall and reduce cost of regional trips marginally. The trip prices are slightly 
I 
j 
higher in the long run models (SI-2 and SI-4) compared to the short run models (SI-1 and 
SII-2) which in tum decreases marginally (by 1,000) the number of resident in-state and 
total trips.. This is to be expected because capital is mobile in the long run and with capital 
flowing out of the region, wages and prices increase slightly. 
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TABLE 5.1 
IMP ACTS ON SELECTED VARIABLES FROM IMPOSING A QUALITY TAX 
ON SPORT FISHING IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 
Group I 
Impact Variable 
Resident Trips 
Prices (index) 
Regional price 
Out-of-region price 
Composite price 
Number of trips (1,000) 
In-state 
Out-of-state 
Base 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
9411 
369 
10% tax 
Short run Long run 
SI-1 SI-2 
1.099883 1.099935 
1.000000 1.000000 
1.073374 1.073411 
7877 7876 
411 411 
50% tax 
Short run Long run 
SI-3 SI.~4 
1.499559 1.499756 
1.000000 1.000000 
1.298861 1.298947 
4427 4426 
585 585 
Total 9780 8288 8287 5012 5011 
Non-Resident Trips 
Regional price (index) 1.000000 1.099857 1.099921 1.499463 1.499704 
... No .. of trips.(l,000) ......................................... 1379 .................... l l 87 ................... 1187 ......................... 728 .................... : ... 728. 
Resource Use I 
Labor ' 
Total Labor (index) 1.000000 0.999842 0.999843 0.999401 0.999405 
Overall Wage Rate (index) 1.000000 0.999828 0.999829 0.999348 0.999353 
Skill 1 - Managerial 1.000000 0.999829 0.999830 0.999351 0.999356 
Skill 2 - Technical 1.000000 0.999799 0.999803 0.999242 0.999257 
Skill 3 - Services 0.999796 1.000000 0.999789 
Skill 4 - Farming 0.999877 1.000000 0.999941 
Skill 5 - Production 0.999859 1.000000 0.999860 
Capital 
Quantity (index) 
Overal Capital Rent (index) 
Agriculture 
Mining 
Petroleum 
Construction 
Food Processing 
Textile 
Printing 
Other Manufactures 
Transportation 
Trade 
Finance 
Hotels 
Eating Places 
Other Services 
Land 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
0.999790 
1.000043 
1.000110 
0.999689 
0.999858 
0.999470 
0.999917 
1.000106 
1.000186 
0.999751 
0.999269 
0.999861 
0.998855 
0.998847 
0.999767 
0.999891 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999882 
0.999202 0.999228 
0.999775 0.999537 
0.999470 0.999467 
I 
1.000000 0.999595 
0.999427 0.999559 
1.000170 0.9Q9559 
1.000417 0.9Q9559 
0.998840 0.999559 
0.999464 0.999559 
0.998022 0.999559 
0.999689 0.999559 
1.000406 0.999559 
1.000703 0.9Q9559 
0.999069 0.9Q9559 
0.997266 0.999559 
0.999478 0.999559 
0.995721 0:999559 
0.995687 0.9~9559 
0.999126 0.999559 
I 
Quantity (index) 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.odoooo 
Land Rent (index) 1.000000 1.000043 0.999879 1.000170 0.9~9555 
Resource Migration 
. Labor 
Number of Jobs 
Percent of Base(%) 
Capital 
Percent of Base(%) 
0 -216 
NA -0.016 
NA 0 
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! 
-214 -816 j-810 
-0.016 -0.060 -0.060 
i 
i 
-0.011 0 -0.041 
· The total number of resident trips decreases with the quality tax and subs~quent 
increase in composite price. For the short run analysis, the 7.3 percent incre~se in 
composite price at the 10 percent quality tax reduces resident in-state trips from 9,411,000 
to 7,877,000 (16.3 percent) and increases resident out-of-state trips from 369,000 to 
411,000 (11.4 percent). The number of total trips decreases from 9,780,000 to 8,28;8,000 
(15.3 percent). 
Total trips decrease because the composite price (weighted in-state and out-of-
state prices) increases thus shifting demand to other commodities. · The proportion of in-
state to out-of-state trips changes because the price ratio changes. Out-of-state pljlce is 
i 
assumed to remain constant. The. elasticity of substitution between in-state and out-of-
. state trips is set at 2 .. 0. 
With a quality tax of 50 percent, composite price increases by about 30 percent 
and total resident trips decreases by 48.7 percent (from 9,780,000 to 5,012,000). 
Resident in-state trips decrease by 53.0 percent (from 9,411,000 to 4,427,000) and out-of-
state resident trips increase by 58.6 percent (from 369,000 to 585,000). The results of the 
50 percent quality tax compared to the 10 percent _quality tax shows the nonlinear 
response (?f the model. 
There is little difference between the short run and long run results in terms of 
' 
resident trips. Composite price increases slightly for reasons explained above which 
results in a modest 1,000 total trip reduction in the long run over the short run. 
Nonresident trip (export demand) is driven by the price elasticity of demand and 
' ' 
the quality tax. With a 10 percent unit cost quality tax, regional price increases slightly 
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less than 10 percent and number of trips decreases from 1,379,000 to 1,187,000j (13.9 
i 
i 
percent). With a 50 percent quality tax, number of trips decreases from 1,379,000 to 
728,000 (47.2 percent). These results show the potential loss in regional exports from 
changes in the natural resource system and the subsequent change in quality of: sport 
fishing. A slightly higher.long run regional price changes nonresident trips by less than 
200 trips for the same level of quality tax (SI-I Vs SI-2, and SI-3 Vs SI-4). 
Regionallabor demand (number of jobs plus work time) decreases marginally with 
the quality tax. Overall regional wage rate decreases marginally which encourages labor 
out-migration. The latter depends upon the out-of-region wage rate (assumed co~stant) 
' 
and the labor migration elasticity. The labor migration elasticities are assumed to ~e the 
same acro·ss labor skill, i.e., 0.92. Wage rates in labor skills managerial (skill 1), farming 
(skill 4), and production (skill 5) decrease slightly less than the overall average wage, 
whereas wage rates for labor skills technical (skill 2) and services (skill 3) decrease slightly 
more than the overall average. Long run wage rates decrease marginally less compated to 
I 
short run wage rates. This is expected, however, because of capital out-migration in the 
· 1ong run and the capital and labor substitutions. 
The change in overall wage rate is slightly more than the change in total labor use. 
This is the net result of at least three factors: (1) a slight inelasticity of labor migration 
! 
which means that tl).e change in overall wage rate leads to a smaller than propor;tional 
change in labor supply, (2) a negative income elasticity of labor supply, which meanJs that 
• I 
' i 
with a lower wage rate (and subsequent income) households supply more labor, andl (3) a 
I 
lower overall wage rate increases industry demand for labor in the region. The net result 
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is a slightly lower. decrease in regional labor use compared to the reduction in overall I wage 
rate. The reductions in labor use and wage rates are greater with the 50 percent tjuality 
I 
tax compared to the 10 percent quality tax. This result is simply because of a greater 
reduced aggregate demand in the region. 
Labor out-migration is about 216 jobs with the 10 percent quality tax and ~bout 
816jobs with the 50 percent quality tax. The long run results are slightly less at 214 and 
810, respectively. This is expected because of the·mobility of capital in the long run and 
the labor-capital substitutions. Labor out-migration as a percent of the .base number of 
jobs is 0.016 percent for the 10 percent quality tax and 0.06 percent for the 50 p~rcent 
quality tax. 
Long run equilibrium results from a quality tax in sport fishing leads to reduced 
capital and land rents. The decrease in capital rent causes capital to migrate for a higher 
return. Capital reduces by O.011 percent with the 10 percent quality tax, and by O. 040 
percent with the 50 percent quality tax. The capital migration elasticity was set at 0.~2. 
i 
I 
In the short run, capital is fixed by sector and hence capital rents vary by s~ctor. 
Capital rents increase for agriculture, mining, printing and other manufacturing and 
decrease for all other sectors. The overall reduction in capital rent is less for the long run 
simulations compared to the short run simulations. This is expected because of chpital 
out-migration in the long run. . 
Agricultural land supply is fixed in the short and long run. Land rent increa~es in 
! 
the short run and decreases in the long run. With labor out-migration in the shortj run, 
land substitutes for labor and the increased demand for land marginally increases land 'rent. 
I 
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· Differences in the changes in wage rates, capital rents, and land rent wilJ have 
' differing effects on factor incomes of household groups because of differences in resource 
endowments of the various groups. In the short run, the overall capital rent decreases 
more than the overall wage rate. Land rent increases. In the long run, wage rates 
decrease more than land· and capital rates. 
Impacts on selected institutional and welfare variables from imposing a unit quality 
tax on ·sport fishing are presented in Table 5.2. In the short run equilibrium, the ·quality · 
tax cost to resident anglers for in-state trips is the equivalent of $14, 79 l, 000 ($23. 73 per 
angler) at 10 percent quality tax, and $56,688,000 ($90.95 per angler) at 50 percent 
quality tax. Anglers are not actually assessed this tax. As shown in Figure 5 .1., increase 
. in price from Po to P 1 because of quality tax reduces number of trips from Xo to Xi at the 
original cost (price) per trip. A quality tax on the original price is used to measure the 
decrease in demand for trips. The quality tax per trip for 10 percent is $1.71 and for 50 
percent is $8.54. 
Nonresident anglers pay the equivalent of $1,962,000 quality tax ($10.87 per 
angler) and $8,204,000 tax ($45.47 per angler), in s!,.ort run equilibrium, with the 10 
percent artd 50 percent quality tax, respectively. The quality tax per trip for 10 percent is 
$1.50 and for 50 percent is $7.52. When compared to the short run results, the lo1;1g run 
equilibrium results do not show significant differences. 
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TABLES.2 
IMP ACTS ON SELECTED INSTITUTIONAL AND WELP ARE VARIABLES FROM 
IMPOSING A QUALITY TAX ON SPORT FISIIlNG IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 
Group I 
Institution Base 10% tax 50% tax 
Short run Long run Short run Long run 
SI-1 SI-2 SI-3 SI-4 
Households 
Quality Tax ($1,000) 
Resident Anglers ($1,000) 0 14791 14798 56688 . 56702 
Per Angler ($) 0 23.73 23.74 90.95 90.97 
Nonresident Anglers ($1,000) 0 1962 1963 8204 8207 
Per Angler {$) 0 10.87 10.88 45.47 45.49 
Total Anglers ($1,000) 0 16753 16761 64891 64909 
Per Angler ($) 0 20.84 20.85 80.74 80.76 
Welfare Change - Households 
Total ($1,000) 
Low income (<$20,000) NA -3156 -3549 -12383 -13855 
Medium income ($20,000-$40,000) NA -4766 -5378 -18596 i-20885 
High income (>$40,000) NA -7252 -7629 -27936 i-29330 
Total NA -15174 -16556 -58914 . ~64070 
Per Household (index) 
Low income (<$20,000) 1.000000 0.999679 0.999639 0.998740 0.998591 
Medium income ($20,000-$40,000) 1.000000 0.999800 0.999774 0.999219 0.999123 
High income (>$40,000) 1.000000 0.999543 0.999519 0.998238 0.998150 
Total 1.000000 0.999694 0.999666 0.998810 0.998706 
Income Change Per Household (index) 
Low income (<$20,000) 1.000000 0.999945 0.999944 0.999793 0.999790 
Medium income ($20,000-$40,000) 1.000000 0.999943 0.999942 0.999788 0.~99783 
High income (>$40,000) 1.000000 0.999868 0.999864 0.999513 0.999503 
......... Total ..................................................................... 1.000000 ......... 0.999919 .......... 0.999917 ............ _D.999701 ............ 0.999695 .. 
Governments 
State/Local 
Revenues {index) 
Expenditures (index) 
Net ($1,000) 
Federal 
1.000000 
1.000000 
0 
0.999757 
0.999857 
-937 
0.999705 
0.999864 
-1476 
0.999090 
0.999460 
-3442 
0.998900 
0.999486 
-5448 
Revenues (index) 1.000000 0.999719 0.999702 0.998952 0.998886 
Expenditures (index) 1.000000 0.999849 0.999852 0.999429 0.999441 
....... Net.($1,000J ........................................................................ 0 ................ -1390 ................ -1610 .................... -5 l 10 ................ :. -5950. 
Region 
Gross State Product Change 
Total ($1,000) NA -13450 -14910 -50280 -55670 
Percent NA 
Welfare Change ($1,000) 
Households NA 
Resource Migration 
Labor 
Wage Compensation 
Other Resource Compensation 
Capital 
Capital Compensation 
Total 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
-0.022 
-15174 
-4815 
-3577 
0 
-8392 
lll 
-0.024 -0.083 -0.091 
-16556 -58914 -64070 
i 
-4782 -18233 ~18083 
-5781 -13490 -13376 
-2395 0 , -8927 
-12958 -31723 :.40386 
Households remammg in-state have a welfare loss equal to $15,174,00P and 
$16,556,000 for the short run and long run models, respectively, with the 10 p~rcent 
quality tax and a loss equal to $58,914,000 and $64,070,000 for the short run and long 
run models, respe_ctively, with the 50 percent quality tax. Welfare loss includes; price 
effects-as well as income effects. Hence, the effects of changes in price-of resident trips 
(as well . .as all other prices) and the losses through reduced factor incomes (reduced! wage 
rate and land and capital rents) are included in the CV measure. High income households 
show the highest total welfare loss. Low income households have the lowest total welfare 
loss. The welfare change per household shows that high income households ha\Te the 
highest loss, while medium income households have the lowest loss. 
The income loss per household is less than the welfare loss per household. In the 
case of a 10 percent quality tax and the short run, the overall income loss per household is 
0.013 percent whereas the welfare loss per household is 0.031 percent. Low income 
' households have less of a welfare loss compared to the high income households. '.('his is 
the result of low income households benefiting more from lower commodity prices and 
losing less from lower factor income compared to higher income households. 
Government revenues and expenditures decrease with a unit quality tax imposed 
on resident and nonresident trips. Main sources of government revenues are taxes. The 
decrease in factor income and household income lead to a decrease in government 
revenue. Government spending includes commodity purchases, transfers to households, 
! 
and government employment. Expenditures decrease because commodity prices and:wage 
rates decrease, and transfers to households decrease marginally because of out-mig~ation. 
' 
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i 
I 
Thefl. e.c:-.ore, The decrease in revenues, however, is more than the decrease in expenditures. JJ 
i 
the net revenue change is negative. At the 50 percent quality tax, the government net 
losses are more thanJhree times higher than at the 10 percent quality tax. Overall results 
show that losses with the long run equilibrium are higher than with the shoh: run 
I 
I 
• I 
equilibrium. Federal government net losses are higher than State/Local governm~nt net 
losses in all scenarios. 
Regional impact may be measured by change in gross state product (GSP), change 
in welfare of households, and loss of resources to the region. Total GSP decreases 
because of the quality tax. Short run equilibrium GSP decreases by $13,450,000 (0.022 
I 
percent) with a 10 percent unit quality tax, and by $50,280,000 (0.083 percent) with a 50 
! 
I 
percent unit quality tax. Long run equilibrium results show slightly higher losses. 
Out-migration of labor compensated at the out-of-region wage rate equals 
$4,815,000, $4,782,00, $18,233,000 and $18,083,000 for SI-1, SI-2, SI-3, and SI-4, 
; 
i 
respectively. Migrating labor is expected to retain proportional ownership ol other 
household resources ( capital and land) and hence returns to these resources are expected 
to flow out of the state: The value of the compensation for these resources equals 
$3,577,000, $5,781,000, $13,490,000, and $13,376,000 for SI-1, SI-2, SI-3, and SI-4, 
respectively. / 
I 
Long run models show capital out-flow from the region with a compensatiol equal 
to $2,395,000 under a 10 percent quality tax (SI-2), and $8,927,000 under a 50 percent 
I 
quality tax (SI-4). I 
! 
I 
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I 
! 
. I 
Change in GSP is one measure of the regional loss due to the quality tdx. A 
I 
second measure of regional loss may be defined as regional household welfare chan~e and 
resource migration. Welfare change of households is as explained previously. Loss to the 
region from migration of resources plus out-flow of compensation to resource owners 
. I 
who migrate equals $8,392,000, $12,958,000, $31,723,000, and 
scenarios SI-1, SI-2, SI-3, and,Sl-4, respectively. 
Quality and Pollution Assessment Taxes 
I 
i $40,486,00p for 
I 
Group II scenario includes eight models: two potential polluting industries, two 
I 
levels of quality tax for each industry, and short run and long run equilibrium mod~ls. A 
·1 
10 percent and 50 percent quality tax are imposed on the price (cost) of residerit and 
nonresident in-state trips. Simultaneously, a pollution tax is assessed to potential polluting 
industries. This study assumed that the agricultural and the food processing sectors were 
potential polluters of sport fishing streams. A pollution tax is charged to the potential 
I 
1 
polluting sectors such that the total revenue collected from the pollution tax is equal to the 
total quality tax imposed on sport fishing trips. The quality tax has the effect of increasing 
the cost of in-state relative to out-of-state sport fishing trips for residents and 
i 
nonresidents, and the pollution tax has the effect of decreasing net price for agrictilture 
I 
! 
and food processing productions. i 
! 
I 
I 
Impacts on selected variables from imposing a unit cost quality tax and poltution 
tax assessment on net price of agriculture and food processing are presented in Tablf 5.3. 
I 
The overall impact is a significant reduction in aggregate demand for the state, signircant 
' 
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mcrease m out-migration of resources, substantial loses m household welfartj, and 
substantial decreases in gross state product. 
TABLE5.3 
IMP ACTS ON SELECTED VARIABLES FROM IMPOSING A QUALITY T.Axt ON 
SPORT FISHING AND ASSESSING POLLUTION TAX ON POTENTIAL i 
POLLUTING INDUSTRY IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 
Group IT 
Agriculture Food Processing 
Impact Variable Base 10%tax 50%tax 10%tax 50%tax 
Short run Long run Short run Long run Short run Long run Short run Long run 
SIT-1 Sil-2 SII-3 SII-4 Sll-5 Sll-6 Sll-7 Sll-8 
Resident Trips 
Prices (index) 
~.499201 Regimal price 1.000000 1.099767 1.099784 1.499109 1.499162 1.099735 1.099790 1.498984 
Out-of-regim price 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 ,1.000000 
Composite price 1.000000 1.073294 1.073305 1.298663 1.298686 1.073271 1.073309 1.298608 '1.288703 
Number ohips (1,000) 
In-state 9411 7875 7873 4423 4419 7874 7869 4419 4410 
Out-of-state 369 410 410 584 583 410 410 583 ~ 
--- --- --- ---Total 9780 8286 8283 5007 5002 8284 8279 5002 4992 
Non-ll.esident Trips 
Regimal price (index) 1.000000 1.099712 1.099726 1.498899 1.498968 1.099582 1.099572 1.498382 1.498329 
•• No .• oftrips (l,000) .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1379_ .••••.••..• 1187 .......... )181 ••••.••••••••• 728 ••••••••••••• 728 •••••••••••• 1187 •••••••••••• 1187 ••••••••••••• 729 ••••••••••••• 129 
Selected Sector Results 
Total Sector Output (index) 
Weighted regional price 
Weighted output 
Agricultural Sector 
Prices (index) 
Regional price 
Composite price 
Quantity (index) 
Food Processing 
Prices (index) 
1.000000 0.999904 0.999881 
1.000000 0.999684 0.999230 
1.000000 1.000423 1.001440 
1.000000 1.000252 1.000858 
1.000000 0.997226 0.990320 
0.999832 0.999742 0.999726 
0.998792 0.997005 0.999390 
1.001694 1.005853 0.998614 
1.001009 1.003481 0.999174 
0.989023 0.961741 0.999203 
0.999599 
0.998624 
0.998020 
0.998821 
0.994391 
0.999137 
0.997620 
0.994505 
0.996730 
0.996805 
0.998646 
0.994590 
b.992109 
1).995317 
o.9n445 
Regional price 1.000000 0.999817 0.999972 0.999305 0.999923 1.002480 1.004913 1.010178 1.020710 
Composite price 1.000000 0.999956 0.999993 0.999834 0.999982 1.000589 1.001161 1.002377 1.004719 
.•••• Quantity (/ndex) ....................... 1.000000 •••••• 0.999605 ••••• 0.998193 ...... 0.998482 ..... 0.992884 ..... 0.986713 ...... 0.974455 .••••• 0.947268 •.•.. 0.898471. 
Resource Use 
Labor 
Total Labor (index) 
Overall Wage Rate (index) 
Capital 
Quantity (index) 
Overal Capital Rent (index) 
1.000000 0.998422 0.998018 
1.000000 0.999544 0.999381 
1.000000 1.000000 0.999445 
1.000000 0.999238 0.999397 
0.993871 0.992255 0.998979 0.998175 0.995989 b.992776 
0.998246 0.991599 0.999244 0.998897 0.997052 0.995665 
1.000000 0.997839 1.000000 0.999075 1.000000 /).996356 
0.997055 0.997654 0.998839 0.998996 o.9954n ?.996041 
Land 
Quantity [index) 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 ).000000 
••••• Land Rent(indexl. •••••••••••••••••••• 1.000000 •••••. 0.984430 ••... 0.980937 ••••.• 0.939643 •.•••. 0.925806 ..... 0.995051 •••••• 0.988324 •.••. 0.980329 .•... 0.953637 
Resource Migration 
Labor 
Number of Jobs 0 -583 -790 -2249 -3076 -953 -1393 -3719 -5486 
Percent of Base (%,) NA -0.042 -0.057 -0.162 -0.222 -0.070 -0.102 -0.272 -0.400 
Capital 
Percent of Base (%) NA 0 -0.056 0 -0.216 0 -0.092 0 -0.364 
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I 
I 
i 
Differences in results for sport fishing resident and nonresident trips brween 
Group I scenarios and Group II scenarios are minimal. Differences are because o~ lower 
I 
I 
commodity prices, lower income levels, and lower aggregate regional demand for µroup 
II scenarios relative to Group I scenarios. This results in marginally lower resident and 
I 
• I 
nonresident regional trip prices, lower resident in-state trips, and lower resident tot~l trips 
I 
for Group II scenarios. The decrease in number of trips ranges from 2,000 in comparing 
i 
short run ·with 10 percent quality tax (SI-1 compared to SII-1) to 19,000 in comparing 
long run with 50 percent quality tax (SI-4 compared to SII-8). There is little difference 
between the two groups of scenarios when comparing nonresident ( export demand) trips. 
I 
Impact of the pollution assessment tax falls most heavily on the sectors assessed 
I 
' 
the cost. Group II scenarios SII-1, SII-2, SII-3, and SII-4 (Table 5.3) show the results of 
the tax assessed to agriculture. Regional and composite prices for agriculture increase. 
The composite price increases less than the regional price because the external: price 
remains constant. The regional price for agriculture is able to increase with the pollution 
I 
. I 
assessment because use of agricultural output as inputs to other sectors and for regional 
! 
consumpt~on shows imperfect substitution of agricultural imports for domestic agricµltural 
: 
output. Increased agricultural composite price, however, reduces quantity demanded of 
I 
i 
regional agricultural output Long run regional agricultural price increases b~ 0 .14 
I 
percent with the 10 percent quality tax and by 0.59 percent with the 50 percent quality 
I 
I 
i 
tax. Agricultural output decreases by 0.97 percent and by 3.83 percent, respective~y, for 
! 
the same scenarios. The decrease in agricultural output is the result of the increased price 
effect both on in-state demand and export demand for agricultural output. 
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When the-pollution tax is assessed to food processing, price increases bi 0.25 
I 
percent in the long run model for the 10 percent quality tax on sport fishing and by 2.07 
percent for the 50 percent quality tax on sport fishing. For the same scenarios, output of 
the food processing sector decreases by 2.56 percent and 10.15 percent, respectivel)l'. The 
I 
impact ofthe pollution tax is much greater on the food processing sector when coJpared 
. . . . . . . I 
to the impact on the agncultural sector. The pnnc1ple reason for this 1s th~t the 
: 
agricultural sector is much larger than the food processing sector but the assumed tax cost 
is the same. The assessed pollution cost is based on the unit quality tax rate per. sport 
fishing trip and the number of sport fishing trips, not on the output level of agricultrre or 
. ! 
food processing. This, of course, is a limitation on the current modeling effor. A 
pollution tax should be assessed on the basis of the amount of pollutants produced by 
industry that affects the natural resource system and the consequent effect on fish 
populations. 
! 
! 
Imposing the pollution assessment tax in addition to a quality tax on sport ~shing 
I 
trips decreases regional labor demand as well as the overall wage rate as expected when 
compared to the impact of the quality tax alone. These results are most significant when 
comparing out-migration of labor. With a 10 percent quality tax, the short run model 
i 
shows a job loss of 216 compared to a job loss of 583 for the same 10 percent qual~ty tax 
: 
but also ~th a pollution assessment tax in agriculture equal to the cost of the quality tax. 
I 
The long run model results are a loss of 214 jobs compared to 790 jobs. Clear( the 
I 
; 
I 
pollution assessment tax on agriculture has decreased regional output and demaq.d for 
i 
I 
labor, and thus increased labor out-migration. Assessing the pollution tax toj food 
I 
I 
I 
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processing shows a greater reduction in labor demand and wage rate compared to 
I 
assessing the pollution tax to agriculture. More specifically, the long run models sh!ow an 
I 
increase in out-migration from 790 in agriculture to 953 for food processing with the 10 
percent quality tax. With the 50 percent quality tax, labor out-migration is 3,076 when 
assessing the pollution tax to agriculture versus a labor out-migration of 5,486! when 
. I 
I 
assessing the pollution tax to food processing. The latter result represents a 0.4 p1ercent 
I 
I 
reduction in the total state labor force. 
The pollution tax reduces capital and land rents in the long run equilibrium. Under 
the 10 percent quality tax scenario, capital rent is reduced by 0.06 percent wh¢n the 
I 
pollution tax is assessed to agriculture. With the 50 percent quality tax scenario, bapital 
! 
rent is reduced by 0.24 percent. When the pollution tax is assessed to food processing, 
the same comparisons are 0.10 percent and 0.40 percent. Allowing capital mobility, the 
decrease in in-state capital rent causes capital out-migration, where the capital rent is 
I 
assumed to be constant. The capital base reduces by 0.06 and 0.22 percent wh$n the 
pollution tax is assessed to agriculture (scenarios SII-2 and SII-4, respectively), an~ 0.09 
and 0.36 percent when the pollution tax is assessed to food processing (scenarios SII-6 
and SII-8, respectively). 
I 
Table 5 .4 presents the impacts on selected institutional welfare variables I from 
imposing a unit cost quality tax in sport fishing simultaneously with assessing a pol:lution 
I 
I 
tax in agriculture and food processing. The impact of the quality tax on residelt and 
I 
nonresident anglers is very similar for Group I and Group II scenarios. The total quality 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
tax and tax per angler are slightly less because the price per trip and total number Jr trips 
are less. 
I 
TABLE 5.4 
IMP ACTS ON SELECTED INSTITUTIONAL AND WELFARE VARIABLES FROM 
. I 
IMPOSING A QUALITY TAX ON SPORT FISIIlNG AND ASSESSING POLLQTION 
TAX ON POTENTIAL POLLUTING INDUSTRY IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 i 
I 
Institution Agriculture Food Processing 
Base 10%tax 50%tax 10%tax 50%tax 
HOWlflhold.r 
QualityTax ($1,000) 
Resident Anglers ($1,000) 
Per Angler (S) 
Nonresident Anglers ($1,000) 
Per Angler (S) 
Total Anglers ($1,000) 
Per Angler (S) 
Welfare Change· Households 
Total ($1,000) 
Low inccme (<$20,000) 
Medimn income ($20,000-$40,000) 
High income (>$40,000) 
Tola/ 
Per Household (index) 
Low income (<$20,000) 
Medium income ($20,000-$40,000) 
High income (>$40,000) 
Total 
0 
0 . 
0 
NA 
NA 
NA 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
Short run Long run 
Sil•! Sll·2 
14769 
23.69 
1959 
10.86 
16728 
20.81 
-2752 
-7113 
-12316 
-22180 
0.999720 
0.999701 
0.999223 
0.999769 
14768 
23.69 
1959 
10.86 
16727 
20.81 
-3641 
-9019 
-15317 
-27977 
0.999630 
0.999621 
0.999034 
0.999098 
Short run 
SJI-3 
56564 
90.75 
8196 
45.43 
64760 
80.58 
-10782 
-27630 
-47555 
-8S967 
0.998902 
0.998839 
0.996998 
. 0.999690 
Long run 
SII-4 
56519 
90.68 
8197 
45.44 
64716 
80.52 
-14207 
-35024 
.59345 
-108S76 
0.998553 
0.998527 
0.996251 
0.998766 
Short run Long run 
S11·5 Sll·6 
14761 
23.68 
1957 
10.85 
16717 
20.80 
-2831 
-5257 
-12950 
-21039 
0.999712 
0.999779 
0.999183 
0.999S7S 
14761 
23.68 
1956 
10.84 
16717 
20.80 
-4418 
-8715 
-18738 
-31871 
0.999551 
0.999634 
0.998818 
0.9993S6 
Short run 
Sll-7 
56498 
90.64 
8189 
45.40 
64687 
80.49 
-11111 
-20565 
-50287 
-81962 
0.998867 
0.999135 
0.996822 
0.998341 
Lmgrun 
S11·8 
56414 
90.51 
8189 
45.39 
64603 
80.38 
-17349 
-34175 
-73185 
-124710 
0.998229 
0.998560 
0.995368 
0.997472 
Income Change Per Household (index) 
Lowincome(<S20,000) 1.000000 0.999823 0.999750 0.999318 0.999029 0.999721 0.999572 0.998915 ! 0.998318. 
Medium income ($20,000-$40,000) 1.000000 0.999676 0.999572 0.998749 0.998337 0.999664 0.999453 0.998689 :
1
. 0.997848 
High income (>$40,000) 1.000000 0.999341 .0.999094 0.997467 0.996486 0.999150 0.998644 0.996693 0.994673 
Tola/ 1.000000 0.999S98 0.999'S4 0.9984S1 0.997882 0.999SII 0.999218 0.998094 I 0.9969:U 
Govemments ! 
State/Local 
Revenues (index) 1.000000 1.001188 1.001188 1.001188 1.001188 1.001188 1.001188 1.001188 1.001188 
Experulitures (index) 1.000000 0.999639 0.999521 0.998611 0.998140 0.999415 0.999165 0.997719 0.997719 
Net (Sl,000) . 14407 11805 55873 45636 14845 11920 57493 57493 
Federal 
Revenues (index) 1.000000 0.999083 0.999083 0.999083 0.999083 0.999083 0.999083 0.999083 ; 0.999083 
Expenditures (index) 1.000000 0.999607 0.999470 0.998484 0.997935 0.999353 0.999061 0.997479 0.997479 
..... Net(S l ,000). ................................................. 0 •••••••••• -5620 ••••••••••• -8400 •••••••••• -21600 .......... -32540 ••••••••••• -6960 ........ -11750 •.••••••• -27040 •••• : ••••• ·27040 
Region 
Gross State Product Change 
Total ($1,000) NA -47400 -69140 -182460 -268520 -67240 -107220 -261820 -421170 
Percent NA -0.078 -0.113 -0.299 -0.441 -0.110 -0.176 -0.430 -0.691 
Welfare Change ($1,000) 
Households NA -22180 -27977 -85967 -108576 -21039 -31871 -81962 -124710 
Resource Migration NA 
Labor 
Wage Compensation 
Other Resource Compensation 
Capital 
Capital Compensation 
Tola/ 
NA 
NA 
-12752 
·9240 
NA 0 
--.M4=,- ----21-9-92-
-17310 
-12813 
-12220 
42343 
119 
-49206 
-35564 
-84770 
-67392 -21140 -30833 -82495 -121430 
-49721 -15307 -22811 -59508 -89479 
-41515 0 -20358 -80241 
-164688 -36446 -74002 -142003 -291149 
Households remaining in-state have a welfare loss ranging from $21,039,000 to 
I 
1 
$31,871,000 with the 10 percent quality tax and from $81,962,000 to $124,710,000, with 
I 
the 50 percent quality tax depending on sector assessed and whether short run or loJg run. 
I 
Assessing.the pollution tax to food processing compared to agriculture generates the least 
I 
I 
welfare loss in the short irun, but the greatest welfare loss in the long run. Assessirig the 
pollution tax in addition to the quality tax increases substantially welfare loss. 
i 
As with Group I scenarios, Group II scenarios show that high income households 
have the greatest total welfare loss and low income households have the lowest. . With 
pollution tax assessed to agriculture, the per household welfare loss is highest for high 
. . I 
! 
income households and lowest for the low income households. However, when the 
I 
pollution tax is assessed to food processing, the high income households have the highest 
per household welfare loss while the medium income households have the lowest. Income 
loss per household is consistent across both sectors in that the high income households 
have the greatest loss and low income households have the lowest. 
The pollution tax assessed to industries· is assumed collected by State/Local I (SIL) 
I 
I 
government. This addition to revenue is presumed to be used to restore the qua1ity of 
! 
sport fishing. Total SIL government net revenue is positive but less than the a.1nount 
; 
collected as the pollution tax (and equal to the quality tax). Taking out the polluti?n tax 
revenue, the SIL government net losses with 50 percent quality tax are nearly four; times 
i 
I 
the losses with the 10 percent quality tax. State/Local government losses with th~ long 
I 
run equilibrium are twice that of the short run equilibrium. . Federal government re:V,enue 
i 
I 
losses with the long run equilibrium are about 150 percent higher than the short run 
I 
I 
I 
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equilibrium losses. Federal government losses are much greater than SIL gove1j11111ent 
i 
losses excluding the pollution tax revenue. 
Decreases in GSP are substantially more with Group II scenarios compared to 
. . i 
Group I. The pollution tax assessment has a substantial effect on decreasing GSP: The 
! 
long run result from a 50 percent quality tax assessed to agriculture reduces GSP by 
. . I 
. ! 
$268,000,000 (Scenario SII-4) versus a reduction in GSP of $56,000,000 (Scenarioi SI-4) 
for the quality tax alone, The comparable amount for food processing is a reduction in · 
GSP of $421,000,000. 
Much of the loss in GSP is because of out-migration of labor and capital b~cause 
I 
of lower returns within the state compared to returns outside of the state. The out-
. I 
. migration of labor compensated at the external wage rate equals $67,000,000 for the 50 
percent quality tax assessed to agriculture (Scenario SII-4) and $121,000,000 if assessed 
to food processing (Scenario SII-8). Other resource compensation associated with the 
migration of labor (households) equals $50,000,000 and $90,000,000, respectively. This 
later compensation is included in GSP but flows out of the region as factor payments 
because resource ownership no longer resides in the state. 
Capital out-migration compensated at the external capital rent equals $48,000,000 
for the 50 percent quality tax assessed to agriculture (Scenario SII-4) and $80,000,000 if 
! 
assessed to food processing (Scenario SII-8). Total loss of resources to the region is 
about $165,000,000 for the agriculture scenario (SII-4) and $291,000,000 for thei food 
I 
I 
processing scenario (SII-8). This represents resources not spent within the region but 
121 
available to households that migrated from the region or accrued to households outside of 
i 
' 
the region because of higher capital returns. I 
Other reductions in GSP relate to lower returns to labor, capital, and land because 
of the effects of the quality tax on sport fishing trips and the pollution tax assessments to 
agriculture and food processing. These reductions in factor returns have a further 
' 
I 
multiplier. effect through regional spending, all of which is captured in the general 
equilibrium model and are in the final GSP measurement. 
Long Term Pollution Assessment Tax 
' Group III scenarios start from the premise that the quality tax cost generated from 
! 
the long run models in Group I scenarios is the long term pollution assessment tax that 
should be charged to the potential polluting sectors. The logic of the argument may be 
stated in the following way. The reduced quality of sport fishing is reflected by the 
' 
decrease in trip demand. In terms of reducing the number of trips, this is the equiva,ent of 
adding a quality tax of qTax per trip on the original trip price. The pollution assessment 
· tax may be considered like a pollution abatement tax with the revenue used to restore the 
natural resource system to its original state. In the example applied here, it is not known if 
the quality tax would be exactly equal to an abatement tax that is sufficient to restore the 
I 
original state of the natural resource system. The assumption here is that it is exactly the 
I 
right amount. 
A second alternative to consider is that the revenue from the pollution asses~ment 
I 
tax could be used by the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation to cr~ate a 
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I 
I 
I 
i 
substitute· fishery that would leave anglers as well off as before the deterioration !of the 
I 
natural resource system because of pollution. An example of this is the cold water trout 
I 
fishery established on the Mountain Fork River in southeastern Oklahoma when the 
natural fishery was destroyed because of the Broken Bow retention dam (see Choi, '1993). 
I 
Anglers. in this case · are better off with the replacement fishery than with the original 
fishery. 
A third alternative to consider is to use the pollution tax assessment to compensate 
anglers for the reduced quality of fishing in Oklahoma. Anglers may use this 
compensation to "purchase" more out-of-state sport fishing trips or any other rec~eation 
activity ( or consumer good) which restores their lost utility from lower qualitJ sport 
fishing in Oklahoma. 
The total cost of the long run 10 percent unit quality tax from SI-2 (Table 5.2) is 
$16,761,000 and from the 50 percent unit quality tax (SI-4) is $64,909,000. Four long 
i 
I 
run equilibrium scenarios are created from these results and are presented in Table/5.5 as 
Group III scenarios. Scenarios SIII-1 and SIII-2 are pollution assessment takes in 
i 
. . 
agriculture. Scenario SIII-1 is a low tax rate corresponding to the 10 percent quality tax 
. and is computed as the tax per unit of output in the base result needed to generate 
; 
$16,761,000 revenue. This tax rate is 0.00358 per unit of agricultural output. Scenario 
i 
SIII-2 is a high tax rate corresponding to the 50 percent quality tax. This tax rate is the 
' 
amount needed to generate $64,909,000 revenue and equals 0.01387. Scenarios \SIII-3 
1 
and SIII-4 are the corresponding low and high tax rates for the food processing sect:or and 
I 
equal 0.00523 and 0.02024, respectively. These tax rates are the needed increases: in net 
! 
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price per uhit of base output (see equation 5.6) to generate the corresponding tax revenue. 
Therefore, multiplying the tax rate by 100 gives the tax rate as a percentage of output 
price for agriculture or food processing. The impacts of these tax rates on selected 
variables are presented in Table 5.5. 
The regional and composite prices of resident and nonresident sport fishing trips 
differ from the base price only because of the overall decrease in prices due io the 
pollution tax assessments in agriculture and food processing_ and the corresponding · 
decrease in regional aggregate demand. · The net effect of the marginal decrease in resident 
trip price is a marginal decrease in total number of trips. The effect of a marginal deprease 
! 
in nonresident price (export price) is a marginal increase in nonresident (export) trip~. The 
. i 
high tax in agriculture increases number of nonresident trips by 2,000 and the high tax in 
food processing increases the number of nonresident trips by 3,000. 
The effect on sector prices and sector outputs are very· similar to the long run 
effects of Group II scenarios except prices and outputs did not decrease as much. This is 
to be expected because only. the impacts of pollution tax assessments are incluqed in 
Group III scenarios. The differences, however, are very marginal. 
The resource use effects are very different between the Group I scenarios and 
Group II scenarios even though the quality tax cost in sport fishing trip demand of Group 
I scenarios is equal to the pollution tax assessment in Group III scenarios. In the ~after, 
wage rates .decrease more, labor demand decreases more, capital and land rents de¢rease 
I 
more, and labor and capital migration increase more. In fact, labor migration more than 
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doubles when the pollution tax is assessed to agriculture and it more than double~ again 
when assessed to food processing rather than agriculture. 
TABLE5.5 
IMP ACTS ON SELECTED VARIABLES FROM LONG TERM POLLUTION l'AX 
ASSESSMENT ON POTENTIAL POLLUTING INDUSTRY IN OKLAHOMA, i 1991 
Impact Variable 
Resident Trips 
Prices (index) 
Regional price 
Out-of-region price 
Composite price 
Number of trips (1,000) 
Base 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
Group III 
Agriculture 
Low tax High tax 
SIII-1 SIII-2 
0.999850 
1.000000 
0.999884 
0.999427 
1.000000 
0.999559 
Food Processing 
Low tax High tax 
SIII-3 SIII-4 
0 .99985 8 
1.000000 
0.999891 
0.999491 
1.000000 
0.999608 
In-state 9411 9407 9396 9402 : 9378 
Out-of-state 369 368 367 368 367 
Total 9780 9775 9764 9770 9745 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Non-Resident Trips 
Regional price (index) 1.000000 0.999807 0.999263 0.999659 0.998750 
.... No .. of trips.( l,000} ....................................... 1379 .................... ..13 79 .................... 13 81 ....................... ..13 80 ...................... 13 82. 
Selected Sector Results 
Total Sector Output (index) 
Weighted regional price 1.000000 0.999805 0.999261 0.999533 0.998304 
Weighted output 1.000000 0.999467 0.997945 0.998884 0.995869 
Agricultural Sector 
Prices (index) 
Regional price 1.000000 1.001495 1.005885 0.998136 0.996080 
Composite price 1.000000 1.000891 1.003 500 0 .998 891 0 .995 893 
Quantity (index) 1.000000 0.990415 0.963158 0.994529 0.979582 
Food Processing 
Prices (index) 
Regional price 1.000000 1.00003 6 1.000159 1.004853 1.018 873 
Composite price 1.000000 1.000009 1.00003 8 1.00114 7 1.004319 
........ Quantity (index) ................................ l_.000000 ............ 0.998684 ........... 0.994864 ............... 0 .97 5 55 5 .............. o .~095 5 2. 
Resource Use I 
Labor 
Total Labor (index) 1.000000 0 .998203 0.993145 0 .9983 82 0.994015 
Overall Wage Rate (index) 1.000000 0.999552 0.998245 0.999068 0.~96308 
Capital 
Quantity (index) 1.000000 0.999558 0.998309 0.999204 0.997059 
Capital Rent (index) 1.000000 0 .999515 0 .998095 0 .999 Ll 4 0 .996484 
Land 
Quantity (index) 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.ciooooo 
........ Land .Rent.(index) ............................ 1.-000000 ............ 0.98.1061 ........... o .926277 .............. O .988446 ............. o .954092. 
Resource Migration 
Labor 
Num her of Jobs 0 -570 -2183 -1150 I -4247 
Percent of Base (%) NA -0.041 -0 .156 -0.084 -0 .3 09 
Capital 
i 
Percent of Base (%) NA -0.044 -0.169 -0.080 :-0.294 
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i 
Impacts on selected institutional and welfare variables from long term pollution tax 
assessment are presented in Table 5.6. Comparisons will basically be made with Group I 
scenarios of Table 5.2. Group III scenarios have no quality tax on sport fishing because of 
the assumption that the quality of the fisheries has been restored. Only the long term 
i 
effect of pollution tax, assessment to agriculture and food processing is measured on 
institutional and welfare variables in Group III scenarios. 
The welfare loss of households remaining in-state was substantially lower, in 
general, for Group III scenarios compared to Group I scenarios, especially for low income 
households. The exception was for high income households for food processing. In this 
case, welfare loss for high income households was greater. However, total hou~ehold 
' 
welfare loss was less in Group III scenarios compared to Group I scenarios. The pollution 
tax assessed to agriculture generated lower losses in welfare compared to the tax assessed 
to food processing. 
As in Group II scenanos, the exogenous tax assessed to potential polluting 
industries is collected by State/Local (SIL) government. The net increase in SIL 
government revenue over SIL government expenditure is less than the revenue. from 
pollution tax assessment because of the overall decrease in output of the regional 
economy .. The low tax generates about $16,761,000 SIL government revenue arid the 
high tax generates about $64,909,000. The losses of Federal government revenue over 
expenditure are substantial because of the overall decrease in output of the regional 
economy. 
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TABLE 5.6 
IMP ACTS ON SELECTED INSTITUTIONAL AND WELFARE VARIABLES FROM 
LONG TERM POLLUTION TAX ASSESSMENT ON POTENTIAL POLLUTlNG 
INDUSTRY IN OKLAHOMA, 1991 
Institution 
Households 
Welfare Change~ Households 
Total ($1,000) 
Low income (<$20,000) 
Medium income ($20,000-$40,000) 
High income (>$40,000) 
Total 
Per Household (index) 
Low income (<$20,000) 
Medium income ($20,000-$40,000) 
High income (>$40,000) 
Total 
Income Change Per Household (index) 
Low income ( <$20,000) 
Medium income ($20,000-$40,000) 
High income (>$40,000) 
--Total 
Governments 
State/Local 
Revenues (index) 
Expenditures (index) 
Net ($1,000) 
Federal 
Base Agriculture 
Low tax High tax 
SIil-I - SIII-2 
NA -92 -355 
NA -3607 -13658 
NA -7617 -28985 
----lvA -11315 -42998 
1.000000 0.999991 0.999964 
1.000000 0.999849 0.999426 
1.000000 0.999520 0.998170 
1.000000 0.999771 0.999131 
1.000000 0.999808 0.999266 
1.000000 0.999634 0.998606 
1.000000 0.999237 0.997091 
1.000000 0.999542 0.998252 
1.000000 
1.000000 
0 
1.001074 
0.999661 
13150 
1.003999 
0.998703 
49272 
Food Processing 
Low tax ~gh tax 
SIII-3 ~IIl-4 
-849 
-3260 
~10847 
-14956 
0.999914 
0.999863 
0.999316 
0.999698 
0.999637 
0.999523 
0.998809 
0.999317 
1.000724 
0.999318 
13076 
-3199 
-12112 
-39964 
-55275 
0,999674 
oj999490 
o'.997473 
0.998881 
0;998662 
0,998242 
0.,995609 
0.997482 
1.002528 
0.997484 
1 46923 
Revenues (index) 1.000000 0.998995 0.996160 0.998306 0.~93756 
Expenditures (index) 1.000000 0.999621 0.998549 0.999228 0.997152 
....... Net ($1,000) ............................................................................... Q ................ :?.!..!.~ .............. :??.?.~Q .................... :?..~.?.Q ............... ::.~?.~~-~. 
Region 
Gross State Product Change 
Total ($1,000) 
Percent 
Welfare Change ($1,000) 
Households 
Resource Migration 
Labor 
Wage Compensation 
Other Resource Compensation 
Capital 
Capital Compensation 
Total 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
lvA 
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-53700 
-0.088 
-11315 
-12403 
-8975 
-9727 
-31105 
-205180 -90060 
-0.337 -0.148 
-42998 -14956 
-47506 -25415 
-34314 -18398 
-37224 -17523 
-119044 -61336 
-332200 
-0.545 
-55275 
;-93861 
-65846 
~64746 
-424454 
GSP decreases substantially more with the exogenous pollution tax assessments of 
Group Ill scenarios compared to the quality tax of Group I scenarios. Assessjng the 
' 
exogenous tax to food processing results in higher decreases in GSP compared to 
assessing the tax to agriculture. 
Resource migration out-of-region may be considered as an important loss i to the 
• ! 
region. The loss in labor compensation is $12,403,000 and $25,415,000 for sc~narios 
SID-I and SIIT-3, respectively, with low tax assessment. With high tax assessment the 
labor compensation losses are $47,506,000 and $93,861,000 for scenarios SIII-2 and SIil-
4, respectively. 
I 
Loss in other resource compensation is $8,975,000 (SIII-1) and $18,398,000 
; 
(SID-3) with low tax assessment. With high tax assessment the other resource 
compensation loss is $34,314,000 (SIIT-2) and $65,846,000 (SIIT-4). Tax assessment 
encourages capital migration with a compensation of $9,727,000 (SITI-1) and 
$17,523,000 (SITI-3) for low tax and $37,224,000 (SIII-2) and $64,746,000 (SIII~4) for 
i 
high tax. 
The important distinction between Group I scenarios and Group III scenarios are 
the differences in welfare losses of households compared to GSP losses. Group I 
scenarios with the quality tax show greater household welfare losses compared to Group 
III scenarios with the pollution tax assessments. However, Group III scenarios ·sµow a 
greater loss in GSP compared to Group I scenarios. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Recreational angler expenditures have become a significant source of incorµe for 
some regional economies. Angler expenditures include spending at sporting goods ~tores, 
bait shops, specialties fishing stores, hotels and motels, fishing lodges and camps, . guide 
services, retail food stores, and restaurants. These expenditures have direct and trickle 
down effects to earnings and welfare of a region's residents. 
That most sport fishing expenditures occur in rural areas is potentially a boon for 
rural development. It is, however, also important to understanding how an indiyidual 
industry, in particular agriculture, is affected. Agriculture is the basic industry for many 
rural areas. Agriculture and sport fishing activities compete for factor use, in particular 
land, water, and labor. The overall implication of expansion of sport fishing activities 
versus agriculture or other related industry is an important policy concern. 
Natural resource systems provide valuable services in support of sport :qshing 
activities. The characteristics of the natural resource systems that determine economic 
value can be affected by air and water pollution and by resource management decisions 
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such as the allocation of water flows between diversionary uses and various instream uses. 
Agricultural production involves the flows of large amounts of water. Boosting 
agricultural productiqn by applying more fertilizer and other chemical products could 
substantially affect the quality of water in natural resource systems. This resuit may 
negatively impact the quality of natural resource systems for sport fishing purposes,• which 
in tum may diminish recreational activities. 
Objective of the Study 
The objective of this study is to develop a computable general equilibrium (CGE) 
model for Oklahoma that facilitates analysis and evaluation of welfare change from 
expansion or reduction from sport fishing activities because of changes in the natural 
resource system. A quality tax on sport fishing is imposed to reflect changes in the natural 
resource system. An off-setting pollution tax is assessed potential polluting industries to 
measure comparable pollution costs. The CGE framework is -employed to obtain general 
equilibrium results in the region economy. The model distinguishes between market and 
nonmarket goods, domestic and imported goods,. and regional domestic supply and 
export. Evaluation of the results is in terms of changes in welfare of households by 
income class size, changes in gross state product (GSP), migration of labor and capital 
resources, and other impact variables. 
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Procedure 
To achieve the objective, a CGE model for Oklahoma was specified. A social 
accounting matrix (SAM) for Oklahoma was constructed based on 1991 data sets. The 
data sources included IMPLAN, and results of a national survey on angler expenditures 
published by the Sport Fishing Institute. The production side of the economy was 
aggregated into 14 sectors of market goods. There were two sectors of nonmarket goods, 
namely, Oklahoma resident and nonresident sport fishing. Thus a total of 16 production 
sectors were modeled. Value-added inputs were labor, capital, and land, with labor 
further sub-divided into five skill types (or occupational categories). Productio:n was 
characterized by three-level nesting to allow flexibility in modeling behavioral features at 
different levels of production. At the first level, the Leontief input-output production 
function was used for a composite of primary and a composite of intermediate inputs. The 
second level is the production technology for primary factors, and intermediate inputs. 
Primary factors are described by a neoclassical production function represented by the 
Cobb-Douglas (C-D) functional form to capture smooth substitution among primary 
factors of labor, capital, and land. Intermediate goods are represented by the Leontief 
production function although substitution between domestic and imported intermediate 
inputs is represented by the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production function. 
At the third level, a CES production function allowed substitution between different skills 
of labor. Maximizing behavior was represented by a set of factor demand equations; a set 
of intermediate input demand equations, and a set of labor demand by skill equations. 
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The output supply produced by industry in the region may be transformed into an 
export or sold in the regional market. A constant elasticity of transformation. (CET) 
function was adopted to determine the levels of output exported and sold in the region. 
Each firm producing market goods maximizes profits subject to the CET function for 
output, given prices in the regional and export markets. For nonmarket goods, sport 
fishing resident trips were only consumed in the region and nonresident trips w:ere all 
exported. The export demand for nonresident trips was a function of price and price 
elasticity of export demand. 
There were three institutional accounts: enterprise, household, and goverpment. 
The household sector was sub-divided into low, medium, and high income classes. 
Household preferences, including the labor-leisure choice, were assumed to be represented 
by a Stone-Geary utility maximizing function subject to full income. This results in a 
demand system of the linear expenditure system form (LES). Household labor supply was 
endogenously defined by the labor-leisure choice and labor migration. 
Total income by household group included factor income (labor, capital, and land), 
state/local government transfer, federal government transfer, and net remittances from rest 
of world. Households in the region consumed market and -nonmarket goods. There was 
no regional nonmarket good demand for nonresident trips. The regional consumption by 
households was nested in two levels. At the first level, with the LES function, households 
maximized utility in the consumption of a composite of market and nonmarket goods and 
the demand for leisure (or supply of labor) subject to budget constraints and prices. At 
the second level, households chose optimal combinations of imported and locally 
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produced goods according to pre-specified constant elasticities of substitution and relative 
prices in the CES functional form 
The government sector was sub-divided into state/local, and federal. Capital 
account captured financial transactions. The last account was rest of world. Governments 
consumed market goods only, and, like households, optimized the allocation of 
expenditures between imported and regional commodities given relative pric~s and 
substitution possibilities. The level of consumption was exogenously given. Governments 
also collected taxes and provided transfers to households. Total savings included 
household savings, depreciation and retained earnings, and exogenous savings from rest of 
world. Capital expenditures included regional and imported investment good demands. 
The investment demand substitution between regional and imported goods followed a 
CES functional form. 
The change in household welfare in the region was measured by compensating 
variation (CV) consistent with the linear expenditure demand system. The CV measure 
estimates in money terms the amount households would require as compensation to 
· remain as well off after an exogenous shock as they are before the shock. The change in 
resident and nonresident sport fishing trips because of changes in the natural resource 
system was measured and analyzed. 
The model was calibrated to the 1991 base SAM of Oklahoma. The Oklahoma 
economy was assumed to be in equilibrium at the base SAM. This assured that changes in 
the solution by imposing policy experiments were measured relative to the base !SAM. 
The CGE model was then used to examine different policy simulations. 
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The policy alternatives were based primarily on two levels of quality tax (10 
percent and 50 percent) which affected sport fishing in short run and long run equilibrium. 
Model experiments focused on trip demands. Three groups of scenarios were carried out 
in the study: (1) quality tax imposed on sport fishing, (2) quality tax imposed on sport 
fishing and pollution tax assessed to potential polluting industries, and (3) long term 
pollution assessment tax on potential polluting industries. 
Results 
Quality tax imposed on sport fishing. The regional pnce of resident and 
nonresident trips increases because of the quality tax. The total number of resident trips 
decreases because of the quality tax and subsequent increase in composite price. For the 
short run analysis, the 10 percent quality tax increases composite price by 7 .3 percent, 
reduces resident in-state trips from 9,411,000 to 7,877,000 (16.3 percent), and increases 
resident out-of-state trips from 369,000 to 411,000 (11.4 percent). The number of total 
trips decreases from 9,780,000 to 8,288,000 (15.3 percent). 
With a quality tax of 50 percent, composite price increases by about 30 percent, 
total resident trips decreases by 48.7 percent (from 9,780,000 to 5,012,000), resident in-
state trips decrease by 53.0 percent (from 9,411,000 to 4,427,000), and out-of-state 
resident trips increase by 58.6 percent (from 369,000 to 585,000). 
With a 10 percent unit cost quality tax regional price for nonresident • trips 
increases slightly less than 10 percent and number of trips decreases from 1,379,000 to 
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1,187,000 (13.9 percent). With a 50 percent quality tax, number of trips decreases from 
1,379,000 to 728,000 (47.2 percent). 
Regional labor demand (number of jobs plus work time) decreases marginally with 
the quality tax. Wage rates in labor skills managerial (skill 1), farming (skill 4), and 
production ( skill 5) decrease slightly less than the overall average wage, whereas. wage 
rates for labor skills technical (skill 2) and services (skill 3) decrease slightly more than the 
overall average. Long run wage rates . decrease marginally less compared to short run · 
wage rates. 
The change in overall wage rate is slightly more than the change in total labor use. 
The reductions in labor use and wage rates are greater with the 50 percent quality tax 
. compared to the 10 percent quality tax. Labor out-migration is about 216 jobs with the 10 
percent quality tax and about 816 jobs with the 50 percent quality tax. The long run 
results are slightly less at 214 and 810, respectively. Labor out-migration as a percent of 
the base number of jobs is 0.016 percent for the 10 percent quality tax and 0.06 percent 
for the 50 percent quality tax. 
In the short run, capital is fixed by sector and hence capital rents vary by sector. 
Capital rents increase for agriculture, mining, printing · and other manufacturing and 
decrease for all other sectors. Long run equilibrium results in capital out-migration equal 
to O.011 percent of the base amount with the 10 percent quality tax, and by O. 041 percent 
with the 50 percent quality tax. The overall reduction in capital rent is less for the long 
run simulations compared to the short run simulations. Agricultural land supply is fixed in 
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the short run and long run. Land rent increases in the short run and decreases in the long 
run comp~red to the base. 
In the short. run equilibrium, the quality tax cost to resident anglers for in-state 
trips is the equivalent of $14,791,000 ($23.73 per angler) at the 10 percent quality tax, 
' 
and $56;688,000 ($90.95 per angler) at the 50 percent quality tax. The increase cpst per 
trip for the 10 percent quality tax is $1.71 and $8.54 for the 50 percent quality tax. 
Nonresident anglers pay the equivalent of $1,962,000 quality tax ($10.87 per angler) and 
$8,204,000 tax ($45.47 per angler), in short run equilibrium, with the 10 percent and 50 
percent quality tax, respectively. The increased cost per trip for 10 percent qualiry: tax is 
$1.50 and $7.52 for the 50 percent quality tax. 
Households remaining in-state have a welfare loss equal to $15,174,000 and 
$16,556,000 for the short run and long run models, respectively, with the 10 percent 
quality tax and a loss equal to $58,914,000 and $64,070,000 for the short run and long 
run models, respectively, with the 50 percent quality tax. The income loss per household 
is less than the welfare loss per household. In the case. of a 10 percent quality tax and the 
short run, the overall income loss per household is 0.013 percent of the base amount 
whereas the welfare loss per household is 0.031 percent. 
· Government revenues and expenditures decrease with a unit quality tax imposed 
on resident and nonresident trips. At the 50 percent quality tax, the government net losses 
I 
are more than three times higher than at the 10 percent quality tax. Overall results I show 
that losses with the long run equilibrium are higher than with the short run equilibrium. 
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Federal government net losses are higher than State/Local government net losses in all 
scenarios. 
GSP decreases because of the quality tax.. Short run equilibrium GSP decreases 
by $13,450,000 (0.022 percent) with a 10 percent unit quality tax, and by $50,2.80,000 
(0.083. pe!cent) with a 5.0 percent unit .quality tax. Long run equilibrium results show 
slightly higher changes. 
Out-migration of labor compensated at the out-of-regio~ wage rate ranges from · 
$4,815,000 to $18,233,000 depending on level of quality tax and whether short run or 
long run equilibrium. The value of the compensation for resources owned by migrating 
households ranges from $3,577,000 to $13,490,000, depending again on the scenarip. 
' ' 
Long run models show capital out-flow from the region with a compensation equal 
to $2,395,000 under a 10 percent quality tax, and $8,927,000 under a 50 percent quality 
tax. 
Quality tax assessed to sport fishing and pollution assessed to agriculture and 
food processing. The overall impact is a significant reduction in aggregate demand for the 
state, significant increase in out-migration of resourc.es, substantial loses in household 
welfare, and substantial decreases in gross state product. . 
Long run regional agricultural price increased by O .14 percent with the 10 percent 
quality tax and by 0.59 percent with the 50 percent quality tax. Agricultural putput 
decreased .by 0.97 .percent and by 3.83 percent, respectively, for the same scei;iarios. 
When the pollution tax was ass~ssed to food processing, price increased by 0.25 percent in 
the long run model for the 10 percent quality tax and by 2.07 percent for the 50 p;ercent 
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quality tax. For the same scenarios, output of the food processing sector decre<).sed by 
2.56 percent and 10.15 percent, respectively. The impact of the pollution tax was much 
greater on the food processing sector compared to the impact on the agricultural sector. 
' 
With a 10 percent quality tax, the short run model showed a job loss bf 216 
compared to a job loss of 583 for the same 10 percent quality tax but also with a pollution 
assessment tax in agriculture equal to the cost of the quality tax. The long run :model 
results were a loss of 214 jobs compared to 790 jobs. The long run models showed an 
increase in out-migration from 790 in agriculture to 953 for food processing with the 10 
percent quality tax. With the 50 percent quality tax, labor out-migration was 3,076: when 
assessing the pollution tax to agriculture versus a labor out-migration of 5,486 when 
assessing the pollution tax to food processing. The latter result represents a O .4 percent 
reduction in the total state labor force. 
The pollution tax reduced capital and land rents in the long run equilibrium. Under 
the 10 percent quality tax scenario, capital rent was reduced by 0.06 percent when the 
pollution tax was assessed to agriculture. With the 50 percent quality tax scenario, capital 
rent was reduced by 0.24 percent. When the pollution tax was assessed to food 
processing, the same comparisons were 0.10 percent and 0.40 percent. The capital base 
was reduced by 0.06 with the 10 percent quality tax and by 0.22 percent with the 50 
percent quality tax when the pollution tax was assessed to agriculture, and by 0.09 and 
0 .3 6 percent when the pollution tax was assessed to food processing for the same 
scenanos. 
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Households remaining in-state had a welfare loss ranging from $21,039,QOO to 
$31,891,000 with the 10 percent quality tax and from $81,962,000 to $124,710,000, with 
the 50 percent quality tax depending on scenario . 
. With the short run equilibrium, GSP decreased by 0.08 and 0.11 percent with a 10 
percent unit· quality tax assessed to agriculture and food processing, respectively. The 
results were 0.30 and 0.43 percent with a 50 percent unit quality tax for the same two 
industries. Long run equilibrium results showed higher changes ranging from 0.11 to 0.69 
percent depending on quality tax level and potential polluting industry. 
Long term pollution assessment tax on agriculture and food processing. The 
regional and composite prices of resident and nonresident trips differed from th~ base 
price only because of the overall decrease in prices due to the pollution tax assessments in 
agriculture and food processing and the corresponding decrease in regional aggregate 
demand. The net effect of the marginal decrease in resident trip price was a marginal 
decrease in total number of trips. 
The effect on sector prices and sector outputs for the potential polluting sectors 
were very similar to the long run effects of the Group II scenarios. The resource use 
effects were very different between the Group I scenarios and Group III scenarios even 
though the quality tax cost in sport fishing trip demand of the Group I scenarios was equai 
to the pollution tax assessment in· the Group III scenarios. In the latter, wage rates 
decreased more, labor demand decreased more, capital and land rents decreased more, and 
i 
labor and · capital migration increased more. In fact, labor migration more than doubled 
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when the pollution tax was assessed to agriculture and it more than doubled again'. when 
assessed to the food processing sector rather than agriculture. 
The welfare loss of households remaining in-state was substantially lower in 
general for Group III scenarios compared to Group I scenarios, especially for low income 
households, with the exception of high income households for food processing. In this 
case, welfare loss for high income households was greater. However, total household 
welfare loss was less in Group Ill scenarios compared to Group I scenarios. The pollution 
tax assessed to agriculture generated lower losses in welfare compared to the tax assessed 
to food processing. 
The net increase in SIL government revenue over SIL government expenditure was 
less than the revenue from the pollution tax assessment. The low tax generated about 
$16,761,000 SIL government revenue and the high tax generated about $64,909,000. 
GSP decreased substantially more with the exogenous pollution tax assessments of 
Group III scenarios compared to the quality tax of Group I scenarios. Assessing the 
exogenous tax to food processing resulted in higher decreases in GSP compared to 
assessing the tax to agriculture. 
Resource out-migration may be considered an important loss to the region. The 
loss in labor compensation for low tax rate ranged from $12,403,000 for agriculture to 
$25,415,000 for food processing. With the high tax assessment, labor compensation 
losses ranged from $47,506,000 for agriculture to $93,861,000 for food processing. 
Loss in other resource compensation ranged from $8,975,000 to $18,398,000 
with low tax assessment depending on sector assessed. With the high tax assessmbnt the 
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other resource compensation losses ranged from $37,224,000 to $64,746,000. Low tax 
assessment encouraged capital migration with a compensation ranging from $9,727,000 
to $17,523,000 depending on sector assessed and from $37,224,000 to $64,746,000 for 
the high tax assessment. 
The important distinction between Group I scenarios and Group ill scenarios were 
the differences in welfare losses of households compared to GSP losses. Group I 
scenarios with the quality tax showed greater household welfare losses compared to 
Group Ill scenarios with the pollution tax assessments. However, Group III scenarios 
showed a greater loss in GSP compared to Group I scenarios. 
Conclusions 
It was shown using the CGE framework that significant impacts occur in the 
Oklahoma economy as a result of imposing a quality tax and/or assessing a pollution tax. 
In particular, new equilibria in prices emerge leading to a reallocation of resources toward 
sectors where there is scope for import substitution and export expansion. Reduced 
commodity prices and factor rents reduces incomes. It was shown in the model results 
that household incomes and government revenues were reduced with the existei:ice of 
. . 
pollution. More specifically, imposing a quality tax on sport fishing increased regional trip 
prices which in tum increased composite prices causing significant reductions in r¢sident 
and nonresident trips in Oklahoma. The long term tax assessment on polluting industries 
is a burden to the industries. The changes in net prices to the potential polluting industries 
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include increased output prices of those industries because of the increase in proquction 
cost, and reduced in wage rates and capital rents. The model results explained above are 
potential losses to the Oklahoma economy. . Such losses include labor and capital out-
migration, decrease in household welfare, and decrease of gross state product. 
Limitations of the Study 
The results and conclusions of the study are limited by the accuracy of the data and 
assumptions used. The first concern is the adoption of exogenous parameters in the study. 
Exogenous parameters were obtained from previous research which mainly represented 
national economies. This regional study, dissaggregated into fourteen sectors of market 
goods and two sectors of nonmarket goods, used common exogenous parameters instead 
of sector specific parameters. Moreover, labor migration by skill and capital migration 
was assumed to have the same elasticity. Future empirical research on the estimation of 
dissaggregated parameters for regional general equilibrium model is desired. 
The SAM generated from IMPLAN is not as detailed as needed in this study. 
Complete data and information to build an Oklahoma SAM was not available. Therefore, 
adjustments were made to balance the Oklahoma SAM. 
The study experiment on the impact · of a quality change on sport fishing was 
represented by imposing a unit tax, by means of increasing the price per trip. Industries 
assessed the pollution costs were taxed such that the costs were equallized. This -method 
of imposing a pollution cost may not be desirable but it was the best option available 
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because of data limitations. Future studies need to estimate the level of pollution by 
specific industry which causes the quality change in the natural resource system. Once the 
empirical estimation is available, an optimal tax may be estimated and applied to the 
model. 
This study considered only trip expenditures, while sport fishing expenditures also 
include equipment and other expenditures. The reason for not including equipment. and 
other expenditures is that such expenditures relate to purchases of durable goods and not 
necessarily to anlger trips. Hence, results of this study are not directly comparable to the 
study by Fedler and Nick:um. Further research to include all sport fishing expenditures is 
desirable. 
Theoretical assumptions behind the regional general equilibrium model in this 
study need further analysis and perhaps model modification. For example, when labor is 
differentiated by skill, the question of whether labor or households migrate is a critical 
assumption. This study assumed labor by skill migrated. 
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APPENDIX TABLE A.1. 
DEFINITIONS OF INDICES, VARIABLES, AND PARAMETERS 
Indices -- Description .. -- ____ - ------ . --------------------- I_. --
1,J Sectors: lAgr, 2Min, 3Ptr, 4Cnst, 5Food, 6Text, 1Pprt, 80man, 9Tran, IOTrd, lIFin, 12Htl, 
13Eat, 14Ser, 15Rest, and 16Nres. 
Factors of production: Lab (L), Cap (K), and Land (L). F 
s 
H 
G 
M 
Labor skill: Managerial (Li), Technical (L2), Services (L3), Farming (L4), Production (Ls). 
Households: Low, Med, and High. 
governments: SL, and FED. 
Set of market goods: lAgr, 2Min, 3Ptr, 4Cnst, 5Food, 6Text, 1Pprt, 80man, 9Tran, IOTrd, 
lIFin, 12Htl, 13Eat, and 14Ser .. 
NM 
NR 
NE 
CI.CJ 
Set of nonmarket goods: 15Rest, and J 6Nres. 
Nonmarket good: Resident trip (15Rest). 
Nonmarket good: Nonresident trip (16Nres). 
Sectors: lAgr, 2Min, 3Ptr, 4Cnst, 5Food, 6Text, 1Pprt, 80man, 9Tran, IOTrd, lIFin,! 12Htl, 
13Eat, 14Ser, and 15Rest. 
n Number of sectors= 16. 
m Number of market good sectors= 14. 
nr Number of nonmarket good consumed in the region = 1. 
ne Number of nonmarket good exported= 1. 
h . Number of household income size= 3 .. 
s ------ Number o.Jfabor skill = 5. -----------------------------------
Variables Description No of Variable~ 
-----------------------------------------------------~---PRODUCTION BLOCK 1 
X; . Composite good supply n 
VA; Value added m 
L; Labor demand m 
K; Capital demand m 
T; Land demand m 
LD;a Labor demand by skill mxs 
LDemS8 Industry demand for labor skill s 
l'j; Intermediate demand nxm 
VM"; Imported intermediate input demand nxm 
vRji Regional intermediate input demand nxm 
TVM; Total imported intermediate input demand m 
TvR; Total regional intennediate input demand m 
TV; Total composite intermediate input demand m 
EXP; Export of regional products n 
R, Regional supply of regional products n 
INCOME BLOCK 
LHHHOa Labor employed by households s 
LSLO,. Labor employed by State/Local government s 
LFEDO,. . Labor employed by Federal government s 
LExoO,. Exogenous demand for labor s 
KSO Supply of private capital I 
TSO Supply of land I 
YLS,. Labor income by skill s 
YL · Total labor income I 
YK Capital income 1 
YAGK Agricultural capital income I 
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APPENDIX TABLE A.1. (Continued) 
DEFINITIONS OF INDICES, VARIABLES, AND PARAMETERS 
Variables _ Description ------------------------------ No of Variable~ __ _ 
YENT Nonagricultural capital or enterprise income 1 
YT Land income 1 
NYL · Labor income net tax 1 
NYAGK Agricultural capital income net tax and depreciation 1 
NYENT Enterprise income net tax,depreciation, and retained earnings I 
NYT Land income net tax 1 
YLHh Household labor income h 
YFHh Household factor income h 
YHh Household income h 
DYHh Disposable household income h 
HSA Vi Household saving h 
LSupHh Labor supply by household h 
LSupHOh Initial labor supply by household h 
LSupHShs Labor supply by household and by skill h x s 
LSupHSOhs Initial labor supply by household and by skill h x s 
LSupSs Labor supply by skill s 
LSupSOs Initial labor supply by skill s 
I.MIGs Labor migration by skill s 
I.MigHh Labor migration by household h 
KMJG Capital migration 1 
TRSLOh State/Local gov transfer payment to households h 
TRFedOh Federal Government transfer payment to households h 
REMITOh Net remittance from rest-of-country to households h 
YSL State/Local Government revenue/income 1 
YFED . Federal Government revenue/income 1 
GSP Gross State Product 1 
EXPENDITURE BLOCK 
HEXPh 
Q;h 
QR1h 
QM;h 
TQ; 
TQR; 
TQM; 
SLEXP 
QSLR; 
QSI.M; 
QSLO; 
FED EXP 
QFEDR; 
QFEDM; 
FEDQO; 
SAV 
INV 
QINVR; 
QINVM; 
QINVO; 
Household expenditure 
Composite demand for private consumption 
· Regional demand for consumption 
Imported demand for consumption 
Total demand for composite consumption 
Total regional demand for consumption 
Total imported demand for consumption 
State/Local Government expenditure 
State/Local Government demand for regional good 
State/Local Government demand for imported good 
Commodity demand by State/Local Government 
Federal Government expenditure 
Federal Government demand for regional good 
Federal Government demand for imported good 
Commodity demand by Federal Government 
Total savings 
Total investment 
Investment demand for regional good 
Investment demand for imported good 
Investment demand 
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h 
hxn 
hxn 
hxn 
n 
n 
n 
1 
m 
m 
m 
1 
m 
m 
m 
1 
1 
m 
m 
m 
APPENDIX TABLE A.I. (Continued) 
DEFINITIONS OF INDICES, VARIABLES, AND PARAMETERS 
_y~a~~~- Description -------------------------------~~~~~3~le~ 
M; Import n 
EXP; Export n 
PRICE BLOCK 
PIM; Composite wage rate paid by industry m 
PLHh Composite wage rate paid to household h 
PL Aggregate wage rate 1 
PN; Net price n 
P; Price of composite good n 
PR; Regional sales price n 
PE; . Regional price of exports n 
PMO; Import price · n 
PLSs Wage rate by labor skill s 
PL/oco Wage rate of rest-of country s 
PK; Price of a unit of capital m 1· 
PT; · Land rent m 
:z:~t.it!;flk~d~Zl#ttikil]EtlfBiJ!m±IJ\ltffil)W.$.fm.5.mJl!i±?!t61)%j!(ij*1)¥iiMJ/ff} )?:%It? r 
Parameters Description------------------------------ No ofParametqrs __ _ 
a0; Value added requirement per unit of output m -I 
a/i Intermediate input requirement per unit of output n x m I 
rp/'A Production (value added) function shift parameter · m 1 
al, Labor share parameter in production function m 
a/c, Capital share parameter in production function m 
at, Land share parameter in production function m 
rp;LAB Labor demand function shift parameter m 
O;sLAB CES function share parameter for labor skill m 
u;LAB Elasticity of transformation m 
p;LAB CES function exponent for labor demand by skill m 
thl' Intermediate input demand efficiency parameter m 
8./ CES intermediate input demand function share parameter m2 
o{ Elasticity of substitution for intermediate demand m 
p/' CES function exponent for intermediate demand m 
,pf · Supply function shift parameter m 
8f CET function share parameter m 
uf Elasticity of transformation m 
pf CET function exponent m 
T/s L · Labor migration elasticity s 
TJK Capital migration elasticity 1 
i"P Elasticity of export demand 1 
adjLh Labor adjustment coefficient by household groups h 
depr Depreciation rate of agricultural capital 1 
retr Depreciation rate and retained earnings of enterprise income 1 
sstax Labor income tax rate 1 
ktax Capital income tax rate 1 
ttax Land income tax rate 1 
hhtaxh Household income tax rate h 
ibtax; Indirect business tax m 
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APPENDIX TABLE A.I. (Continued) 
DEFINITIONS OF INDICES, VARIABLES, AND PARAMETERS 
Parameters· Description -------------------------------~~o_!~~~~te~---
mpsh Household saving rate h 
lh Labor income distribution coefficient to household groups h 
kh Capital income distribution coefficient to household groups h 
th Land income distribution coefficient to household groups h 
eh Enterprise profit distribution coefficient to household groups h 
J';h Minimum requirement of commodity consumption n 
Poh Marginal budget share for leisure h 
p;h Marginal budget share for commodity h x n 
t/JP CES household demand function shift parameter n 
0;Q CES household demand function share parameter n 
a.P Elasticity of substitution for household commodity demand n 
pp CES household demand function exponent n 
sfBT State/Local gov proportion for indirect business tax 1 
sfST State/Local gov proportion for labor tax 1 
sfIT State/Local government proportion for capital tax 1 
s/TTT State/Local government proportion for land tax 1 
sf:IHT · State/Local gov proportion for household income tax 1 
tp;SL CES State/Local gov demand function shift parameter m 
t5;SL CES State/Local gov demand function share parameter m 
CF;SL Elasticity of subs for State/Local gov comm demand m 
p/L CES State/Local gov demand function exponent m 
feifBT Federal government proportion for indirect business tax 1 
fe~sr Federal government proportion for labor tax 1 
feF Federal government proportion for capital tax 1 
fedTTT Federal government proportion for land tax 1 
feJIHT Federal government proportion for household income tax 1 
tp;FED CES Federal gov demand function shift parameter m 
t5;FED CES Federal gov demand function share parameter m 
CF;FED Elasticity of substitution for Federal gov commodity demand m 
p;FED CES Federal gov demand function exponent m 
¢/NV CES investment gov demand function shift parameter m 
o/NV CES investment gov demand function share parameter m 
a/NV Elasticity of subs for investment gov commodity demand m 
p/NV CES investment gov demand function exponent m 
qTax Quality tax 1 
pTax; Pollution assessment tax n 
:xqr(jf iiimk¢F~tPlimirir.Jm;; ij#±RJQm±~t1~5:±mr±@th~iti~iiiBJt 
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APPENDIX TABLE A.2. 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description No of Endogenous 
Equations Variables 
PRODUCTION BLOCK 
1. • iEM Labor demand m LAB; PN; PL X; 
K 
2. CAP; = a; PN;X; . PK , IEM 
I 
Capital demand m CAP, PN, PK,X, 
3. LAND; • iEM Land demand m LAND, PN, PT, X, 
4. VA;= a0;X; , iEM Value added m VA1X1 
5. vii= a1;X;, iEM, NM;jEM Intermediate demand nxm f7i,X, 
L K T 
6. VA;= <p~A LABt1 CAit1 LANDt1 , iEM Value added production function m VA,LAB1 CAP1LAND, 
I 
[ ]
IAB 
_ LAB LAB pf-'11 Pi LAB _ . 
7. LAB; -</J; Lois Wis , a; - LAB, IEM 
s 1-p; 
_ CES jimction for labor demand m LAB, LD,, ____ _ 
Exogenous 
Variables 
Parameters 
af 
K a, 
T a, 
ao, 
Oji 
¢(A af a{ at 
_ ___ ¢;_LA13__§_;,L4B 12,LA1!_a/.AB_ _____ _ 
..... 
0\ 
N 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description Noof 
Equations 
I 
8. W - IAB; [ L•utl.S, •k'"(ifi-,f"irf" iE,M 
IS ¢!-4B II PLS 5!-4B 
I S I IS 
Labor demand by skill mxs 
I [ V ( ) V]V } _ V V PJ . V PJ PJ V _ • • . 9. vii -</11; OJ;VM + l-oji VR , (jj ---v-· lEM, NM, ]EM, 
fl fl l-pj 
Domestic and import substitution nxm 
10.TV; = Lvif, iEM,NM;JEM Total intermediate demand n 
j 
1-o.. PMO · [( ')( ir 11. VRJ; =VM1; 0~Jl. PR/ ,iEM, NR,'jEM 
Intermediate regional demand m2+(nrxm) 
12. VR1; =V1;, iENE;jEM Intermediate regional demand m x ne 
13. VM1; =0, iENEjEM 
14. TVR; =LVRJi. iEM. NM;jEM 
j 
Intermediate imported demand m x ne 
Total intermediate regional demand n 
Endogenous Exogenous· Parameters 
Variables Variables 
LAB, LD,, PLS, </J;LAB O;,LAB p,LAB 
f'}, VM.;, VR11 'P.Jtoiplol 
TVi Vi; 
VM.;, VR1, PR1 PM01 0;t a/ 
f'}, VRJI 
f/M.;; 
TVR, VRJi 
-
°' w 
~ .~::, 
~J 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description No of Endogenous 
Equations Variables 
15. TVM; = LVMii, iEM. NM;jEM Total intennediate imported demand n TVM, Vi\{,, 
j 
I 
16. X; = 1/Jf[of EXPpj +(1-of)Rpj ]Pi, of=+ , iEM 
I I Pi -1 
Regional supply m X1EXP1R1 
[ ]-a: 17. R; = EXP; ( 1-;f )( P:~i) , i EM Regional supply for regional m R,EXP,PR, 
demand (market goods) 
18. R; = X; , i ENR Regional supply for regional nr R,X, 
demand (nonmarket goods for resident) 
19. R; = o , i ENE Regional supply for regional ne R, 
demand (nonmarket good for nonresident) 
20. EXP;= 0, iENR Export (nonmarket good for resident) nr 
Strip • 
21. EXP; =EO;P; , 1ENE Export (nonmarket good for nonresident) ne 
Exogenous 
Variables 
PEO; 
EXP, 
EXP,P, 
Parameters 
1/J,x 5,x p/u/ 
1/J,x o,X a-,X 
EO; i'1P 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description Noof Endogenous Exogenous Parameters 
Equations Variables Variables 
INCOME BLOCK 
22. YLS8 =PLS8 LW;8 + LLHH08h+LSL08 +LFED08 , iEM 
i h 
Labor skill income s YLS, PLS, LD;, LHHO,h LSLO, LFedO, 
23. YL= LYLSS Total labor income 1 YLYLS, 
s 
24. YK= L(C~PK;}, iEM Capital income 1 YKCAP,PK, 
...... i 
0\ 
25. YAGK = PKagCAPag Agricultural capital income I YAGK CAPag PKag .,I:,. 
26. YENT = YK -YAGK Enterprise income I YENTYKYAGK 
27. YT= L(L.4ND;PT;). iEM Land income I YTLAND,PT; 
i 
28. NYL = YL(l - sstax) Labor income net tax I NYLYL sstax 
29. NYAGK = YAGK(l-ktax-depr) Agricultural capital income I NYAGKYAGK ktaxdepr 
net tax and depreciation 
30. NYENT = YENT(l-ktax-retr) Enterprise income net tax, I NYENTYENT ktax retr 
depreciation, and retained earnings 
31. NYT = YT(l-ttax), Land income net tax I NYTYT ttax 
-----------~-
32. YLHh = PLHhLSupHh Household labor income h YLHh PLHh LSupHh 
.... 
0\ 
V, 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation 
33. YL= LYLHh 
h 
34. adjLh = LSupHOh+IMigHh 
LSupHOh 
Description 
Total household labor income 
Household adjustment factor 
35. YFHh = lhNYL +adjLh(khNYAGK +ehNYENT+thNYT) 
Household factor. income 
No of Endogenous Exogenous· 
E_quations Variables · Variables 
YLYLHh 
h IMigHh LSupHOh 
h YFHh NYL NYAGK NYENT NYT 
Parameters 
adjLh 
lh Jc,. eh th adjLh 
36. YHh = YFHh +adjLh(TRSLOh +TRFEDOh +REMITOh) 
Household income h YHh YFHh TRSLOh TRFedOh REMITOh adjLh 
37. DYHh =YHh(l-hhtaxh) Disposable income h DYHhYHh hhtaxh 
38. HSAVh = mpshYHh Household saving h HSAVhYHh mpsh 
39. GSP=YL+YK+YT+ L/btax;X;, iEM Gross state product GSP YL YK YT Xi ibtax, 
----------------------------------------------------------- .-------------------------EXPENDITURE BLOCK 
40. HEXPh =DYHh-HSAVh - LPLS3 LHHOsh 
s 
Household expenditure h HEXPh DYHh HSAVh PLS. LHHOh 
41. Q;h = Y;h +(( P;h ) )[HEXPh - LP1r Jhl. ,_·JeM, NR t-Poh P; . 
. ~~-}~~--'- ---~-------
Composite demand for hh consumption h(m+nr) Q,h P1 HEXPh P 1 Yth P1h POhYJh 
,.... 
O'I 
O'I 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description No of Endogenous 
Equations Variables 
I 
42. Q;h=</JP[oPQM::,P +(1-oP)QJef]pf, oP=~. iEM,NR 
1-p; 
Domestic and import hh demand 
substitution 
h(m+nr) 
43. Q;h = 0, iENE Composite demand for hh consumption h x ne 
(nonmarket good: for nonresident) 
I 
[(1-09)(PMO-)J1-pf 44. QR;h = QM;h 0p' PR;' • ; EM, NR 
Regional hh demand for consumption h(m+nr) 
45. TQ; = LQih, iEM, NR 
h 
46. TQR; = L QR;h , i EM. NR 
h 
47. TQM; = LQM;h, iEM, NM 
h 
Total household demand 
Total household regional demand 
Total household imported demand 
n 
HEXPh - L P1r Jh 
48. LSupHh = MAXHOURSOh -( Poh )I j=l 
PU!h 1-Poh 
,jEM, NR 
Household labor supply 
m+nr 
m+nr 
m+nr 
h 
Q;h QM;h QR;h 
Q;h 
QR;h QM;h PRX; 
TQ,Q;h 
TQR;QR;h 
TQM;QM;h 
LSupHh PU!h P1 HEXPh 
Exogenous 
Variables 
PM01 
MAXHOURSOh 
Parameters 
</JP oP pP a.P 
oPpP 
/Joh Y)h 
1--' 
°' ...J
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description Noof Endogenous Exogenous 
Equations Variables Variables 
49 LS HS LS H LSupHSOhs 
. up hs= uph 
LSupHOh 
Household labor supply by skill level h x s LSupHSkr LSupHh LSupHSOkr LSupHOh 
50. LSupS 8 = L LSupHS hs Labor supply by skill s LSupSs LSupHS1u 
h 
51. YSL • ,,,.,( ~ ibf<u\PR;x,),,= (,,,~n) + ,,= ( kt~YK) + ,,= (aarl'T) +,{lmT[ i hhta,,.YH,) + SLBORO, i eM 
State/Local government revenue I YSL PR, X, YL YK SLBORO 
YTYHh 
52. SLEXP = L QSL)} + L adfLhTRSLOh + L PLS9 LSL08 , i EM 
i h s 
State/Local government expenditures I 
53. QSL; = QSLO; , i EM State/Local gov commodity demand m 
I 
54. QSL; =¢,fL[<5fLQSIMtf' +(I-<5fL)QsLRf'f]pf ,ufL =~. iEM 
1-p; 
State/Local gov domestic and 
import demand substitution 
I 
_55. QS~ =QSIM{(!-£l(~)J):pf. iEM ~-
State/Local government 
demand/or regional good 
m 
m 
SLEXP QSL, P, PLS, QSL, LSLO, TRSLOh 
QSL, QSLO, 
QSL1 QSIM, QSLR1 
QSLR, QSIM, PR, PMO, 
Parameters 
sfBT ibtax,sf8Tsstax 
sf" ktax slTTT ttax 
st1HT hhtaxh 
adfLh 
(,;SL O;SL p,SL <I;SL 
O;SL p;SL 
,.... 
0\ 
00 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description No of Endogenous Exogenous 
Equations Variables Variables 
S6. YFED - j,d18'( ~ ibt.u;PR,X; )fep ( m~YL) + j,d""" ( klaxYK) + j,drTT ( ttad'T) + j,dnHT( ~ hh,u,YH,) + FEDBORO , i eM 
Federal government revenue I YFED PR; X, YL YK FEDBORO 
YTYHh 
57. FEDEXI'= L,QFED;P;+ I,adfL,,TRFEDOh+ L,PI,SsLFED08 , iE:M 
i h s 
Federal government expenditure I FEDEXI' QFED1 P1 Pl.S, LFEDOs TRFEDOh 
58. QFED; = QFEDO; , i EM Federal gov commodity demand m QFED; QFEDOh 
1 
59 QFED = .;,fED ofEDQ'FEDM!'1 + 1-ofED QFED"f)fl P1 q':· = iE:M [ PED ( ) FED]~ "''ED } 
. i .,,, ' ' J :.,.~ ' I FP'I"\' ' 1-p; 
Federal gov domestic and import 
demand substitution 
1 
60. QFED~ =QFEDM{(1~;r:')(P;;) JJ-p(ED iE:M 
Federal government demand for 
regional good 
61. SAV = L,HSAVh +deprYAGK+retrYENT+ROWSAV~O ______ _ 
h 
Total Saving 
m QFED, QFEDM, QFEDR, 
m QFEDR; QFEDM; PR1 PMO, 
SAV HSAVi YAGK YENT ROWSATIO 
Parameters 
fed187 ibtax;feF 
sstax feP' ktax 
fed7TT ttax JetflHT hhtaxh 
adfLh 
-(J/ED /;;FED p/ED q/ED 
<,FED FED 
u; p; 
depr retr 
.... 
O'I 
\0 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description No of Endogenous 
Equations Variables 
I 
[ /NI' ) 1NI' ]-62 Q'!NV, = ,i,!NV 5!NVQ'/NVM f'i + (1 - 5INV Q[MTmf'i pf" qlNV = • i EM 
• , · '1'1 r , I "" r .. 'i • i l/1."' • , 
1-pi 
63. QINV; = QINVO; , i EM 
Investment demand substitution 
between region and import 
Investment demand 
I 
64. Q~ =QINVM{e~r)(P:;)]1-Pr" iEM 
m 
m 
Investment demand for regional good m 
65. INV = L QJNViP; , i cM 
I 
Total investment 
66. M; = TVM; + TQM1 +QSIM; +QFED; + QINVM; , i EM 
Import (market goods) m 
QINVi QINVM1 QINVR1 
QINVi 
QINVR, QINVM, PR, 
Mi TVMi TQMi QSIM, 
QFEDMi QINVM, 
67. M; = TVMi +TQM; , iENR Import (nonmarket good) nr M, TVM, TQM, 
Exogenous 
Variables 
QINVO, 
PMO, 
INVQINViP, 
Parameters 
~/NV 6/NV p/NV u/NV 
5ilNV p/NV 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRICE BLOCK 
68.PIM; 
Ls PLSsLDis' 
LsLDis 
69. PLHh = L7LSs f;S-upHS-hs 
• LSupHh 
Composite wage rate by industry m PIM, PLS,LD,, 
Composite wage rate paid to hh h PUfh PLS,LSupHSmLSupHh 
.... 
....:i 
0 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description 
L PLS8 (WemS8 +LExo08 ) 
Aggregate wage rate 10.PL= s 
Ls(WemS8 +LExoOs) 
71. WemSS = Lwis, iEM Demand for labor skill by industry 
i 
72. LExo08 = LHH08 + LSL08 + LFED08 Exogenous demand for labor 
73. PN; =E..Rt_\La;;P;-ff~,:i~~. iEM, NM;jEM 
j . 
74. P; = PR;R; + PMO; M-
1}_ +M I. iEM, NR 
"i i 
LP;V;1 
75. P; = j , iENE;jEM 
LV;; 
j 
Net price 
Composite price 
I 
Composite price 
(nonmarket good for nonresident) 
Noof i Endogenous Exogenous 
Equations Variables Variables 
1 PLS,WemS, LExoO, 
s WemS,W;, 
s LHHHO, LSLO, LFEDO, 
n PN,PR,P, · 
m+nr P,PR,R,M, PlvfO, 
ne P, i'), 
Parameters 
a11 ibtax, 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description 
MARKET EQUILIBRIUM 
76. X; +M; = TV; +TQ; +QSL; +QFED; +QINV; +EXP;, iEM 
Commodity market equilibrium 
77. X; + M; = TQR; + TQM; , i ENR 
78. X; = EXP; , i ENE 
Nonmarket good equilibrium 
(for resident) 
Nonmarket good equilibrium 
(for nonresident) 
No of Endogenous 
Equations Variables 
Exogenous 
Variables 
m X; Mi TV; TQ; QSL; QFED1 QINV; EXP; 
nr X1 M; TQR1 TQM; 
ne X;EXP; 
..... 
-.l 
..... 79. LSupS8 +IMIG8 = WemSs +LExoOs, iEM 
Labor market equilibrium 
L 
80. IM/Gs= LSupS08 ( p1:dco)"' , iEM Labor migration by skill 
PLS 
81. IMigHh ='°'IM/Gs LSupHShs, iEM Labormigrationbyskill 
L. LSupSs 
s 
82a CAP; = KSO; • i EM Capital market equilibrium 
(short run equilibrium) 
82b. L CAP; = L KSO; + KMIG , i EM Capital market equilibrium 
i i 
(long run equilibrium) 
s LSupS, IMIG, LDemS, LExoO, 
s IMIG,PLS, LSupSO,PL, Roco . 
h IMigHhIMIG, LSupHSh,LSupS, 
m CAP, KSO, 
CAP,KMIG KSO, 
Parameters 
17,L 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2. (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA MARKET AND NONMARKET GOODS GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
Equation Description Noof Endogenous Exogenous Parameters · 
Equations Variables Variables 
83. KMIG = L K01 ( ~~o) 1/K , i <:M Capital migration I 
i PK 
KMIGPK KO,PKROCO ,,x . 
(long nm equilibrium) 
84. LAND1 = TS01 , i <:M land market equilibrium m LAND, TSO, 
:1}kq,::~;;~~u;~:::;n!~:+~i.m.:±§rt.<m;):iHfflc~m'.trii:~>:±~t~¢.)±¥.1c1.i*4d~:%1t,;.&6.amih<~r1t.c~;,g,±~~[::::t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::iii::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I,:iiiiilii:i::::::::::::::::::;::::::i::::::::::::;::::i:::::::: 
t:i WELFARE MEASURE 
N 
Compensating Variation: 
cv, • (1 _ ~J[ ( n= -; Pp;,)-( "'f4HEXPO, - ; ro;r 1.)i/(~)'" (:fo)'" l ij&. NPs 
Equivalent Variation: 
( I )[( ) (PO·)P'h(PLO)Po,, l EVh= 1-Poh HEXPh-;P1YJh I; 1/ PL -(adJLhHEXPOh)-;P01r1, ij<:M,NR, 
TCV=LCVh 
h 
TEV= LEVh 
h 
APPENDIXB 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.1 
RIMS SECTOR AGGREGATION FOR PRODUCTION ACCOUNT 
Production Account 
Agricu1"'re,forutry, ondfmeriu: 
1 Agricultural products and agricultural, forestry, and 
fisheries services 
2 Forestry and fishery products 
Mining: 
3 Coal mining 
4 Crude petroleum and natural gas 
S Miscellaneous mining 
Conatruction: 
6 New construction 
7 Maintenance and repair construction 
Manufacturing: 
8 Food and kindred products and tobacco 
9 Textile mill products 
10 Apparel 
11 Paper and allied prodllllts 
12 Printing and publiihing 
13 Chemicals and petroleum refining 
14 Rubber and leather products 
IS Lumber and wood products and furniture 
16 Stone, clay, and glass products 
17 Primary metal industries 
18 Fabricated metal products 
19 Machinery, except electrical 
20 Electric and electronic equipment 
21 Motor vehicles and equipment 
22 Transportation equipment, except motor vehicles 
23 Instruments and related products 
24 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 
Tranq,ortation and publlc utillties: • 
2S Transportation 
26 Communication 
27 Electric, gas, water, and sanitary services 
Wholesale and retail trade: 
28 Wholesale trade 
29 Retail trade 
Finance, insurance, and real estate: 
30 Finance 
31 Insurance 
32 Real estate 
Services: 
33 Hotels and lodging places and amusements 
34 Personal services 
3 S B usin,ess services 
36 Eating and drinking places 
3 7 Health services 
3 8 Miscellaneous services 
*Includes Federal Government Enterprises 
!IMPLAN Database Sector !standard Industrial Classification 
!Number !(SIC) 1987 I 
! 1 I ji.23, 26•27 !01, 02, 07, 08, 09 (exc. 074, 0/81, 
• !083, 097, 091) 
!24-2S !081, 083, 097, 091 
. i 
137 !12 
i38-39 !131, 132 
128-36, 40-47 ·.!10, 14 
! 
i48-S4 !Part IS, 16, 17 
1ss-s1 1138, Part 1s, 16, 11 
ls8-101 j20, 21 
!108-123 522 
!124-132 h3 
!161-173 !26 
!I 74-18S !21 
!186-214 !28, 29 
!21S-217, 219-229 !JOI, 302, 30S2, 306, 308, 31 
1133-142, 144-160 j24 (exc.24S1), 2S 
!218, 230-2S3 !30S3, 32 
52S4-272,290-291 !33,3462,3463 , 
!273-289, 292-306, 396, 398 !34 (exc.3462, 3463), 3761, 37~S 
!Jo7-323, 325-3S4, 382 !Js (exc.3S48), 3695 ; 
j324, 3SS-381, 383, 404, 410 !34S8, 36 (exc.3695), 382S, 3844, 
5411 1384S ! 
!384-387 !3711, 3713, 3714, 371S . i 
j143, 388-39S, 397, 399 j24Sl, 3716, 372-S, 3792, 3799! 
!400-403, 40S-409, 412-414 j38 (exc.382S, 3844, 384S) 
141S-432 139 
: : 
5433-440, S13 !40, 41, 42, 44, 4S, 46, 47, 431 
!441-442 !48 
!443-446, S14 !49 
: : 
i : 
!447 jso, s1 
j448-4S3, 4SS jS2-1, S9 
l4s6-4S8 160, 61, 62, 67 (exc.6732) 
!4S9-460 !63, 64 
j461-462 j6S 
i I 
!463, 483-489 !10, 78, 79 
j464-468, 480-481 j721-9 
5469-476, 482, 494, S06-S09 !73, 769, 811, 87 
i4S4 !s8 
!490-493 !80, 074 
!477-479, 49S-S0S, S10-S12, j6732, 1S, 82-86, 8922, part of 4
1
1 & 
!S1S !491 
Sources: Regional Multipliers: A User Handbook for Regional Input.Output Modeling System (RIMS II). 
USDC. BEA. 1992. and Micro IMPLANUser's Guide Version 91-F, USDA Forest Service. 1994. 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.2 
LABOR SKILL CATEGORY AND LIST OF OCCUPATIONS 
M anagcrial and Profe11ion1I Specialty O cc:up1lion1 
1 Public Adm ini1tr1tor1 and Official, 
2 0 th e r A d m in i I tr a to r I a n d O ff i c i a I 1 
3 Man a gem ent a. elated 
4 Architect. 
S Engineer, 
6 Surveyor, and M 1ppin1 Scicntitt1 
7 0 ther S cientilll and Ma them aticiana 
8 D octor1 and other D i11notician1 
9 OtberHe1lth,includin1Nur1e1 
10 Elementary and Secondary Teacher, 
11 OtherEducationR.ehted 
1 2 I o c ia I S c i en tit t, and U r ban P la n n er 1 
1 3 I ocial. R ecreatlon and R. clialou 1 
14 L1wyer1 and Judge, 
1 S A rti1t1. Entertainer,, and A thleu, 
Skill 2 Technic1l,S1le1,1nd Admini1tr1tiveSuppor1·occup1tion1 
1 6 H ea Ith T echnolo1ie1 and T echnician1 
1 7 Licensed Practical N ur1e1 
1 8 0 ther T echnolo1i1t1 and T ecbniciln1 
19 Supervilor1aad S1lc1,Self .. Employed 
20 Supervi1or1 and S1lc1, Salaried 
21 Sale1,Fia1nce,and Bu1ine11 Service, 
2 2 Sales R. cprcsentative, N on•R. eta ii 
2 3 Others ales, R. et.ail and Personal 
24 Cashiers 
2 S s I le I R. eh te d 
26 Supervisors an• Adm iai1tr1tlve Support 
27 Computer Equipment Operators 
28 Secret1ri1IR.ehted 
29 A ccounllot1 and A uditor1 
3 0 0 ther Financial R. ecord Processing 
31 Mail and M e11a1e D i1tributin1 
3 2 Shipp in 1, R. e c e iv in I, and other CI erk 1 
3 3 0 ther Adm ini1trative Support 
Skill 3 Service O ccupation1 
3 4 Private H ou1ehold 
35 Guard, 
3 6 0 ther Protective Service• 
37 Food Preparation and Service 
3 8 Nu r1in1 and other H ealtb A 11i1llnll 
3 9 C le1nin1 and B uildina Service, 
40 Per1onalService1 
Skill 4 Farmin1,Fore1try,1nd Filbina Occupatioa1 
41 Farmin1.Fore1try,1nd Filhina 
Skill S Preci1ion Production, C r1ft1, ind R. epair O ccup1tion1 0 pcr1tor1, 
Fabricatior,. and Laborer, 
4 2 Auto M echanic1 and R epairer1 
4 3 0 ther M echanic1 and R. epairer1 
44 Carpenter• 
4 S Other Construction T r1de1 
46 ExtractiveOccup1tion1 
47 Supervi1or1 and Production 
4 8 Preci1ion and Production 
4 9 Plant and System O perator1 
SO M1chineOper1tor1 
SI Fabrication, and A 11cm bier, 
S 2 Production ln1pector1 ind R. elated 
S3 MotorVehicleOper1tor1 
54 OtberTraa1·portation Operator, 
S S Material M oviag Equipm enl O per1tor1 
S 6 C r I ft a n d P r o d u ct i o n 
57 Coa1truclionL1bor 
S 8 Frei1ht and Material H 1ndler1 
S9 0 ther H andh:11 and M i1cellaneou1 
Source: Rose, A., B. S tevcns, and G. Davis. (19 88) Natural R csource 
Policy and Income Distribution. 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.3 
RIMS II VERSUS ROSE, ET.AL. INDUSTRY ACCOUNT 
INDUSTRY ACCOUNT 
RIMS II Classification 
1 Agncultural products and agncultural, forestry, and 
fisheries services 
2 Forestry and fishery products 
3 Coal.in ining 
4 Crude petroleum and natural gas 
5 Miscellaneous mining 
6 New ·construction 
7 Maintenance and repair construction 
8 Food and kindred products and tobacco 
9 Textile mill products 
10 Apparel 
11 Paper and allied products 
12 Printing and publishing 
13 Chemicals and petrole·um refining 
14 Rubber and leather products 
15 Lumber and wood products and furniture 
16 Stone, clay, and glass products 
17 Primary meta! industries 
18 Fabricated meta! products 
19 Machinery, except electrical 
20 Electric and electronic equipment 
21 Motor vehicles and equipment 
22 Transportation equipment, except motor vehicles 
23 Instruments and related products 
24 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 
25 Transportation 
26 Communication 
27 Electric, gas, water, and sanitary services 
28 Wholesale trade 
29 Retail trade 
30 Finance 
31 Insurance 
32 Real estate 
33 Hotels and lodging places and amusements 
34 Personal services 
35 Business services 
36 Eating and drinking places 
37 Health services 
38 Miscellaneous services 
Rose, et al. Classification 
Agriculture, forestry, fisheries 
1 Agriculture, forestry, fisheries 
2 Mining 
10 Petroleum & coal 
2 Mining 
3 Construction 
3 Construction 
4 Food_& kindred products 
5 Textile mill products 
6 Apparel 
9 Paper & allied products 
7 Printing & publishing 
8 Chemicals & allied products 
s Chemicals & allied products 
11 Furniture, !umber, & wood 
2 Mining 
12 Primary meta ls 
13 Fabricated meta ls 
14 Machinery, except electrical 
15 Electrical machinery equipm 
16 Motor vehicle equipment 
17 Other transport equipment 
18 Miscellaneous manufacturing 
18 Miscellaneous manufacturing , 
19 Railroads· 
20 Trucking & warehousing 
21 Other transport service 
22 Communications 
23 Utilities 
24 Wholesale trade 
25 General merchandise stores 
26 Food, dairy stores 
21 Auto deal service stations 
2"9 Other retail trade 
30 Banks & credit agencies 
31 Insurance real estate finance 
31 Insurance real estate finance 
35 Recreation service 
34 Other personal services 
33 Business services 
40 Legal & other services 
28 Eating & drinking places 
36 Hospitals 
37 Health services 
32 Repair service 
38 Education services 
39 Social services 
41 Public administration 
Source: Regional Multipliers: A User Handbook for the Regional Input-Output Modeling System 
RIMS II. 1992, and Rose, et al., Natural Resource Policy and Incom c Distribution, 1988. 
Rose; et al. does not provide the SIC for their sectors. 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.4 (Continued) 
US WAGE/SALARY INCOME DISTRIBUTION MATRIX FOR INDIVIDUALS (Millions of 1982 dollars) 
O cc•p•tl•• 
C11rup1olli111 I.Ill I ltclor I .... :. 
I I Public A••i•htr11u1 A Officiah 
Z IOd&erAllmioi_!~~~~ oraci,J, 
JIM11.1.11•uitlll111d 
• IArchiuu 
sl&a1iH•.!• 
tlSur•1,1nA ll•fJi•1Sciea1h11 
7jOIII.Sci1dlla_~~-•tici111r 
I jD1cl1r1 A Ot ~~1~_!!i_ci1111 
, \01 H11l1b~ia.c N11r1u 
10 J!-hme.nlafJ A Scu.ii.••.!f Tncben 
11 IOI EhnliH 1.datcll 
U IS.cid hi 111• Vrha Pl111~,rr 
I J (S.ci1l~l.1crntiu A l.eli1i1•_! 
14 IL••Jen ... s.•.111 
15 (Arth!1_, l.alertaiHn~ 1dA~!i-~t~ 
Id IHnllb Tuhll1.1i11 A T1chiciH1 
11 It.it_~~·~ J!r:u~c_al Nutt_!! 
H 19! "l'_o_~b!l:o_l~ISI • To_cl&aidaae 
U lsvpu•h1rt .... Sd11, l11f-!-mflaJd 
1! l~~•-~_!9_i_1_~~!_~a~l~_I~~ I aluie• 
1111,111.!.._P:i_a~_~t_!!_•d B•1iae11 Sen-icu 
JJ 111111 R1p~a~11i .. _1. NH•l.el1il 
U IO lb.e.!..!..!_!~~,_i_l 1Dd Ptrte111l 
U IC11bi1n 
UISel11l.el11d 
u1s11,1Hilen111•A•11.i•S•nor1 
27 fC0111p111crZ111ipmtal_Q_per111r1 
11lsecn11ri1l~!l111, 
U IAtCIIIIIIHII ••• A•ilh1t1 
JO (Olbufi11Hti•!~_o__p~~-• Pr1ccuia1 
JI jM ail ••• M •H!l!...~!1rib11li111 
JI lsbj1_1_i~1, l.cui.-i111 • .!.•.• 1111.er Clert, 
11 IOtb.er_~_t!_111._i~l~•r~!i.":'--S11ppn1 
J4 IPri9'al• ffo11u•11• 
HI~-~~,·~ 
>• lolb.uProtecli•• Su•icn 
J7 lru• Pre!ontha 111d ln•in 
JI JN11_~,i~111il OJturH11llb.A11h11at1 
U ICh111i111 ... l111iHi111 hnoicu 
40JP_1r19111IS1_r•ic11 
41 IFar111i111, FonllrJ. ID• Pi1bia1 
41 IA11t1llttbaaic111.• l.epoiun 
4! (Othlr M eebnicr 111, R.tp1i~•~• 
44 ICu11aur1 
4S IOlb.nC1n1tn1cti1:1,_r_nh1 
4• IE1:tne1iu Oecup11i_~_IU 
41jSu.tu•i11r1odPro•ucti1n 
-11 IPnci,t~•- ~11_( ,,._,u_~li~_a 
-11 IPha1111• SJ'd•m Op1n1tn 
50 !M acbi111 Op1n11r, 
51(P1briulin.111.d Anem~l_u• 
U IProhctiH 1 .. 11e11rt 111• R.dll•• 
SJIM11trVellicltOJtnt1r1 
s, IOlherTr11.1p1r11ti1• Opcraltn 
SS IM111ri1lllo•i111 !-1ui,m1ntOftn1tn 
Inlllla1trJ 
Skill I £hull.uh ,11,1uV1hid1 
111re11.1iu. I 1,11ip 1,,i, 
ZD I 21 
11:illl ... ... 
Skill I ...... , !1'1.4 
Skill I IJU.P 11,., 
Skill I ,., , .. 
11:illl SU'J.D l<Ul_.1 
Skin I 1.2 I.I 
lki11 I U7.:t 1u., 
U:i~U 
-~.J 
Skilll iU 
Skill I n.o , .. 
SkiUI 14.5 ,., 
Skill I 15.1 l!.J 
SkiU ! ... 
SkiUI dO.I U.l 
SkiU I JSI.J !12,I 
Skill I 1., ,., 
Skill:t ... 
-'·.! 
Skill I 3111.4 451,4 
lkiU I I.I ... 
sk_m~ 10,.1 411.1 
Skill I 1.2 ,., 
lki!U _l@_I_O·_.ft Ul.1 
Ski!!J. _._,.o 411.! 
Skill I ,., 2.1 
Skill! !,I !,_I 
Skill I ,4,., 114.1 
SkillJ !_!_~! di.! 
Skill J ,_n.1 117.S 
Skill I :tSJ.J 14.1 
SkiUI IOl.l 41.I 
Skill I 11.J 15.S 
SkiU! 1 IIJ,.D 41J.I 
Skill :t 
"'·-~ 
21,.11 
Skill J ... ,., 
Skill, I 14:I.! 101., 
Skill! I 1,1.J II.I 
SlcillJ I ,., 
Skill !_______l___ __ _.1,! I 1.4 
nm 1 I 112.ol 1111.1 
Odatr 
Tu1111p1rt 
li1!i1ipm111.I 
II 
D.I 
1111.1 
JS4.I 
II.I 
un., 
... 
,u., 
U.I 
lf.4 
40.,_J 
14,S 
"'·! 
!.,! 
:n., 
1, •. 1 
,., 
I.I 
J-'"·' 
LI 
-'-~·' 
1.2 
!_!.~~4 
,.1 
,., 
... 
IJO.J 
!.!.!-' 
54!.4 
11-1.-1 
14.0 
u., 
n,., 
SDI.I 
... 
I II.I 
0.0 
7.l 
1.2 
Ill.I 
Ilise 
ll1avractui•1 
.. 
,., 
••n.1 
IU.I 
,.1 
1n,.t 
1.2 
, ... , 
H.t 
211.J 
1_!.1 
II.I 
14.J 
, .. 
41.1 
~'~-· 
JI.I 
··~ UH,! 
14.J 
!!.!.:.! 
11.:t 
!115.5 
U.J 
I.I 
,., 
!51.11 
Ill.I 
111., 
,o,.:t 
101.5 
U.J 
115.0 
..... 
. .. 
"·' 11.J 
I.I 
,., 
u,., 
lhilrod1 
.. 
,., 
114!_._1 
JSD.J 
I.I 
l!Ll 
,.1 
"·' I.I 
,., 
,., 
I.I 
.!.,_4 
:n., 
u.o 
,., 
... 
Ill.I 
... 
,., 
11.5 
~-! 
... 
,., 
1111., 
60._! 
121., 
0.5 
"·' JI.I 
111.1 
511.D 
,., 
11.d 
I.I 
10.5 
... 
44.J 
s•_m __ L____L__ ____ ,_.~ 1 1.1 J 1.1 1 ,.11 , I 
Tracl:i1116 
W1nluU1ia1 
.. 
... 
UH.I 
JD1.2 
... 
.... 
... 
U.4 
I.I 
I.I 
_!_-1 
... 
,., 
. .. 
II.I 
I ~.I 
,., 
J,_I_ 
11., 
... 
4!.Ji 
Ut.O 
1.1 
u., 
U.l 
,., 
111.J 
u., 
4-11.1 
IIJ.J 
111.4 
111.:t 
US.I 
,,,., 
... 
~,., 
... 
l.l 
... 
IS.4 
lkil14 I I.DI J.51 4.fl 11.,1 J.01 J.I 
OU.tr 
Tu1o1p1rt 
ltrTin 
II 
JS.I 
2' ~ 1,! 
IJS .• 
I.I 
,,, .. 
. .. 
ltd.! 
,., 
t4.S 
41.1 
I.I 
H-4 
!.,! 
Jl.4 
n.• 
U.I 
... 
lj4D.J 
.., 
1'!.4 
U06.I 
!.4 
U.-1 
J_J_ 
ldJ.d 
H.:.! 
~_!_,_! 
,,,.a 
1!.,! 
11111.1 
UJ.J 
IDII.I 
. .. 
U1.I 
14.D 
n., 
!!,D 
U4.J 
JH.4 
I.I 
nm, I n.,1 HI.ti u.,1 u.01 IS.JI 114.11 1.111.1 
Skills _I IU4.D I 11u_,tl_________!__1_:t_.:.!_l_ __ 1u:t.1 I 111~.~ l_ __ _______!!!!_,_!l ___ 1n1., 
nm, I , 1.11 n.11 :111.111 10.11 I "-' I 11.11 u.o 
C1a11l11dnti1 
II 
... 
471S.S 
111.J 
ID.I 
!.!!!_.J 
1.7 
"'·! u., 
U.d 
u., 
41.5 
ill.:.~ 
!.J 
1(.4 
IIU.! 
,., 
... 
_1_1n.s 
1.7 
II.I 
1454.1 
1.1 
~,., 
u., 
!_~ 
JUI.I 
1,1_., 
'"~ 171.1 
u,_,_, 
111.5 
SO.I 
OU.I 
. .. 
u., 
,.1 
ID.I 
1.2 
ll7.1 
'.:.! 
2.1 
"·' 11~0,__1 
11., 
skills J 411.11 ,1,.11 11~•_,_11 _______ _!_1!_!.,!.l____________!_!_,~I _____ ,_1,.11__ 1n.,1 _2_11_,1 
Skills J ,.11 ,.,1 ,.11 ____!_!J_l ___ ~__.11_ ___ z.J..L 1.,1 _ J.4 
nm, I un.11 1114.tl :tOdS.tl 1111.11 11uf ,u.21 2111.11 no.1 
lkilt_!_ _ _l ___ J_!2_~~-L ___ !_lU.5 I 2114.l I 1141.J I 414.D I 14.11 J 10., I 11.4 
Skills I 111.11 11.11 11.,1 1~,.01 _ p.-11 11_._ol 111.,1 S4.0 
Ski!IS __ I_ ___ JIU.I_!__ _p'!!.,_!j 11119.II OU.SI 114.0J IOI.di IO_S.lf __ ____!_!_!_J_ 
nm~ ___ L ___ uu.,1 _ Hl!.,U ______ ~_n!.,!_l nu.,1 u,.,1 111.11 ___ u.21 "·' 
Skills I 1u1.11 111.11 01.,1 u1.21 114.11 n.sf u.,1 U.4 
nm, I us.11 u1.11 ______ uJ._!.1 1u.,1 111.,1 usu.,1 __ nu.11 __ ,_,.1 
SkiUS~ ( d.41 1.11 U.:t! 11.:tJ 5004.,( U.7( 1111.51 U.4 
UtililiH 
" . .. 
!!!!-1 
,,,.o 
u.o 
lfSI.I 
U.I 
:UJ.1 
7.7 
7.1 
_H_.O 
I.I 
u.1 
1.1 
10.1 
llf.l 
11., 
,., 
!!_.I.I 
I.I 
!1.4 
144.J 
!!-' 
,.1 
J'U 
1.,1· 
,11., 
, ... , 
,,,., 
IJl.7 
!17.1 
U.I 
ISl.4 
•H-J 
... 
u~.1 
11.:t 
,., 
,., 
2,,.11 
,., 
u., 
141.S 
11!4.! 
11.1 
nn.1 
!!-• 
,,n.4 
1,1!_.~ 
1111.2 
04.1 
HI.I 
141.1 
111.J 
111.11 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.4 (Continued) 
US WAGE/SALARY INCO~ DISTRIBUTION MATRIX FOR INDIVIDUALS (Mi~lions of 1982 dollars) 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.5 
PROPORTION OF LABOR INCOME BY LABOR SKILL 
AND PRODUCTIONACCOUNT 
I 
Production Account Labor Category I 
Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 Skill 4 Skill 5 I Total 
Agriculture, forest,y, and.fisheries: 
1 Agricultural products and agricultural, foreslry, and 
fisheries. services 18.82 7.54 1.82 63.17 8.66 100.00 
2 Foreslry and fishery products 18.82 7.54 1.82 63.17 8.66 100.00 
Mming: 
3 Coal mining 22.60 10.93 0.82 0.02 65.63 100.00 
4 Crude petroleum and natural gas 20.77 15.67 1.36 0.02 62.16 100.00 
5 Miscellaneous mining 22.60 10.93 0.82 0.02 65.63 100.00 
Construction: I 
6 New construction 15.92 8.16 0.43 0.06 75.42 100.00 
7 Maintenance and repair construction 15.92 8.16 0.43 0.06 75.42 100.00 
Manufacturing: 
8 Food and kindred products and tobacco 18.75 16.40 2.26 0.04 62.55 100.00 
9 Textile mill products 12.25 12.55 1.65 0.02 73.53 100.00 
10 Apparel 11.01 11.69 0.75 0.00 76.54 100.00 
11 Paper and allied products 18.14 16.73 1.35 0.09 63.69 · 100.00 
12 Printing and publishing 3239 30.11 0.70 0.01 36.80 100.00 
13 Chemicals and petroleum refining 32.05 24.60 1.52 0.03 41.80 100.00 
14 Rubber and leather products 32.05 24.60 1.52 0.03 41.80 100.00 
15 Lumber and wood products and furniture 14.93 10.96 1.35 3.09 69.67 100.00 
16 Stone, clay, and glass products 22.60 10.93 0.82 0.02 65.63 100.00 
17 Primary metal industries 15.10 12.97 1.68 0.02 70.24 100.00 
18 Fabricated metal products 22.60 10.93 0.82 0.02 65.63 100.00 
19 Machinery, except electrical 27.10 18.85 0.88 0.01 53.15 100.00 
20 Electric and electronic equipment 29.98 19.50 0.92 0.02 49.59 100.00 
21 Motor vehicles and equipment 18.80 11.59 1.63 0.01 67.96 100.00 
22 Transportation equipment, except motor vehicles 35.87 15.17 1.10 0.02 47.84 100.00 
23 Instruments and related products 24.46 19.59 1.10 0.02 54.83 100.00 
24 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 24.46 19.59 1.10 0.02 54.83 100.00 
Transportation and public utilities: 
25 Transportation 15.17 27.64 1.82 0.02 55.34 1100.00 
26 Communication 31.83 39.09 0.56 0.01 28.50 100.00 
27 Electric, gas, water, and sanitary services 23.92 20.61 1.82 0.09 53.56 100.00 
Wholesale and retail trade: 
28 Wholesale trade 25.05 46.78 0.63 0.06 27.47 100.00 
29 Retail trade 19.16 52.48 1.74 0.03 26.59 100.00 
Fmance, insurance, and real estate: 
30 Finance 48.39 48.79 1.57 0.01 1.24 100.00 
31 Insurance 27.03 67.90 2.29 0.28 2.51 100.00 
32 Real estate 27.03 67.90 2.29 0.28 2.51 100.00 
Sen,ices: 
33 Hotels and lodging places and amusements 58.81 15.06 13.78 2.00 - 10.34 100.00 
34 Personal services 30.86 14.60 34.85 0.59 19.09 100.00 
35 Business services 48.07 17.03 0.50 0.07 34.33 100.00 
36 Eating and drinking places 44.07 9.19 43.58 0.02 3.14 100.00 
37 Health services 62.15 19.07 15.32 0.04 3.43 100.00 
38 Miscellaneous services 45.32 26.41 20.05 0.31 7.91 100.00 
TOTAL 27.23 21.80 4.46 3.52 42.99 1100.00 
I 
! 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.6 
THE RIMS II SECTORS RELATED TO ANGLER EXPENDITURES 1991 (Thousand dollars) 
TlllP RELATED EXPENDITURES 
Eatia1 &. Peodl:. Public Priv•t• Puh1c Public Illa• Priv.t, B••t .... I . ...... ,, 4riak1 Le41ia1 tnnsporlcl tnn.1port,t Bo,t fuel Oaidc fc11 , ...... lauHllia1 le E•••P••••1 Bail I 
'" 
4riakin1 (othcu) ion ioa r ... • .. r ... , ... , ... 1 ,.;:~;· reat,I 
Aarl••,,.H,J•r•••r,, ••I.Jl,••r,.11 
I A1ricaltanl pre4aet1 an4 •1rie11ltunl, fon1try, ,n4 fi,hcriH 
1er¥icu 
1 Porcttrf H4 fl1bcry pncluct1 
"'·"'•' J Culmiaint 
4 Crad1 pdrohum ud n,tural tH 
5 MbccllaaHus minint 
c •• ..,,.,,a.., 
, N 1w coa1tructioa 
1 M,iatHaau ,a4 rcp,ir coattruction 
M•••J••,.rl•11 
.I Poo4 ,ad kind, .. products nd lohcu I I JJIU.41 I I I I I I I 1--- - - I T---- -r (21J7.t:U 
9 Tu.tile mill prodHII 
10 Appard 
ll P•p•r ••• allied produch 
12 Prlatin1 nd publhbin 
U Chemic.II and petroleum rdiaial 4U30.t7I lUU.25 
l4 R.ultbcr H• lc•thcr pro,uctt 
..... IS Lumlter an• woo• products •11• fllrniturc 
00 16 Stone. chy0 •11• &Ian product• 
..... 
17 Pri111arymclal indu1tric1 
18 Pabrlutc• mct•I product, 
19 Machinery. circcpt clutriul 
20 Jtlcctric aad electronic equipment 
21 Motor l'chicln and c,uipm cat 
22 Tr•n•pertalion c9uipmcnt,. ••••pt m otof wchic111 
2J In1trumcnl1 and rclat1d productt 
24 Mh11U1ncou1 manufuturia1 iadattriu 
r ... ., .,.,.,, •• ••• •••• •"'""'•"• 
25 Tnn•t•r••lion I I I I na,.oo I I I I I I I I 149J4 
26 C ommuniulion 
27 Elcctrie. 1u. w1ter0 and Haitary 11rvie11 
w ...... , • ••• ,.,,,u ..... , 
28 W holualc tndc S281.762 3974.274 lllJ.044 6319.1672 
29 R.ctail trade 9711.04 9946.7'4 2785.709 15001 886.9091 
Fl•••c•, l11nH11c•, ••• ,.,,, .,,.,_, 
JO Pineau 
31 In1urancc 
32 R.nl cctatc 
.. , .... ., 
JJ Holch ind lod1in1 placH •ad a111a11mcntt I I I 1nuj I I I ...... I 111.ooi lHl .00 j •••-•• I n1.00 I I 1008.00 
J4 Pcnon1l 11rvic11 
JS Buli11111 tervicct 
Jilli Eatin1 an• drinkia1 plu11 I 22708.8 
37 Hnllb 1ervicn 
38 Misccllanceu1 scrvicu 
J9 Houtcholch 
TOTAL I u11,j 41"851 UU41 n1tl suuj 155811 4UI 1111 uuj Hlj n1f 10141 .... , 15Hll ___ d54 
• lacludin1 Federal Oovcramcal Htcrpri1n 
'Seunc:Tli•-r·nT~ceaomiClmpaci af""SpoifTiihlR1lftOK,no111a--:-sport----Piiliiiqlmitun;-wulr1111tia,-n-;-c-;-(ia-•i•bttc)~P-udlcr0-A;J;-a)f.-D:M:-N·Rannr:-u,-.tt--;----
... Rcrional Multipliers: A User H1ndltook for Rc1ional Inpul•Outpnl Modclin1 s,11,m (RIMS II). USDC, BEA .1992, 
APPENDIX TABLE ~.6 (Continued) 
THE RIMS IISECTORS RELATED TO ANGLER EXPENDITURES 1991 (Thousand dollars) 
EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 
Red1 0 polu 0 Artificial L•adcrs, Tackh C rech, M laaow !!Jcctroale lee fid1la1 Sp~u I Other l••••hJ R.uh Liau hoolu, 1tria1cr, fi1h1a com p·oa,all huu ..... lnp1, uiac1 dcvhu c11uipm ent . 1 l parchuu 1iaker1 .... C.Ulplll ID 
A ~_rle•l••r•,.f• Hllr,, ••• .Jl•••rlo11 
1 A 1nc11ltunl produet1 ••• 11ruullunl, #orulry,.cad 
fiduriu1enlcu 
2 Pore,lrf oacl rhhuy pro du eh 
Ml•I••' 
J C ocl m iain1 
4 Cruclc petroleum cad nctural 1•• 
S M iscclhauu, minia1 
c •••• , •• ,, •• , 
6 New coallnctioa 
1 M linhaeace encl repair co8ltructioa 
°M•••J'••••,I••• 
I Food encl ldaclrecl r:roclu111 encl to•ceu 
, Tntilcmillprodact, - I I I 822.0945 
10 A ppuel 
11 Paper ucl 111i1cl produch 
U Priatia1 aad r:a1tlhlai1111 
13 Cbcraicah encl pctrol,um refininr 
-
14 R.ut,lu:r ••• ltntbn pro•uctl 
00 15 Lumlu:r •••••••pro•••••••• (uraiture N 16 Stone. cl•p. ••• 1h11 pr••••h 
17 Prim uy m ,a.I ia•a11ri11 
11 1'1bric1tc• m clal pr••••I• 
19 M uhinuy. ,:ire cpl clulri,al 
20 Ehclric ••• ,lcatroaic c5uitm ,at 
21 Molor wchiclu oad cquitm•al 
22 T na1porhlioa cqalpm cat. ca:upt motor v-C;iiTciu 
2J la1tnmcall oacl nhhd product, 769,41 
24 M itcclhn1ou1 m 1nufo.turia1 indu1lriu 22]4.8425 1111.1915 2149.404 746.853 214.2915 ld4.697 9] .4725 I o I 14.831 I 15 5.5815 
r •••• ,.,,.,, •• ••• ,.,11,; .,111,1 •• ,• 
25 T ron1porhlioa 
26 Communicotioa 
27 Elcrlric, 111, w1tcr, 111d nnihry ,Crw"Tcu 
,,, .. , ... , ........ ,, ...•. , 
21 W holculc Ind, 44 I 5.5 96 5 Jd69.41J3 U50.0421 U 14 .1112 1499.0234 U0.1087 JJ0.5666 111.,10, 1544.298 • 19.7e:96 Jl 2,1707 
29 R.cl•il tnd• 7744 .561 d3JS.J882 2841.8634 7448.4848 2588.1236 742.S991 S70.7364 JJJ:917 2666.292 • U.J984 0 ,,., ...... , ...........• , ......... , 
lO Pia1au 
l I la1aron11 
32 R.ul 11101, 
'''"'"••: 
JJ Holch••• lod1ia1 plo•u ••• am uum cnts 
]4 Pcuoasl urwicu 
JJ Bu1ia111 urwicc, 
]6 Ealin1 1ad drinkin1 pl.cu 
]7 H ullh urvicu 
38 M iucllaacoa, unicu 
524 R.OW ladu1tr 
T O TA L 1446 5 11833 5J:U ll 912 4834 iJl7 1066 ••• 4980 • •• • •• 
• lnclu••• Fcdcnl O 1¥1ram ,at 1ahrfri111 ---~-
'S oaru: Tb, 1991 Ecoaom ic J111 p1et or Sport Fi1hin I in O klabom a. Sport Pld1ia1 la11itatc, W ubia 1111n, D .C. (in diskette), F u•lcr. A .J. oad D .M, N icku m. 199 41,. 
,ad I. •1io111I M ulliplhn; A U,cr H ond.,ook Cor R 11ioaal lnput-0 •lput M e4clia1 S y1tcm (RIMS II), US DC• BEA, 199 2. 
APPENDIX TABLE B.6 (Continued) 
THE RIMS II SECTORS RELATED TO ANGLER EXPENDITURES 1991 (Thousand dollars) 
OTHER EXPENDITURES 
c~::~::, Binocul1r1 Speci1l ~;:;;::::::· M11uinu ~n°.°1~i:::. pu~c~::u B1u Other Non-motor Moton, Pickup, Tnil hike, 0 th (" Land Phhin1 Spuial lnd•1try clothin1 boat motor boat boat boat c1mpcr, Cabin 1nowmobil c::.,;cc lcufor Ii cent ct liecn1u, 1ccc11oriu tnilcr r .. , 
A1rlca/bln,J•n1trJ1, •••fld,•rl•1: 
1 A1ricultunl preductt 1nd • 1ricultunl, fon1try, and 
fitbcrict tcrvicu 
2 Porut:ry and fi1hcry product, 
Ml•bt11 
l COIi minin1 
• Crude petroleum and natunl 111 
5. Mi1ccll1nuu1 minin1 
c.,.,,,.cil••1 
6 N cw con1truction 
7 M1intcn1ncc and rcp1ir construction 
M••".f•cl•rl1111 
8 Food and kindred product, ind tobuco 
9 Tntilc mill· product• 
10 Appucl 3298.S99 1567.02 
11 Paper and allied product. 
11 Printin1 aod publhhin1 I I 1124.837 
1l Chcmiuh ,nd petroleum rcfinin1 
1"4 Rubber .nd luthcr products 
..... 15 Lumber ,nd woodproduct1,nd furniture 
00 16 Slone, clly, ,nd 1lu1 produch 
w 17 Prim"y metal indu1trie1 
18 F1brinted metal products 
19 Muhincry, u:ccpt electrical 
10 Electric ind electronic equipment 
11 Motor vehicles and equipment I 1Hl7.7l 
11 Tran1portllion equipment, except motor vchiclu 24708.58 13819 "408.1415 6054.831 
23 lnJ1namcnl1 and related products 50.863 
24 Misccllancout m,aufaclurin1 indullrin 1009.119 
Tr••q•rNll•• ••• 7•61lt: •tllhNr:• 
25 Transportation 
16 Communintion I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 270.556 
2 7 Electric, 1••, w1tcr, ind nnituy services 
Wlukir•/6 ••• r•NU Ir•••: 
28 Wbolc11l1 tndt 951.87"'5 1"4.6775 468.5569 154.2728 291.llH 7129.l 3987.313 117.7915 1747.039 4263.lll '4.52"' 
29 Rct,il tnde 1910.516 29."'595 887.018 619.8899 58"'.'385 6595.1 3688.541 108.966 6086.137 104.!ill 
FIN••"•• l•••H•t!•, ••ti n•l ••,.W: 
JO Finuu 
~
31 Rnl ct:lllt I I I I I I I I I I I 1010.11• 1 I I I I 1579 
s,,,,k,., 
33 Holch and lod1in1 places ,nd 1mu1cmcnh 
3 4 P1rso111I 11rvices 
35 Bu1inc11 urvicu I I I I 1781 
36 E1tin1 ud drinkin1 places 
37 Health urvicu 
38 Mi1ccll1neou1 urvicu 1780 7513 
TOT AL 6161 ., 1923 1781 1999 1789 25584 17544 8084 6181 28481 103"'9 0 0 4JO 1579 7513 
•Jncludct Federal Oovcrnmcnt cnlcrpritu 
'Source: Fudlcr, A J. ind D .M. N'icltum. 1994 b. The 1991 Economic Impaet ors port Fi1hin1 in Olth.hom1. Sport Filhin1 Institute, W uhin1ton, D .C. (in dhlc.cttc), 
- -~~-----~~.n4-Rc1ional-M--ultiplicn:-A-U·ur-Hn-db-oc,-ldcffRcjiOnii-IiipUt~-outjHffM i,dClirij"-S)'tlirii-(RIJ<S-ll)~lfSO-C---;lfEA-~ 1 991-; 
APPENDIX TABLE B. 7 
IMPLAN BRIDGE TABLE FOR TRIP SPENDING IN CORPS OF ENGINEERS RECREATION SPENDING SURVEY 
TRIP EXPENDITURE 
• fo••ea fOIHloff , .. .1. .... .a101av .... ••~I ltoatporb 1.!::, ltHtfan1 fi .. ltait •m~aai ipu . .l. rurcatio film •• ::i:,1nlfoetw101 mca's t ••m~n's ........ , he tel nabl/ tin• 
..... ,.. lit, tik oil 
repairs part, nalol rcpmu ,Up tiOA aHr. fut a lcc1 purchHt I r alothia1 clotbm1 
.1t.,rn,,.,...,.,.,,,,_ •••J,.,,..,_, 
l A1rieulbanl pre•u,tt ucl a1riculturll. forcstrJ, ... 
fi1heri111efficc1 G.0402 ... , O.llO! 
2 Per11try Hcl fi.1hll'J' productt 0.0018 0.0'71.J 
MJ,,11,11 
J Cul mini•& 
4 Crude petroleum ncl aataral 101 
S Milccllmncou1 minin1 
Co,.,,,,,crlo•t 
15 N cw co111lructioa 
7 Maintenance and repair construction 
M•••1/.e,_,,.,., 
8 Food .n,cl kiaclrecl pro••••• and tobacco 0.'92J 0.0:J 
9 Textile mill proclacll 0.0262 O.OSH 
10 Apparel 0,0043 0.5075 039'74 
11 P-,cr .nd 1lliecl procluctl 0.06i5 0.0178 
12 Printin1 oad pulili1hia1 0.015 0.0029 
U ChcmiHl1 ud Htroleum rc&ninc 0.0002 O.llill:JI 0.0557 0.026 
14 Ruhhcr 1D• lulb1r prod11cl1 0.4082 0.0205 o.oa: 0.!1111 D.0115 0,0'.142 
""" 
15 Lamber .nd WNd -,educt1 ID• fumilun 00 16 Stoa,, 1l•J, a11d 1IH1 preduct1 0.0076 .... ~ 
17 Primarv mclal i11du11rie1 
18 Fahriulcdmctal product, 0.0159 0.0056 I 0.'571 
19 Machinery, n:11pt electrical 0.0179 0.0542 I 
20 Electric usd 1l1ctronic •11uipm1at 0.237) 0.0009 l I I I O.lU 
21 Molor vchiclu and 111uipmcat 0.156 
22 Tnn1port1tioa •11uipmcat, u11pt motor v1hi1lct 1 0.1'5826 
23 Ind1'11mcnl1 111d nlatcd product, 0.3757 
24 Mi1e1llan1ou1 monu&.cturin1 iadumict O.ZJI I T T o.ooul 0.0029 
,,,...,.,,. ••••• , ••• •lllld6•1• I I I 
25 Traa1P•rt1tioa 0.002 0.02H O.OJll 0.0Ui9 0.039 0.00'5 0.091 1 O.OOH 0.0062 0.0,J 0.0041 l l 0.0034.l 0.00'.IJ 
26 Commuaicalioa 0,0004 
27 Elcctric, p .. w1ler, 1ad Hnitary 1en-icc1 
w •• ,. •• ,. ........ ,,.,., 
JI Wholnalc lradc 0.1129 O.U27 0.0701 0.141 0.0163 0.092 0.0184 0.1076 0.0572 0.0407 0.0JlJ 
29 Rct1iltrad1 0.2182 0.1517 0.2Jl9 0.1048 0.2l49 0.17'1 0.348:J 03793 0.0471 0.4279 0.4019 0.4707 
Fllltute•, hull,w•~•, •~ ,.., • .,.,., 
JO Fincncc 
~
 . 
•• ,.,,e.., 
3:1 Bolcb 111d lo4ltin1 places ind am111eme11II 1 1 0.0074 I I I I I 11 I D.9051 I I I I 0.81141 0.9051 
34 Ptnoaal 11rvic11 I _l _j_ _j_ _l _l _l J J _l _l J _l _l I I 0.9529 
35 Bu1iacn 11rvice1 
36 E1lia1 and drinki111 plac11 0.9912 
37 HHlth11rvi111 
38 Mhcellaa101111ervic11 I I 0.2729 T T T T o.ooul T T T T o.0010 
TOTAL I I II II 11 II 11 11 II II II II II II 11 11 I 
• tncludu F1d1ral 0~1nuacet 1ntcrpri111 
Sourec: SlpnH Hd Pr1p1L (1992). Micro•lmplon Recreation E1ooomic Jmpul E1timalioa Sy1l1m, Michi1•• Slal1 Uaivcnity., end R.11ional Multiplicn: A U11r Ran•r.ook (re R1Jion81 lnput-Outpul Me41tin1 Sy1lcm (RIMS II). USDC, BEA, 1992. 
APPENDIX TABLE B.7 (Continued) 
IMPLAN BRIDGE TABLE FOR TRIP SPENDING IN CORPS OF ENGINEERS RECREATION SPENDING SURVEY 
DURABLE GOODS 
Boat Molorhom• Other TcDhA Bike1.t: Rod, .t: I Clothia I BoottA I Sportin1 IOlhcrcquiplCamcrHl:IBlaHalanl UH• 1a•utr1 MotorBnt1 nmpin1 Tnila-1 RiOn 
en1ia.u 
vch. ump ,,uip. ORV't , .... 1 ••••n Ooodt ,t; 11cc11. photo equip (DHlcu) 
A1,lt1•,,.u,f•r.•1r1, •••f•••r'-•1 
l A1ricultuHI predu.t, ••• a1ricullurll, (ore1try. ••• fi1herin 
.. ,vic11 
2 Porcllry ... fhbcry product, 
Ml•l .. t 
:J Coal miain1 
4 Crude petroleum and natural 111 
5 Mhullaacou, minin1 
c.,..,,.,:,i.,., 
6 N cw 1on1tructioa 
7 Mdatcnaau: and repair eoa1truction 
M•••f•t:•r,.,., 
8 Po .. an• lr.iadrcd product, end tobuco 
9 Tntilc mill prduet1 o.oo:n 
10 App1rd 0.4074' o.n 0.000 
ll Peper and allic• producll 
U Priatia1 .ad publi1bin1 
-
l:J Chcmiul1 end pclrolcum rcfinin1 o.o,u 
00 14 R.ubhr and lc.thcr pro•ucll 0.002 0.0057 0.5111 0.020J 
u, 1 S Lam&tr ••• wood produc11 an• furniture 
16 Stone. clly, 1n4 11111 producll 0.00·74 
17 Primuy metal in•u,trie1 
18 Fabric.lei metal pro du ell 0.005 0.149' O.US4 0.0191 
19 Muhinery, cncpl cleclrinl 0.0484 0.597' 0.0176 
20 Electric •a• dcctronic cquipm cat 0.0008 o.n5 
21 Molorvelaicln aad equipmcnl 0.1']8 
22 Tna1wortatioa e uipmcnt, except motor vchiclu 0.6621 0.7U 0.7U 0.528] 0.4891 
23 la1trum 1nt1 and nlated product, 
.1 0.5J91J. D.S921 
24 Mi1ecllaacou1 m1nuracturin1 iadu1tric1 O.OOJ 0.5229 0.5079 
r .... .,.,,.d•• ••• ,••'" .,111111.,11 
2S Tr1111portatioa 0.0088 0.00'3 0.0027 0.0027 0.089 O.OOH 0.01]7 0.0106 0.0009 0.0022 o.oou ...... l ...... l 0.00231 0.0018 
26 Commuaiution 0.0004 0.0002 
27 Elcctri1.1u, water, and tanituy 11rviccr 
Wl•t.n6- ••I HMU IH.I•: 
28 WbolcHlc trade 0.0]49 0.0493 0.0062 o.oon O.OJO 0.0874 0.1048 0.0896 0.11,S 0.02] 0.0,12 0.0864 0.1406 0.066) o.os,s 
29 R.ctailtrade 0.2JO O.J48 0.276 0.276 0.3482 O.J482 O.J2J O.J77l 0.3482 0.4,S 0,4211 O.J60l 0,JOS4 O.J677 O.J486 0.25 
, .... ,:., , ....... -..... ,.., ...... , 
JO Fia1nce 
~
 . 
.. _,..,, 
33 Hotel, 1nd lod1in1plac11111d 1mu1emcnl1 
J4 Pct'lond 1crvice1 
J 5 BasiacH Hl'YiCII I I I I I I a.ooa, I 0.06HI I I I I 0.0371 I I 0.0246 
J 6 Ealin1 IDd drinkina pl u11 
J7 Hcallh 11nicu 
JI MiHcllcacou1 11rviu1 
SI 8 Uud 1114 Hcoadhand ood1 0,7' 
TOTAL I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I 
---
I _____ 1 
• Jnclud11 Federal Oovcmmeat cntcrpritct 
Sounc: Styae1 and Prop1t. (1992). Micro.Jmpl1a Rccrcalion Economic Impact E1tim11ion Sylfcm, Michia•• State Univcnitp., 1nd R11leaal MultipH1r1: A User H1ndli111ok fro Rtaioaal lnpul 0 0utpul Mod11ia1 Sytlem (RIMS Il), USDC, BEA., 1992, 
>-' 
00 
0\ 
APPENDIX TABLE B.8 
SPORT FISHING EXPENDITURE AND MI-REC BRIDGE TABLE 
SPORTFISHING INSTITUTE• Ml~REc••• 
E xPllldilure item 
TRIP EXPENDITURE 
Food and drink 
I. Eating & drinking 
2. Food & drink, (other) 
RIM s•• 
1ector # 
36 
28 
29 
E xpendilure 
(S 1,000) 
Expenditure item RIM s•• 
sector # 
Expenditure i -- - Per trip : 
lli-1 ! s % ! 
j:r:,: }~~JiM:~:;~:~d~~0/o::do:·:1;:•g II: 25 
33 
36 
0.15% 
0.74% 
99.11% i 
: 
i 
I 
100.00% 
533,842.40 2. Food offllte ! I ! 4.02% 
55,281.76 j 2 j 0.18% 
S9.78 l.04 ! 8 ! 59.21% 
P,:}}'/~:f~W!J.:~}!1'Y:} j I 3 j ii .o 2 % 
j j 25 j 2.26% 
! ! 28 ! 11.29% 
! ! 29 ! 23.02% 
Expend adj 
1!.!~G_O!} 
i ! I 100.00% 
---------------------~-----~--------- ------------~-----~--------~-----~-----~-------: : Lodging Expen111: : : : : : 
Lodging j 33 itf}:)}n~:tf\M\ I. Hotel i 33 j 100.00% i S7.56 j 83.63% j 
! ; 2. Camping ! 33 ! 100.00% ! Sl.48 ! 1.6.37% ! 
Public lran!J'prlation ~::: :: :: : :J:: 25 : J,:,::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;::s:2:~:;•BJ@Jh No com parable item :t: :: : : t:: :: : :::t'p:::S]:;lt:.::"t IOO.OO% ! : :: :: : : 
: · Auto/RV expen1e1: - - - · -
i S41.430.97 I.Ou& oil 
j S3,974.27 
Private transportation 13 
28 
29 i S9.946.75 
V ):)JMAf~AJ? 
2. Auto rentallrepair 
3. Tiru 
4. A ulo parl1 
13 
25 
28 
29 
38 
14 
25 
28 
29 
38 
10 
Jj 
14 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 
25 
28 
29 
66.38% 
3.18% 
15.27% 
15.17% 
100.00% 
100.00% 
40.82% 
1.69% 
7.01% 
23.19% 
27.29% 
I 00.00% 
0.43% 
S 12.23 
S 1.21 
S 1.03 
82.80% 
8.19% 
6.97% l 
$30.424.02 
Sl.457 .49 
$6 0 998.72 
$6.952.88 
S45.833.IO 
S4.534.59 
S 1.575.66 
S65.23 
S270.59 
S895.!4 
S 1,053.40 
S3.860.02 
S4 .8 3 
5 .57% S6 2.6 2 
2.05% S23.05 
0.76% SB.54 
1.59% S17.BB 
1.79% S20.12 
23.73% S266.79 
15.60% S175.39 
3.90% S43.85 
14.10% S158.52 
30.48% S342.68 
ADJUSTMENT 
R.IMs•• 
1ector # 
Expendilure 
(S 1,000) 
25 j $34.06 
33 j $168.05 
36 : S22.506.69 
r=:=::::,:n:;;JJJ.:~,i~:Y:t 
! Sl,965.99 
j S88.03 
! 528,956.77 
13 j S9.78 
25 j S!,105.26 
28 l S 5 ,5 2 1.4 0 
2, ! $11,257.98 
_____ .. y:::::::::U:S:;J:0:5:;!U~:} 
33 ! SI0.222.73 
33 ! u.oo 1.27 
- - is- - j\Ji[i[:!t!fs.$.iiJ 
I 0 $4 .8 3 
13 S30,4B6.64 
14 Sl,598.71 
16 S8.54 
18 SI 7 .88 
19 $20.12 
20 S266.79 
21 S 175.39 
25 11,566.57 
28 S 7 .4 2 7 .83 
29 18.190.70 
38 $5,587.99. 
.,,,:=:::=::::r~=~;~n:19:Y:::::: 
100.00%: S0.30 2.03% Sl,124.28 
_ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _.,_ _ _ _ _ J. _ _ ,_ _ -=----'-----~----L_:~..1.i·.!LL.!ll:!1°" ks!J:5,,J,:2:~~:MiL __ ~ __ _.,__ -~------------
~---,.,.~.~,~ .. ~.~, ~.)~Pdlu, A..J. udll.ll. N1ekam. 19941,. The 1991 Economic h11pul o(Sport Fhhin1 In Okl•home. Sperl Pi1hin11D1tit11tc. W uhin1ton, D.C. (in •hkcttc). 
••) Rc1iHol Mullipliu,: A Uur Haadlioook for Rc1ioncl [aput•O ulput M odcli111 Sytlcm (RIMS JI), USD C, BEA, 1991. 
•••) Stynu ••• Pr•ptt.1992. Micro 0 lmplaa Rcerution Economic lmpulE1timaticrn Sy1tua,Michi1on Stet, Uaivnlity. 
..... 
00 
-..,l 
APPENDIX TABLE B.8 (Continued) 
SPORT FISHING EXPENDITURE AND MI-REC BRIDGE TABLE 
SPORTFISHING INSTITUTE* MI-REC••• 
Expenditure item 
TRIP EXPENDITURES 
RIMS .. 
sector # 
Expenditure 
($1,00_0) 
Expenditure item RIMS•• 
sector # 
Expenditure 
(f,) 
Boat fuel 13 i $11,603.25 Oas & oil 13 66.38% 
28 i $1,113.04 
29 i $2,785.71 
25 
28 
3.18% 
15.27% 
F HM(')t()!t 29 15.11% 
l I 00.00%; 
Boat launching fees i 33 H ) HJP\W Boat launch/slip 25 9.30% i 
i 33 90.51% i 
i 38 0.19% i 
i 100.00%: 
Boat storage, repair i 25 \ :'{'):Jj4;i;ij:.t;@: Boat repairs 22 I 00.00% j 
- ! ............................ i 
Per tri_p_ 
$ % 
! i . . 
ADJUSTMENT 
Expend adj I RIMS•• 
($1,000J sector # 
13 
25 
28 
29 
25 
33 
38 
Expenditure 
{$1,000) 
$10,290.23 
$492.96 
$2,367.16 
$2,351.65 
i ): JMi~(')iW% 
i $34.50 j $335.79 
l $0.70 
l> ':lt1@(:>: 
22 l $7,467.00 
-- -- - - - -- - - - -- - -- -- - --1-- --- ·-- -- - - - - - -- --- -- -- - --i--- - - - -~ - -- - - - --- ..,. ____ ·--- ---·- - - ----
25 i $7,467.00 
C?{?'SJ"!mA,99? 
Guide fees l 33 l $430.00 Recreation fees l 25 : 9.30% l ; l 
Package fees i 33 i $718.00 i 33 i 90.70% i i j 
Public land use fees i 33 i $1,361.00 i 100.00% i i i 
Private land use fees i 33 i $568.00 i i i i 
~;~·~· ... """' ----------+-~: -~ 1li!illi!il::.:·:;;~: , ... ---+ ':------"! ::~ i---+-: ::~ i 
j l l 25 0.89% j ! 1.66% l 
l : l 28 9.20%: : 17.16%: 
i i i 29 37.51%i i 69.98%i i i, i 53.6o%i i 100%; 
Ice ""l 8 1 $2,827.92 f" 1 ! : l 28 ! $639.17 ! ! ! i 
l 29 l $886.91 : i l : 
i $4;354;1)() i i i i 
TOTAL TRIP EXPENDITURES 
EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 
Rods, poles, components 24 i $7,744.56 Rods&reels i 18 i 52.27%j 
28 i $2,234.84 i 25 i 1.06% i 
• 29 i $4,485.60 j 28 j 8.96% j 
i V SJ4A155cllO i 29 i 31.11%i 
i i . . i : I 00.00% l . • 
Sources: •) Fedler. A.J,: and D.M. Nickum. t 994b. The) 991 Economic Impact of Sport Fi!hing in Okl•hom1. Sport Fishing Institute.Washington, D.C. (in diskette). 
___ .. ) Regi.£!.i_~I M ultip_!i_!:!_!: A User_ H~ndbook for Jtg;ion1_1_IJ1p_ut-O utpu_t_M odelj_n_g_Sy_st,e_m_(RIM.S .11)._US.DC. B.EA.-1..992. 
•••) Stynes 1nd Propst. 1991. Micro-Impl1n Recre1tion Economic lmp1ct Estim•tion System, Michi11n Stile University. 
25 : $286.16 
33 i $2,790.84 
f :?:nl!PfQQ) 
i 
__ l'.!. __ \JtiL8:lll9.fffQ<t. 
I : $839.61 
8 j $839.61 
25 i $249.08 
28 i $2,574.80 
29 j SI 0,497 .90 
______ pi::: ? $H;~()t)l/t. 
8 : $2,827.92 
28 i $639.17 
29 j $886.91 
H:r:. :,:r:,:u;~.:S4\QQL 
$196,226.00 
24 i $7,560.86 
25 i $153.33 
28 i $1,296.06 
29 i $5,454.75 
- - - - - ,:: ,, ::::, $rn'4@\()(j . 
..... 
00 
00 
APPENDIX TABLE B.8 (Continued) 
SPORT FISHING EXPENDITURE AND MI-REC BRIDGE TABLE 
SPORTFISHING INSTITUTE* MI-REC .. • ADJUSTMENT 
Expenditure item 
EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 
Reels 
RIMS*• 
sector # 
24 
28 
29 
Expenditure Expenditure item 
!_!ll,()O<l_l 
RIMS** 
sector # 
Expenditure 
i"l 
Per trip 
s % 
Expend adj 
($1,000) 
RIMS•• 
sector# 
Expenditure 
(SI ,000) 
$6,335.39 Rods & reels i 18 52.27% i i 24 j $6,185.11 
$1,828.20 ; 25 1.06% ; ; 25 ; S12S.43 
$3,669.41 ! 28 8.96% ! ! 28 ! $1,060.24 
~-----J>:=?/~JhM~A9.t _____________ l_ 29 --l-- --- 1~~:~~:J. _ -- __ J _____ J________ _ 29 -- ~<?i:J~::;;;:;;~~t 
Lines ; 9 ; $2,848.86 Rods & reels ; 18 ; 52.27%; ; ; 24 , ; $2,781.29 ! 28 ! $822.o9 ! 25 ! 1.06% ! ! ! 25 . i $56.40 
; 29 ; $1,650.04 ; 28 ; 8.96%; ; ; 28 ; $476.76 
_____________________ j_ ____ J>=?=~~4~JW9./ ___________ _L_ 29 __ l_ ___ i~~:~~:J_ ____ J _____ J_ _______ - 29 - . ~tiit~~~~~f 
Artificial lures ; 24 ; $7,448.48 part of Fish bait 11 6.50% ; 6.91 % 11 $962.00 l 28 ! $2,149.40 12 I.SO% ! 1.60% 12 $222.00 
; 29 ; $4,314.11 13 2.60% ; 2.77% 13 $384.80 
! nn:==:Jt~\~t.%~9.:=:: 14 6.00% ! 6.38% 14 $888.oo 
! ! 16 6.00% ! 6.38% 16 $888.00 
! i 24 23.80% ! 25.32% 24 $3,522.40 
! ! 25 0.89% ! 0.95% 25 $131.72 
! ! 28 9.20% ! 9.79% 28 $1,361.60 
i : 29 37 .51 % i 39.90% 29 $5,551.48 
____ ----- ______ ---- __ j_ ____ j_ _ __ ___ __ _ ___________ ._ _____ .. _____ 94.00%-+- ____ J_ 100.0% .... ___ ----- _____ jt?dJ§!Jn;M? 
Leaders, hooks, sinkers ; 24 : $2,588.12 Rods & reels : 18 : 52.27%; ; ; ·24 ; $2,526.73 ! 28 ! $746.85 i 25 ! 1.06% ! ! ! 25 l $51.24 
; 29 ; $1,499.02 ; 28 ; 8.96%; ; : 28 ; $433.13 
-- ----- ----- ----- -- -_J _____ j :JJ:JM\MM9.9.t. - - -- --- ____ _l_ 29 - _l _ ---i~~:~~:l _____ J __ -- _J ____ -- -- , 29 --~w:::::r:,;~;:!;::~r 
Tackle boxes ; 24 ; $742.60 Rods & reels ; 18 ; 52.27%; ; ; 24 ; $724.98 
! 28 ! $214.29 ! 25 ! 1.06%! ! ! 25 i $14.70 l 29 : . ~-430:J1 .... · l 28 l 8.96% ! ! ! 28 l SI 24.28 
: :,:$:1)3:8.1.:,:00:::: : 29 : 37 .71 % : : : 29 : $523.04 
_____________________ J _____ .J ___ ······ ·············· ________ -----L- ___ -L- ___ 100.00%l _____ J _____ J____ __ __ _ ____ jlttrnrs:n~$J;:~in: 
Creels, stringer, nets ! 24 ! $S70.74 Rods & reels ! 18 ! 52.27% ! ! ! 24 j $SS7.20 
! 28 ! $164.70 i 25 ! 1.06%! ! ! 25 ; SIJ.30 
i 29 i $330.S7 i 28 ! 8.96% ! i i 28 ! S9S.Sl 
_____________________ J _____ J :: : ~l@MW9./ ____________ L_ 29 __ L ____ 1~~:~~:l _____ J _____ J___ _ __ __ _ 29 --~:::::r::=::=::s1~:~~;::r 
Source,: •) Fedler. AJ, and D.M. Nickum. 1994b. The 1991 Economic Imp.ct of Sport Fi1hin1 in Okl•hom1 .. Sport Fishing Institute. W uhington, D.C. (in di1kette). 
------------~-• -R--e-1ion-a-l-M-u-ll-iplier-1-r-A-U-1er-H-1ndbook-for-R-eg.iona-l-Jnput-O-utpu-t-M--odclin1-SJ-1lem--(JUM-S-IJ-),-USD-C,-B-EA-,-l--9--9-2.:.- ~ 
•••) Styne1 ind Prop1l. 1992. Micro-Im plan Recreation Economic Impact E1tim1tion System, Michig1n Stile University. 
~ 
00 
\0 
APPENDIX TABLE B.8 (Continued) 
SPORT FISHING EXPENDITURE AND MI-REC BRIDGE TABLE 
SPORTFISHING INSTITUTE* Ml-REC*** ADJUSTMENT 
Expenditure item RIMS•• 
sector # 
Expenditure 
($1,000) 
Expenditure item RIMS•• 
sector # 
Expenditure j Per trip 
(%) ! s % 
Expend adj I RIMS .. 
(SI ,000) sector # 
Expenditure 
($1,000) 
EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES I 24 I $323.92 Rods&. reels I 18 I S2.27% I 
i 28 i $93.47 i 2S i 1.06% i 
i 29 i Sl87.61 i 28 i 8.96%i 
__ --_ -- --_ -- --_ ---- -- ! ___ -- r ?:?::,J@:rn~~::: ·- -- --- _____ _l _ 29 __ l ____ 1!!:!!: l __ -- -!.- -- --!- -- -- ---
Electronic devices ; 23 ; $2,666.29 Rods&. reels ; 18 ! S2.27% ! ; ; 
j 28 i $769.41 i 25 i 1.06% i i i 
i 29 i $1,544.30 i 28 i 8.96% i i i 
_____________________ j_ ____ J< ):,:M~M)M=:: ___________ _L_ 29 __ l ____ 1!!:!!:J_ ___ J ____ J ______ _ 
Spear fishing equipment ; 24 ; $51.40 Rods&. reels ; 18 ; 52.27% ! ; ; 
! !: I :!::~~ . I!! I !::::I I I 
_____________________ j_ ____ JV ___ ?t~~iM{ ___________ _L_ 29 __ L_ ___ 1!!:!!:j_ ___ J ____ J ______ _ 
Other purchases ; 24 ; $539.15 Rods&. reels ; 18 ; S2.27% ! ! ! 
i 28 i $155.58 i 25 i 1.06% i i i 
i 29 i $312.27 i 28 i 8.96% i i i I 1::::: : H\!\OM~{ __ _L __ 2_9 ___ L - _l~~~--- I I 
Minn ow traps, seines 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 
OTHER EXPENDITURES i : ! 
Camping equipment 10 i $3,298.60 Tents&. camp equip i 10 i 40.74% i 
, 28 j $951.87 i 18 i 14.99%i 
i 29 i $1,910.53 i 25 i 0.68% i i f :: =M:.JU\M{ i 28 ! 8.74% i 
j j i 29 i 34.82% j 
i i j 3 5 i 0.03% ! 
.J _____ -J _____________________ -L- __ --L-- __ 100.00%..!, ____ _ ;., ____ -~ ______ _ 
Binoculars ; 23 ; $50.86 Binoculars ; 23 ; 59.21%; ; ; 
i 28 i $14.68 i 25 i 0.18%i i i 
! 29 ! $29 46 ! 28 ! 5 75% ! ! ! 
- J _____ J __ -~:~~~~~::: ------ _____ J _ ~~ __ t ____ J~i;;J _____ l_ --_ J ____ ---
Special clothing ; 10 ; $1,567.02 Clothing ; 10 ; 51.98%! ; ; 
i 28 i $468.56 i 25 i 0.22% i i i 
! 29 ! $88742 ! 28 ! 230%! i ! ! i<<: ~Mt~iM:::: ! 29 i 45:50%! ! ! 
--------------------- ! _____ ; _____________________ L _____ ; ---- 100.00%1 _____ ; _____ ; -------
24 j $316.23 
25 i $6.41 
28 i SS4.21 
29 i $228.15 
, ______ ,::::::::::::::::=:::::::::=::::=s:ll:o~=;im::::= 
23 ! $2,603.05 
25 j $52.79 
28 i $446.21 
29 i $1,877.96 
- - - - - .r::::::=:::=::=::::==,::s:i!l:)2:ff@)j):\ 
24 ! $SO.IS 
25 i $1.02 
28 i $8.60 
29 i $36.20 
,- -·- - - _ J=::::::,:::=::::::=:=:::::::::::::n:iic,JIJI\= 
24 ! $S26.36 
2S i $10.67 
28 .j $90.23 
29 'i $379.74 
nt:::::::::::::::::uAMci~~::::: 
$59,506.00 
10 i $.2,S09.99 
18 j $923.53 
25 I S41.89 
28 i $538.47 
29 i $2,145.26 
35 i S1.8S 
_____ J':':J==::=J?S:o:JH,JIJI/: 
23 ! $56.25 
25 i $0.17 
28 i $5.46 
29 i $33.12 
_____ .. i,'·i::::= .: ··= ',.,:,:,:-C::SM,JIO}: 
10 ! $1,519.38 
2S i $6.43 
28 i $67.23 
29 i $1,329.97 
_____ j/:::::::=:::::::::::::s:t:;t'U;JIJI/: 
---------~•-••~•-••-•-=~·>Fedler A.J. and D.M. Nlckum, 1994b, The 1991 Eeonomic llDf!'HI oCSport Fi1hing in OklUoma. SportFishia1 la_1_!!!~1e. Wuhingloa, D.C. (in diH1H1). 
••) Re1ioaal Multiplin1: A User Handboot f'orlt.e1ioaal lnpul•Outpul Madelina Sy,lem (It.IMS JI). VSDC. BEA. UU. 
•••) Styaes and Propst. 1992. M icro•lmplaa lt.ecrealioa Economic Impact E1tiaa ation System. Mic.igan State Uaivenity. 
>-
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APPENDIX TABLE B.8 (Continued) 
SPORT FISHING EXPENDITURE AND MI-REC BRIDGE TABLE 
SPORTF!SHlNG INSTITUTE* MI-REc••• 
Expenditure item : RIMS•• : 
i sector# i 
EXJ)eiiditure 
CS 1,000) 
Expenditure item RIMS•• 
sector # 
Exj)endilure 
(%) 
: Per trip : Expenil adj 
! S % ! (Sl,000) 
~r~~~~n~~:::~d~rI~;RES ______ J__ 3S _j::::::}:':}~:i}filc:i';ita,:: No CO~Imab)e item _L _____ L,_ _______ J ____ J ____ J 
Magazmeo ; 12 ; Sl,124.84 ; ; ; ; ; 
l ;: l ::~: ·:! ! ! l l l 
Contributions to or_1. ___ ::::::j::38 :j::::::m:::::::::~:~:j;::;:: No co~p3rable item :t::::. t:::::::::f:. :::t: ·. = !::::::::·' 
Other purch11es ; 24 ; Si,009.23 ; ; ; ; ; 
l ;! l :::! ·:: l l l l l 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ j _ - - - _ j:::,::::::::::::::::,u\B:B"J::n,a{ - - - - - - - - - - - -L- ----L---------l----_ L _ --- i_ - - - - - - -
Ban boat : 22 : S24,708.S8 Motor boats 14 0.20%: : 
. 28 i S7,129.32 · 18 O.SO%i i 
Other motor boat 
Non-motor boat 
Moton. boat accessories 
29 i S6,595.10 19 .4.84'1oi i 
22 
28 
29 
22 
28 
29 
22 
28 
29 
538,433.00 20 0.08%i i 
Sl3,819.)4 22 66.22%: i 
S3,987,32 24 0.30% i i 
S3,688.S4 25 0.88%i i 
S21,495.00 26 0.04%i i 
S408.24 28 3.49%i i 
.S117.79 29 23.4S%i i 
S108.97 100.00%i ! 
S63S.OO : ; 
S6,0S4.83 ! i 
Sl,747.04 j j 
Sl,616.13 ; ; 
U,418.00 i i 
_. _ ----- __ .- ------ ___ _, ____ -..!··::·_ "s'il!~t.iri';a·a .. :, _ .-- ___ -----1----- -i-- ______ --l-- _ --L- ___ .., _______ _ 
Pickup, camper, trailer 21 : S2S,117.73 Trailers 22 S2.83%: · 
28 i S4,263.13 25 8.9o%i 
29 i S6,086.14 28 3.4S% i 
;:::::: ::::::::H:~/M:1:!g:~:::: 29 34.82%: 
i 100.00%: 
i S270.S6 Rod, & reels 18 S2.27% i ! SS4.S2 25 l.06%j 
1:::: :::::::::::::::::.;:.~;:::::: ;: 3 ~ :;1: l 
Other (ice chest) 24 
28 
29 
: 100.00%: . 
~;.~~:~·1~:?n .... -----------i--!: -~:::::::::::::::::::~:~;:~;:.::::: =: ::;:{::::: :::: -~-----~---------t-----~ ----i--------
TOTAL OTHER EXPENDITURES 
GRAND TOTAL SPORTFISHING EXPENDITURES 
Soarcu: •) Fcdl,r, A.J. and D.M. Nick um, 1994~. The 1991 Ec~nomic lmpael ofSp.rtPi1llia1 in Oklah•ma. Sport Fi1bia1 Iastitulc, W.ubinaton, D.C. (in •itlr:cttl). 
••) R11ional Multipliers: A U1er Raadl,ook [or Re1ionml lnpat,Outpal M odclin1 Sydcm (R.IM S 11), USDC, BEA, 1992. 
•O) StyHI andPrepit_.1992. Micro,lrw.pbn Recrut_io• Eunomic Impact E11imation Sp1tcm,Michi&H Stal, Uaiv!.!!~.1:· 
ADJUSTMENT 
RIMS•• !- Expenditure 
11ctor# i (Sl,000) 
_ 3 s __ l,::::::::':,:':::::::::,il':i)ti:f'::a:o::::: 
12 ; Sl,124.84 
28 ! S2S4·.27 
29 i S619.89 
: 3 8:: f 'fat:'.~G:~:.::::::::::::: 
24 ! Sl,009.23 
28 ! S291.23 
29 i SS84.S4 
____ - l//t?':::::::,'i!;Jlfl:U:::a11::::: 
14 : Sl39.96 
18 i S349.91 
19 i $3,387.08 
20 i SS5.98 
22 ! $46,341.42 
24 i 1209.94 
2S 
26 
S615.83 
S27.99 
28 : $2,442.34 
29 i Sl6,410.S4 
ic:::::::::: :u:~1~:~:m:~I 
I 
i 
-----~----------21 i $18,737.22 
25 ! S3,1S6.S6 
28 i S 1,223.61 
29 : $12,349.61 
k·C•:• :• . ::Jn;~g:;~:~ 
24 i S224 .76 
25 ! S4.56 
28 ! S38,.53 
29 : S 162.lS 
- -32- -ti'.t:itititt:1j]!St 
3 s t:b:::::::::::::~::mn:;~:~::::: 
SIJl,594.00 
SJB1,J26.00 
APPENDIX TABLE B.9 
RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT SPORT FISHING EXPENDITURES 
IN OKLAHOMA BY iNDUSTRY, i991 
Total Sportfishing Expenditures ($1,000) 
Industry Resident Nonresident Total 
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries: 
1 Agricultural products and agricultural, 
forestry, and fisheries services 2404;185 401.413 2805 .597 
2 Forestry and fishery products 72.748 15.282 88 029 
Mining: 
3 Coal mining 
4 Crude petroleum and natural gas 
5 Misqellaneous mining 
Construction: 
6 New construction 
7 Maintenance and repair construction 
Manufacturing: 
8 Food and kindred products and tobacco 27166.682 5457.619 32624 300 
9 Textile mill products 
10 Apparel 3401.246 632.955 4034 201 
11 Paper and allied products 811.163 150.837 962.000 
12 Printing and publishing 1135.660 211.178 1346f 837 
13 Chemicals and petroleum refining 32347.740 8823.706 41171.446 
14 Rubber and leather products 2078.940 547.732 26261672 
15 Lumber and wood products and furniture 
8961545 16 Stone, clay, and glass products 755.244 141.300 
17 Primary metal industries 
12911315 18 Fabricated metal products 1087.323 203.992 
19 Machinery, except electrical 2871.261 535.944 3401 Jio5 
20 Electric and electronic equipment 249.491 73.286 3221776 
21 Motor vehicles and equipment 15932.289 2980.315 189121604 
22 Transportation equipment, except motor vehi 45533.435 8274.983 53808i418 
23 Instruments and related products 2242.330 416.965 2659 296 
24 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 22087.975 4107.296 26195!271 
Transportation and public utilities: ' 
25 Transportation 15353.184 3111.888 18465. 073 
26 Communication 23.603 4.389 27. 992 
27 Electric, gas, water, and sanitary services 
Wholesale and retail trade: 
28 Wholesale trade 23879.623 4958.688 28838. 311 
29 Retail trade 75604.597 13960.602 89565. 198 
Finance, insurance, and real estate: 
30 Finance 
31 Insurance 
32 Real estate 1331.420 247.580 1579 000 
Services: 
33 Hotels and lodging places and amusements 13443.826 3082.850 16526. 676 
34 Personal services 
35 Business services 1503.306 279.542 1782. 848 
36 Eating and drinking places 18599.564 3907.127 22506. 691 
3 7 Health services 
38 Miscellaneous services 12073.383 2808.315 14881. 97 
TOTAL 321990.218 65335.782 387326.IOOO 
I 
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APPENDIXC 
GAMS PROGRAM LISTING FOR OKLAHOMA BASE YEAR MODEL 
192 
GAMS PROGRAM TO SOL VE THE 1991 BASE GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM 
FOR OKLAHOMA 
$TITLE OK CGE MODEL FOR 1991 (Base Year Model) 
$0FFSYMLIST OFFSYMXREF OFFUPPER 
***************************************************~ 
* 
* 
* 
The Impact of Sportfishing in Oklahoma Economy 
Using IMPLAN 1991 database 
* 
* 
* Written by Rini Budiyanti, 1995 
**************************************************** 
* -- SET DECLARATION 
SETS 
i Sectors 
mk(i) Market goods 
mkl(i) Non-ag 
/lAgr 
2Min 
3Ptr 
4Cnst 
5Food 
6Text 
7Pprt 
Boman 
9Tran 
lOTrd 
llFin 
12Htl 
13Eat 
14Ser 
15Rest 
16Nres 
ag prod ag serv forest fishery 
coal misc 'mining stone clay 
crude petr nat gas refining petr 
new maint repair construction 
food and kindred prod and tobacco 
textile mill product and apparel 
paper allied products printing 
other manufac · 
transpo'rtati6n comm and utility 
wholesale trade and retail trade 
finance insurance real estate 
hotels lodging and amusements 
eating and drinking places 
other services 
resident trip 
_nonres trip/ 
/1Agr,2Min,3Ptr,4Cnst,5Food,6Text,7Pprt, 
80man,9Tran,10Trd,11Fin,12Htl,13Eat,14Ser/ 
/2Min,3Ptr,4Cnst,5Food,6Text,7Pprt, 
80man,9Tran,10Trd,11Fin,12Htl,13Eat,14Ser/ 
ag(mk) Agriculture sector /lAgr/ 
nag(mk) Non ag market good /2Min,3Ptr,4Cnst,5Food,6Text,7Pprt, 
80man,9Tran,10Trd,11Fin,12Htl,13Eat,14Ser/ 
nm(i) 
ci(i) 
nmr(i) 
nme(i) 
f 
Nonmkt goods 
Reg cons goods 
Reg trips 
Exported trips 
Factors 
s(f) Skills 
s2(s) 
ff 
g Governments 
h Househoids 
po(mk) polluters 
np(mk) non-polluters 
/15Rest,16Nres/ 
/1Agr,2Min,3Ptr,4Cnst,5Food,6Text,7Pprt,80man, 
9Tran,10Trd,11Fin,12Htl,13Eat,14Ser,15Rest/ 
/lSRest/. 
/16Nres/· 
/Ll 
L2 
L3 
L4 
LS 
K 
T 
managerial and profes 
tech, sales, adm 
service 
farmer 
laborers 
capital 
land/ 
/Ll, L2, L3, L4, LS/ 
/L2, L3, L4, L5/ 
/L, K, T/ 
/SL, Fed/ 
/Low, Med, High/ 
/lAgr,SFood/ 
/2Min,3Ptr,4Cnst,6Text,7Pprt, 
80man,9Tran,10Trd,11Fin,12Htl,13Eat,14Ser/; 
ALIAS(i,j) 
ALIAS (i, il) 
ALIAS(j,jl) 
ALIAS(ci,cj); 
ALIAS(mk,ml) 
ALIAS(mk,mj) 
ALIAS(s,sl) 
ALIAS(po,pol); 
* -- PARAMETER DECLARATION 
PARAMETERS 
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* -- PARAMETERS FOR BASE YEAR (initialization of variables) 
* -- Production 
LO(i) 
LDemSO(s) 
LSupHO(h) 
TLSupO 
LHHHO(s) 
LSLO(s) 
LFedO(s) 
LExoO(s) 
KO(i) 
block 
TO(i) 
KSO 
TKSO 
TSO 
VAO(i) 
VO(j ,i) 
TVO(i) 
VRO(j,i) 
VMO(j,i) 
TVRO(i) 
TVMO(i) 
XO(i) 
EO(i) 
MO(i) 
Labor demand all skills by industry 
Labor demand by skill 
Labor supply by hh 
Total labor supply 
Labor employed by high income hh group 
Labor employed by St&Loc gov 
Labor employed by Fed 
Exogenous employment (LHHH+LFed+Sl) 
Capital demand 
Land demand 
Supply of pri capital 
Total pri capital supply 
Supply of land 
Value added 
Composite intermediate good demand 
Composite intermediate good total demand 
Reg int good demand 
Imported int good demand 
Reg int good total demand 
Imported int good total demand 
Sector output 
Export of reg product 
Import 
RO(i) 
* -- Income 
YLO 
Reg supply of reg product 
block 
YKO 
YAGKO 
YTO 
YENTO 
YHO(h) 
TYHO 
DYHO(h) 
HSAVO(h) 
SAVO 
ROWSAVO 
TRSLO(h) 
TRFedO(h) 
REMITO(h) 
FYLO 
FYKO 
FYTO 
YSLO 
YFedO 
ENTYO 
SLBORO 
FedBORO 
GSPO 
* -- Expenditure 
HEXPO(h) 
QRO(i,h) 
QMO(i,h)" 
QO(i,h) 
TQRO(i) 
TQMO(i) 
TQO(i) 
SLEXPO 
QSLRO(i) 
QSLMO(i) 
QSLO(il 
FedEXPO 
QFedRO(i) 
QFedMO(i) 
QFedO(i) 
QinvRO(i) 
QinvMO(i) 
QinvO(il 
INYO 
ZVM(i,j) 
ZVR(i,j) 
NZV(i,j) 
Labor income 
capital income 
Agric capital income 
Land income 
Enterprise income 
Household income 
Total household income 
Disposable hh income 
Household saving 
Total saving 
Saving from rest-of-world 
St&loc gov transfer to hh 
Fed gov transfer-to hh 
Remittance from outside the 
Labor income distrib to hhs 
cap income distrib to hhs 
Land income distrib to hhs 
St&loc gov revenue 
reg to hh 
Fed gov revenue 
Enterprise income distrib 
Transfer and borrowing of 
Transfer and borrowing of 
Gross state product 
block 
Household expend 
to hhs 
st&loc gov 
fed gov 
Demand for reg consump good 
Demand for imp consump good 
Demand for comp consump good 
Demand for reg consump good 
Demand for imp consump good 
Demand for comp consump good 
St&loc gov expend 
St&loc gov demand 
St&loc gov demand 
St&loc gov demand 
Fed gov expend 
for reg good 
for imported good 
for comp good 
Fed gov demand for reg good 
Fed gov demand for imported good 
Fed gov demand for comp good 
Invest gov demand for reg good 
Invest gov demand for imported good 
Invest gov demand for comp good 
Total invest 
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ZQM(ci,h) 
ZQR(ci,h·) 
NZQ(ci,h) 
ZSLM(i) 
ZSLR(i) 
NZSL(i) 
ZFedM(i) 
ZFedR(i) 
NZFed(i) 
ZinvM(i) 
ZinvR(i) 
NZinv(i) 
* -- Price block 
PLO 
PLSO(s) 
PLHO(h) 
PLROCO(s) 
PKROCO 
PKO(i) 
PTO(i) 
PEO(i) 
PMO(i) 
PRO(i) 
PO(i) 
PNO 
PRXO(i) 
PXO(i) 
HO(h,s) 
LSHSO(h,s) 
LSupSO(s) 
EtaL(sJ 
Wage rate 
Wage rate by skills 
Aggregate wage rate by households 
Wage rate of rest-of-country 
Cap rate of rest-of-country 
Cap rate 
Land rent 
Export price 
Import price 
Reg price 
Composite price 
Net price 
Proportion of skilled labors in household h 
Labor supply by skills by household 
Labor supply by skill. 
* -- PARAMETERS 
* -- Production 
aO(iJ 
TO BE CALIBRATED 
block 
a (j, i J 
alpha(i,ff) 
Ava(i) 
RHOv(i) 
deltavl(j,i) 
deltav(j,i) 
Av(j,i) 
RHOx(i) 
deltaxl(i) 
deltax(i) 
Ax(i) 
DeltaSk(mk,s) 
RhoSk(mk) 
Ask(mk) 
* -- Income 
slIBT 
slSST 
slKTT 
slTTT 
slHHT 
fed I BT 
fedSST 
fedKTT 
fedTTT 
fedHHT 
ktax 
sstax 
ttax 
depr 
retr 
l(h) 
k(h) 
t(h) 
e(h) 
hhtax(h) 
mps(h) 
ibtax(i) 
block 
comp value added req per unit of output i 
req of interm good j per unit of good i 
value added share param 
value added shift param 
interm input subs param 
interm input share param 
interm input shift param 
output transformation param 
output share param 
output shift param 
sl gov 
sl gov 
sl gov 
sl gov 
prop out of tot gov tax rev 
prop out of tot gov tax rev 
prop out of tot gov tax rev 
prop out of tot gov tax rev 
sl gov prop out of tot gov tax rev 
fed gov prop out of tot gov tax rev 
fed gov prop out of tot gov tax rev 
fed gov prop out of tot gov tax rev 
fed gov prop out of tot gov tax rev 
fed gov prop out of tot gov tax rev 
capital tax rate 
factor income tax rates for labor 
factor income tax rates for land 
rate of depr fr ag cap inc 
fr 
fr 
fr 
fr 
fr 
fr 
fr 
fr 
fr 
fr 
rate of retained earnings fr ent inc 
income distrib coefs to hh for labor 
income distrib coefs to hh for cap 
ibt 
sst 
ktax 
ttax 
hht 
ibt 
sst 
ktax 
ttax 
hht 
income distrib coefs to hh for cap & land 
enterprise profit distrib coef to hh 
income tax rate for hh 
saving rate 
indirect business tax 
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bet(i,h) 
tbet(h) 
bdisc(i,h) 
betaO.(h) leisure param calc fr elast of lab wrt inc 
beta(i,h) param calc fr elast of comm demand wrt inc 
gamma(i,h) minimum subsistence requirement 
MAXHOURSO(h) 
* -- Expenditure bloclc_ 
RHOq consumer demand subs param 
deltaql(i,h) 
deltaq(i,h) consumer demand share param 
Aq(i,h) consumer demand constant eff par am 
RHOsl st&loc gov demand subs param 
deltasll 
deltasl st&loc gov demand share param 
Asl st&loc gov demand constant eff param 
RHOfed fed gov demand subs param 
deltafedl 
deltafed fed gov demand share param 
Afed fed gov demand constant eff par am 
RHOinv inv gov demand subs param 
deltainvl 
deltainv inv gov demand share param 
Ainv inv gov demand constant eff pa ram 
* DATA ASSIGNMENT 
TABLE IOR(i,j) INPUT-OUTPUT REGIONAL MATRIX 
lAgr 2Min 3Ptr 4Cnst 5Food 6Text 7Pprt 80man 
lAgr 745.90611 0.44042 0.21023 31.58649 402.22979 2.45395 0.43695 3.1095? 
2Min l. 62650 70.85163 11. 69718 49.95477 30.25158 0.07032 2.17438 38.90081 
3Ptr 221.84513 47.65774 160.89262 529.34358 56.50287 3.96692 62.28478 211. 8743~ 
4Cnst 48.01089 5.34107 2927.87986 8.04191 7.79000 0.45452 3.12879 60.2574 
5Food 47.13926 0.02993 0.76563 0.11879 151. 81400 0. 01130 0.08961 0.55970 
6Text 0.95372 0.10080 0.03608 4.39131 0.18726 33.27002 0.32197 20.2379~ 
7Pprt 2.63555 12.64993 7 .21152 3.77770 95.85590 3.78175 40.78885 103.76859 
I 
Boman 33.59113 11.72897 9. 04211 477.86190 31.55487 2.07250 22.35681 860.38510 
9Tran 203.86003 96.53599 36.41571 394.49329 212.70304 12.44862 105.04769 530.25457 
lOTrd 131.88093 18.21996 11. 76082 495. 75198 140.10298 8.44061 44.55143 536.2382t 
llFin 393.43035 17.20505 20.93090 138.48580 31. 63006 5.73241 22.44369 133.2975? 
12Htl 8.14872 0.80667 0.30293 6.71054 3.18849 0.20923 2.90838 16.96799 
I 
13Eat 2.27681 2. 87257 1.46193 27.30136 8.97332 1. 91259 10.54104 47.4440I 
14Ser 196.00544 29.34813 26.42121 782.53486 102.45616 9.94778 74. 60141 394.3341 
+ 9Tran lOTrd llFin 12Htl 13Eat 14Ser 15Rest 16Nres 
lAgr 5.15296 2.01144 46.07129 5.39050 10.30197 34.77460 1. 61602 0.27181 
2Min 15.34632 0.24991 0.27396 0.32247 4.79545 19.38570 0.00346 o. 00111 
3Ptr 561.77775 35. 79147 7 .89490 2.03010 6.33399 250.12444 16.10117 4.39488 
4Cnst 107.70986 14. 98648 277.20103 2.89357 6.10933 447.94803 0.00000 0.00000 
5Food 2.48231 0.02903 0.00157 l. 92656 105.32310 33.75703 5.99098 1.20222 
6Text 0.88695 0.31478 0.15562 0.57316 0.11989 9.54334 0.00144 0.00046 
7Pprt 28.17874 60.06235 22.73780 10.33350 18.13522 93.13096 0.00000 0.00000 
BOman 68.72765 9.90804 7.06311 2.18781 3.91722 195.53032 0.65778 0.12363 
9Tran 641.41640 194. 72099 121.89716 27.16205 80. 4 9630 745.83913 6.63093 1. 37987 
lOTrd 72.72279 14.75699 6.30947 1. 70951 57 .11210 182.49862 37.68041 7.32098 
llFin 184.28722 155.37506 487.10363 19. 89304 77.78977 653.83132 0.00000 0.00000 
12Htl 47.97000 6.98449 5.01227 21.17279 2.94317 30.11116 6.93046 1.58302 
13Eat 83.53885 57.05296 46.58941 3.78213 9.64032 101. 67711 16.28608 3.42114 
14Ser 314.69517 312.00531 343.92273 44.56178 159.20555 1415. 78984 3.29084 1.05518 
TABLE IOM(i,j) INPUT-OUTPUT IMPORT MATRIX 
lAgr 2Min 3Ptr 4Cnst 5Food 6Text 7Pprt 
lAgr 499.26188 0.09481 0.69913 20.73809 281. 04443 4.75695 0.71117 
2Min 10.34357 360.91257 91. 50872 642.09660 17.61365 0.17613 11. 80087 
3Ptr 180.09367 58.64663 6639.62328 571.42496 71.35299 24. 41611 47.53898 
4Cnst 7.21640 0. 79633 793.11075 0.83432 1.19340 0.06743 0.46848 
5Food 147.08042 0. 01152 1. 49137 0.05977 344.67477 0.00495 1. 41617 
6Text 9.27378 0.38464 0.32289 25. 31794 2.90894 191. 44580 29.81884 
7Pprt 12.81580 13.56370 7.93168 27.46977 128.83251 1.87594 584.99503 
BOman 105.59127 37.50892 21.56907 1456.1293 169.00408 13.89079 61.69237 
9Tran 61.23146 25. 71560 9.59307 168.17559 56.62502 3.23546 36.52904 
lOTrd 37.11728 5.15567 3.29335 121.73899 40.84506 2.37806 12.64473 
llFin 298.16139 12.06236 16.46783 94. 77026 21. 02927 3.69233 15. 85914 
12Htl 3.04031 0.69968 0.18731 7.15633 2.08048 0.13020 2.82907 
13Eat 0.33050 0.40916 0.20768 4. 07313 1.32459 0.27296 1.51043 
14Ser 55.17841 16.24853 11.54813 254.45667 92.69960 6.46666 40.04060 
196 
+ 
lAgr 
2Min 
3Ptr 
4Cnst 
5Food 
6Text 
7Pprt 
80man 
9Tran 
lOTrd 
llFin 
12Htl 
13Eat 
14Ser 
TABLE 
lAgr 
2Min 
3Ptr 
4Cnst 
5Food 
6Text 
7Pprt 
Soman 
9Tran 
lOTrd 
llFin 
12Htl 
13Eat 
14Ser 
TABLE 
lAgr 
2Min 
3Ptr 
4Cnst 
5Food 
6Text 
7Pprt 
Soman 
9Tran 
lOTrd 
llFin 
12Htl 
13Eat 
14Ser 
15Rest 
TABLE 
lAgr 
2Min 
3Ptr 
4Cnst 
5Food 
6Text 
7Pprt 
80man 
9Tran 
lOTrd 
llFin 
12Htl 
13Eat 
14Ser 
15Rest 
TABLE 
lAgr 
2Min 
3Ptr 
80man 9Tran lOTrd llFin 12Htl 13Eat 14Ser 15Res
1
t 
7.92243 1.43745 1. 4 6994 32.81849 3.94921 6.78013 25.52233 0.860192 
205.64811 162.79540 1. 01935 0.11718 0.12418 o. 41029 40.49206 0. 003102 
616.01664 1206.39446 1.44350 1.34892 1. 41083 2.92961 161.18632 15. 922,10 
9.11381 17.23123 2.32294 48.36367 0.44265 0.92487 70.86642 0.000 00 
0.52952 14.89596 3.99394 0. 01123 2.61470 282.56092 104. 37763 21.175 70 
128.72174 1.85072 0.66288 1.61467 1.74187 0.22180 18.67144 0.002 23 
60.09500 30.54641 65.51518 51.35193 2.49941 19.84856 264.65620 O.OOTO 3701.82576 175.96668 23.99133 21. 42434 7.04380 32.85337 761.61414 7.37659 
170.73010 382.02605 58.68123 58.54854 7.00744 22. 01116 269.28908 4.97803 
153.52325 22.26761 4.09804 1. 7 9851 0.48742 16. 45064 46.00384 5.572116 
87. 07455 150.16560 123.43449 451.12708 15.65969 56.51541 540.97442 I o.oooeo 
16.48806 84. 67181 4.96824 4.32350 28.33856 6.43124 31.51280 6.51337 
6. 72967 13.87776 8.54700 7.09344 0.55831 1. 4 0823 15.11138 2.313~8 
237.09955 159.40388 164.02163 203.46204 26.71736 71. 48140 626.13265 0. 946165 
I 
VAD(I,F) VALUE ADDED MATRIX I 
Ll L2 LB L4 L5 K T I 
51.5994315 20.674369 4.99483856 173.226994 23.7401557 388.787078 482.490033 
84.6605574 40.944872 3.06622323 0.08078528 245.899527 1007.53764 
360.143369 273.50577 21.2127799 0.38266055 850.010878 5909.14244 
303.370224 155.4255 8.28736984 1.18219018 1437.15802 823.321891 
70.5163922 61.683084 8.48974945 0.16495788 235.293189 317. 951128 
13.1953473 13.947754 1.02166364 0.00846243 90.0009149 43.1369573 
113.416616 105.25505 3. 71355864 0.1444571 186.051424 408.847695 
924.179257 589.70955 39.6558059 4.2994314 1993.63309 1966.71617 
533.807886 771. 43857 43.9642966 0.90683071 1378.28092 2463.68139 
906.130686 2095.7886 53.1456227 1.97386036 1128.51849 1077. 92092 
593.961092 911.00565 30.1247941 2.24206294 29.1538952 4836.30601 
183.816725 47.075934 43.0747782 6.26674499 32.3314157 136.879702 
325.717642 67.921079 322.121744 0.12503722 23.1965598 197.918039 
3222.13451 1227. 8714 745.609553 8.38152496 985.492806 2439.64139 
HHCONR( i, h) HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION DEMAND FOR REGIONAL GOODS 
LOW MED HIGH 
73.72382 85.82421 43.68086 
4.64942 16.67766 12.04307 
294.39706 564.44091 257.43265 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
222.82711 361. 74770 147.06291 
89.53354 155.07389 93.18383 
32.30170 48.88260 22.19210 
140.98889 290.54386 150.75987 
817.28661 985.59345 528.44731 
1382.23797 2401.27531 1209.21161 
1641. 97480 2574.42840 1214.21840 
137.01492 247.59576 144.65096 
529.96867 649.56568 325.32696 
2829.95087 3612.94980 2029.58289 
39.26039 58.30074 63.29267 
HHCONM(i,h) HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION DEMAND FOR IMPORTED GOODS 
LOW 
42.85906 
7.17864 
322.95703 
0.00000 
865.06677 
222.77740 
219. 79990 
804.21301 
443. 79005 
170.53790 
1040.68370 
140.29271 
73. 77716 
743.21514 
11.72475 
GOVCONR(i,g) 
SL 
15.79890 
4.22060 
89.94190 
MED HIGH 
51.79185 28.84471 
15.56221 8.43404 
405.14693 204.04318 
0.00000 0.00000 
1200.49473 515.82905 
343.12579 194.33651 
301.08510 145. 07670 
1390.57194 756.05886 
523.26609 294.36669 
267.83694 135.52808 
1586.89650 779.80560 
226.38473 125.29713 
90.03570 43.78519 
959.18653 577. 67711 
17.41098 18.90177 
GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION DEMAND FOR REGIONAL GOODS 
4Cnst 1160. 81340 
Fed 
0.60770 
0.04900 
199.31530 
348.35960 
197 
SFood 34". 78090 1.86920 
6Text 5.42930 0.32800 
7Pprt 21.16180 0.13390 
Soman 79.88390 50.91210 
9Tran 221. 53720 106.16730 
lOTrd 68.78090 12.99060 
llFin 108. 41260 0.59290 
12Htl 15.85510 0.21790 
13Eat 21.70050 13.54180 
14Ser 316.34900 265.74740 
TABLE GOVCONM(i,g) 
SL 
10.72530 
GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION DEMAND FOR IMPORTED GOODS 
lAgr 
2Min 
3Ptr 
4Cnst 
SFood 
6Text 
7Pprt 
Soman 
9Tran 
lOTrd 
llFin 
12Htl 
13Eat 
14Ser 
TABLE 
6. 43510 
96.31210 
64.98050 
53.66540 
10.39760 
114.43840 
216.42020 
108.91140 
18.37010 
78.82770 
16.88290 
3.08260 
130.97040 
Fed 
0.57430 
1. 08270 
8.55600 
22.15850 
5.53690 
0.72460 
0.34650 
260.61040 
61.55720 
3.62120 
0.19800 
0.24190 
1.92370 
97.58160 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION TO HHS 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
FYDist(h,f) 
Ll 
855.837840 
2650.122375 
5340.153496 
FACTOR 
L2 
669.040492 
2071. 699912 
4174.597985 
L3 L4 
236.459690 18.580483 
732.203095 57.534909 
1475.432589 115.936249 
LS 
764.316889 
2366.725559 
4769.092131 
K 
5.984878 
84.278861 
97.131632 
TABLE ParamA(*,i) BASE YEAR VALUES FOR INDUSTRY 
lAgr 2Min 3Ptr 4Cnst SFood 
PTO 1 1 1 1 1 
PKO 1 1 1 1 1 
PRO 1 1 1 1 1 
PO 1 1 1 1 1 
PMO 1 1 1 1 1 
PEO 1 1 1 1 1 
XO 4681.29910 2242.85790 22426.39250 9084.65690 3206.29290 
RO 1515.15751 287.30172 3596.27527 9018.76000 1121.37744 
EO 3166.14159 1955.55618 18830.11723 65.89690 2084.91546 
MO 1027.40229 1589.76660 11207. 46284 1163.21791 3570.57472 
QINVRO 3.55800 3.75640 11. 93080 3591.83420 1. 84860 
QINVMO 4. 53970 6.01220 570.69860 123.12620 5.08330 
IBTO 71. 73950 14. 66930 4199. 41160 11.11570 5.72530 
IBTSLO 52.82095 10.80083 3091. 97732 8.18436 4.21547 
IBTFedO 18.91855 3.86847 1107. 43428 2.93134 1.50983 
,-·sIGMAv 1. 42 0.5 0.5 3.55 3.55 
'· SIGMAx 3.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 
··,SIGMAq 1. 42 0.5 0.5 3.55 3. 5-S 
A,SIGMAsl L42 0.5 0.5 3.55 3.55 
'SIGMAfed 1:. 42 0.5 0.5 3.55 3.55 
:SIGMAinv 1. 42 0.5 0.5 3.55 3.55 
;sigmaSk 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
'-+ 6Text 7Pprt Boman 9Tran lOTrd 
PTO 1 1 1 1 1 
PKO 1 1 1 1 1 
PRO 1 1 1 1 1 
PO 1 1 1 1 1 
PMO 1 1 1 1 1 
PEO 1 1 1 1 1 
XO 500.20700 2064.06770 13986.17310 10121. 31980 8070.57320 
RO 415.47166 628.41196 3702.08467 6134.84574 7070.41336 
EO 84.73534 1435.65574 10284.08843 3986.47406 1000.15984 
MO 1196.48859 2053.63372 11189. 08812 2798.62910 1118.98822 
QINVRO 0.82840 0.69150 1252.28710 64.51210 228.85910 
QINVMO 12.16650 0.89000 1163. 73190 32.36080 49. 71940 
IBTO 1.31360 7.10820 108.83170 370.81590 1478.67600 
IBTSLO 0.96719 5.23368 80.13150 273.02738 1088.73173 
IBTFedO 0.34641 1.87452 28.70020 97.78852 389.94427 
SIGMAv 3.55 3.55 3.55 2 2 
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12. 
182. 
210. 
T 
SIGMAx 2.9 2.9 2.9 0.7 0.7 
SIGMA.q 3.55 3.55 3.55 2 2 
SIGMAsl 3.55 3.55 3.55 2 2 
SIGMAfec;i 3.55 3.55 3.55 2 2 
SIGMAinv 3.55 3.55 3.55 2 2 
SigmaSk 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
+ llFin 12Htl 13Eat l4Ser 15Rest 16Nres 
PTO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PKO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PRO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PMO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PEO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
XO 10152.67110 788.06270 2128.07980 15908.43010 16tl.85380 20.75430 
RO 7916.36510 707.35755 1964.87531 13286.90236 160.85380 
EO 2236.30600 80.70515 "163 .. 20449 2621.52774 20.75430 
MO 5402.52282 708.47032 276.37207 4478.5887_4 48.0375 
QINVRO 35.30220 0.07260 0.00000 22.14690 
QINVMO 29.11750 0.00000 0.00000 4.05420 
IBTO 1494.24010 96.08300 128.02870 88.94660 
IBTSLO 1100.19139 70.74478 94.26602 65.49033 
IBTFedO 394. 04871 25.33822 33.76268 23.45627 
SIGMAv 2 2 2 2 2 
SIGMAx 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
SIGMA.q 2 2 2 2 2 
SIGMAsl 2 2 2 2 
SIGMAfed 2 2 2 2 
SIGMAinv 2 2 2 2 
SigmaSk 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
TABLE ELASTY(i,h) INCOME ELASTICITY OF FINAL CONSUMPTION 
lAgr 
2Min 
3Ptr 
4Cnst 
5Food 
6Text 
7Pprt 
Soman 
9Tran 
lOTrd 
llFin 
12Htl 
13Eat 
14Ser 
15Rest 
LOW 
0.30 
0.89 
0.89 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
0.985 
0.985 
0.985 
0.985 
0.985 
0.985 
0.82 
MED 
0.30 
0.89 
0.89 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
0.985 
0.985 
0.985· 
0.985 
0.985 
0.985 
0.82 
HIGH 
0.30 
0.89 
0.89 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
0.985 
0.985 
o._985 
0.985 
0.985 
0.985 
0.82 
TABLE ParamB(f,*) BASE YEAR VALUES FOR FACTORS 
Ll 
L2 
L3 
L4 
L5 
K 
T 
WAGEO WAGEROCO 
1 1 
CAPO CAPROCO FTAXSLO FTAXFEDO 
220.64210 1148.15610 
172.48419 897.55662 
60.96127 317.22439 
FTAXO 
1368. 7 9820 
1070.04081 
378.18566 
29.71700 
1222.42267 
2928.365862 
77.101907 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
4.79020 24.92679 
197.04724 1025.37543 
993.002258 1935.363604 
26.102711 50.999197 
+ 
Ll 
LHHHO LSLO 
1740.853780 
1103.848482 
963.122681 
15.411733 
333.121325 
LFedO DEPRAGO RETENTO EtaL 
. 92 
. 92 
. 92 
. 92 
. 92 
787.408385 
L2 499.283490 
L3 95.044000 
L4 
435.631575 
6.970906 
150.674644 L5 
K 
T 
TABLE 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
+ 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
149.683025 12578.871333 
ParamC(h,*) BASE YEAR VALUES FOR HH GROUPS 
HTAXSLO HTAXFedO HTAXO HSAVO TRSLO 
65. 704089 298.307542 364.011631 -3871.652095 1001. 867893 
399.999617 1816.065108 2216.064725 2180.921088 751.275254 
503.982961 2288.166864 2792.149825 2908.660127 297.813984 
TRFedO ELASTLY FRISCH ENTYDisO REMITO 
42-57. 062354 -0.12 -1.8 815.383497 1199.867570 
2187.724546 -0.18 -1.6 1399.459390 11345.339377 
937.796969 -0.24 -1.4 3958.629957 -5511.782983 
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TABLE 
SL 
Fed 
BASE YEAR VALUES 
GOVDRO 
2164.666000 
1000.832700 
ParamD(g,*) 
BORO 
710. 901256 
-1203.964842 
Enterprise income 
Saving from ROW 
FOR GOVTS 
GOVDMO 
930.419700 
464.713500 
SCALAR YENTO 
SCALAR ROWSAVO 
SCALAR QINVMSUMO 
SCALAR etaK 
SCALAR omega 
SCALAR Small 
Inv demand for imported goods 
Capital elasticity 
Fishing demand elasticity 
Small number for lower bounds 
* Simulation parameters 
SCALAR qTax Quality tax 
SCALAR KMobil 
PARAMETER ExoPtax(po) Exo pollution tax 
PARAMETER EndoPtax(po) Endo pollution tax prop 
* -- ASSIGN PARAMETERS 
* -- Production block 
LO(i) =SUM(s,VAD(i,s)); 
KO(i) =VAD(i,"K"); 
TO(i) =VAD(i,"T"J; 
VAO(i) =LO(i)+KO(i)+TO(i); 
VMO(j,i) =IOM(j,i); 
VRO(j,i) =IOR(j,i); 
VO(j,i) =IOR(j,i)+IOM(j,i); 
TVMO(i) =sum(j,VMO(i,j)); 
TVRO(i) =sum(j,VRO(i,j)); 
TVO(i) =TVMO(i)+TVRO(i); 
LHHHO(s) =ParamB(s,"LHHHO"); 
LSLO(s) =ParamB(s,"LSLO"); 
LFedO(s) =ParamB(s,"LFedO"); 
LExoO(s) =LHHHO(s)+LSLO(s)+LFedO(s); 
LDemSO(s) =Sum(i,VAD(i,s)); 
FYLO =sum((h,s),FYDIST(h,s)); 
TLSupO =Sum(s,LDemSO(s)+LExoO(s)); 
HO(h,s) =FYDist(h,s)/Sum(sl,FYDist(h,sl)); 
LSupHO(h) =TLSupO*Sum(s,FYDist(h,sJ)/FYLO; 
LSHSO(h,s) =HO(h,s)*LSupHO(h); 
LSupSO(s) =Sum(h,LSHSO(h,s)); 
XO ( i) =ParamA( "XO", i); 
EO ( i) =ParamA( "EO", i); 
RO(i) =ParamA("RO",i); 
KSO(i) =KO(i); 
TKSO =sum(i,KSO(i)); 
TSO(i) =TO(i); 
* -- Income block 
TRSLO(h) =ParamC(h,"TRSLO"); 
TRFedO ( h) =ParamC ( h, "TRFedO") ; 
FYKO . =sum(h, FYDIST (h, "K")); 
FYTO =sum(h, FYDIST (h, "T")); 
YLO =TLSupO; 
YKO =Sum(i,KO(i)); 
YAGKO =(VAD("lAgr","K")); 
YTO =Sum(i,TO(i)J; 
YENTO =YENTO; 
REMITO(h) =ParamC(h,"REMITO"); 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
18752.364177/; 
-6727.355278/; 
2001.500300/; 
.92 /; 
-.5775 /; 
0.000001/; 
I o 
I o 
/lAgr 0 
5Food 0 
/lAgr 0.5 
5Food 0.5 
/; 
/; 
/; 
/; 
YHO(h) =sum(f,FYDIST(h,f))+ParamC(h,"ENTYDisO")+TRSLO(h) 
+TRFedO(h)+REMITO(h); 
TYHO =sum(h,YHO(h)); 
DYHO(h) =YHO(h)-ParamC(h,"HTAXO"); 
HSAVO (h) =ParamC (h, "HSAVO" J; 
HEXPO("Low") =DYHO("Low")-HSAVO("Low"); 
HEXPO ("Med") =DYHO ( "Med" )-HSAVO ("Med"); 
HEXPO("High")=DYHO("High")-HSAVO("High"J-Sum(s,LHHHO(s)); 
SAVO =ParamB ( "K", "DEPRAGO") +ParamB ( "K", "RETENTO") + 
ROWSAVO 
SLBORO 
FedBORO 
YSLO 
YFedO 
sum(h, ParamC (h, "HSAVO" J J +ROWSAVO; 
=ROWSAVO; 
=ParamD("SL","BORO"J; 
=ParamD("Fed","BORO"); 
=sum(i, ParamA( "IBTSLO", i) )+sum( f, ParamB ( f, "FTAXSLO" J J 
+sum(h,ParamC(h,"HTAXSLO"))+SLBORO; 
=sum(i, ParamA( "IBTFedO", i)) +sum(f, ParamB ( f, "FTAXFedO")) 
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+sum(h, ParamC (h, "HTAXFedO")) +FedBorO; 
ENTYO =sum(h,ParamC(h,"ENTYDisO")); 
GSPO =YLO+YKO+YTO+sum(i,ParamA("IBTO",i)); 
* -- Expenditure block 
QRO(i,h) =HHCONR(i,h); 
QMO(i,h) =HHCONM(i,h); 
QO(i,h) =QMO(i,h)+QRO(i,h); 
TQRO(i) =sum(h,QRO(i,h)); 
TQMO(i) =sum(h,QMO(i,h)); 
TQO(i) =sum(h,QO(i,h)); 
SLEXPO =l?aramD( "SL", "GOVDRO") +ParamD( "SL", "GOVDMO") 
QSLRO(i) 
QSLMO(i) 
QSLO(i) 
FedEXPO 
QFedRO(i) 
QFedMO(i) 
QFedO(i) 
QINVRO(i) 
QINVMO(i) 
QINVO(i) 
INYO 
MO(i) 
* -- Price 
PLSO(s) 
PLHO(h) 
PLO 
* PKO 
PLROCO(s·) 
EtaL(s) 
PKROCO 
PKO(i) 
PTO(i) 
PEO(i) 
PMO(i) 
PRO(mk) 
PRO(nm) 
PO(i) 
PRXO(mk) 
PRXO (nm) 
PXO(ci) 
+sum(h,ParamC(h,"TRSLO")).+Sum(s,LSLO(s)); 
=GOVCONR( i, "SL"); 
=GOVCONM(i, "SL"); 
=QSLMO(i)+QSLRO(i); 
=ParamD( "Fed", "GOVDRO" l +Paramo·( "Fed", "GOVDMO" l 
+sum(h,ParamC(h,"TRFedO"))+Sum(s,LFedO(s)); 
=GOVCONR ( i, "Fed"); 
=GOVCONM( i, "Fed"); 
=QFedMO(i)+QFedRO(i); 
=ParamA( "QINVRO", i) ; 
=ParamA( "QINVMO", i) ; 
=QINVMO(i)+QINVRO(i); 
=sum(i,QINVO(i)); 
=ParamA( "MO", i); 
block 
ParamB ( s, "WA.GEO") ; 
Sum(s,LSHSO(h,s)*PLSO(s))/Sum(s,LSHSO(h,s)); 
Sum(s,PLSO(s)*LSupSO(s))/TLSupO; 
=ParamB ( "K", "CAPO"); 
=ParamB ( s, "WAGEROCO") ; 
=ParamB (s, "EtaL"); 
=ParamB ( "K", "CAPROCO"); 
-- =ParamA ("PKO", i) ; 
=ParamA( "PTO", i) ; 
=ParamA( "PEO", i); 
=ParamA( "PMO", i) ; 
=ParamA( "PRO" ,mk); 
=ParamA( "PRO" ,nm); 
=ParamA( "PO", i) ; 
=PRO(mk); 
=PRO(nm)+qTax; 
=(PRXO(ci)*RO(ci)+PMO(ci)*MO(ci))/(RO(ci)+MO(ci)); 
·----------------------------------------------------
* Regional X X 0 0 O=zero, x=not zero 
* Import X 0 X 0 
* 
* NZV T F F F T=True, F=False 
* ZVR F F T F 
* ZVM F T F T 
*----------------------------------------------------
ZVM(i,j) =(VMO(i,j) eq 0); 
ZVR(i,j) =(VRO(i,j) eq OJ and (VMO(i,j) ne 0); 
NZV(i,j) =(VRO(i,j) ne 0) and (VMO(i,j) ne 0); 
ZQM(ci,h) =(QMO(ci,h) eq 0); 
ZQR(ci,h) =(QRO(ci,h) eq 0) and (QMO(ci,h) ne 0); 
NZQ(ci,h) =(QRO(ci,h) ne 0) and (QMO(ci,h) ne 0); 
ZSLM(i) =(QSLMO(i) eq 0); 
ZSLR(i) =(QSLRO(i) eq 0) and (QSLMO(i) ne 0); 
NZSL(i) =(QSLRO(i) ne 0) and (QSLMO(i) ne 0); 
ZFedM(i) =(QFedMO(i) eq 0); 
ZFedR(i) =(QFedRO(i) eq 0) and (QFedMO(i) ne 0); 
NZFed(i) =(QFedRO(i) ne 0) and (QFedMO(i) ne 0); 
ZinvM(i) =(QinvMO(i) eq 0); 
ZinvR(i) =(QinvRO(i) eq 0) and (QinvMO(i) ne 0); 
NZinv(i) =(QinvRO(i) ne 0) and (QinvMO(i) ne 0); 
option decimals=6; 
DISPLAY 
PLO,PLROCO,PLSO,PLHO, PKO,PTO,PEO,PMO,PRO,PRXO,PXO,PO,LO,KO,TO, 
VAO,VO,TVO,VMO,VRO,TVMO,TVRO,LSupHO,TLSupO,HO,LSHSO,LSupSO,XO,EO,RO, 
KSO,TSO,LHHHO,LSLO,LFedO,YLO,YKO,YAGKO,YTO,YENTO,REMITO,YHO,DYHO,YSLO, 
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, 
YFedO,GSPO,QMO,QRO,QO,TQMO,TQRO,TQO,HSAVO,HEXPO,HEXPO,HEXPO,SLEXPO, 
QSLMO,QSLRO,QSLO,FedEXPO,QFedMO, QFedRO,QFedO,SAVO,ROWSAVO,QINVMO,QINVRO, 
QINVO,INVO,TRSLO,TRFedO,FYLO,FYKO,FYTO,ENTYO,SLBORO,FedBORO,MO,GSPO; 
* -- CALIBRATION 
* -- Production block 
aO(i) =VAO(i)/XO(i); 
a(j,i) =VO(j,i)/XO(i); 
alpha (mk, "K") =VAD (mk, "K") /VAO (mk); 
alpha(mk,"T")=VAD(mk,"T")/VAO(mk); 
alpha(mk~"L")=l-alpha(mk,"K")-alpha(mk,"T"); 
Ava(mk) =VAO(mk)/(SUM(s,VAD(mk,s))**alpha(mk,"L") 
*VAD(mk, "K") **alpha (mk, "K") *VAD(mk, "T") **alpha (mk, "T")); 
RHOv ( ci) =l-1/ParamA( "SIGMAv", ci); 
deltavl (j, i) $ (NZV(j, i)) =(VRO (j, i) /VMO(j, i)) ** (1-RHOv(i)) * (PRO(i) /PMO (i)); 
deltav(j,i)$(NZV(j,i)) =1/(l+deltavl(j,i)); 
Av(j,i)$(NZV(j,i)) =VO(j,i)/(deltav(j,i)*VMO(j,i)**RHOv(i) 
RHOx(mk) 
deltaxl(mk) 
deltax(mk) 
Ax(mk) 
+(1-deltav(j,i)) 
*VRO(j,i)**RHOv(i))**(l/RHOv(i)); 
=l + 1/ ParamA( "SIGMAx", mk); 
=(RO(mk)/EO(mk) )**(1-RHOx(mk) )*(PRO(mk)/PEO(mk) ); 
=1/(l+deltaxl(mk)); 
=XO(mk)/(deltax(mk)*EO(mk)**RHOx(mk)+(l-deltax(mk)) 
*RO(mk)**RHOx(mk))**(l/RHOx(mk)); 
* -- Income block 
sstax =Sum( s, ParamB ( s, "FTAXO")) /YLO; 
ktax =ParamB ( "K", "FTAXO") /YKO; 
ttax =ParamB("T","FTAXO")/YTO; 
depr =ParamB ( "K", "DEPRAGO") / (VAD( "lAgr", "K")); 
retr =ParamB( "K", "RETENTO" )/ (sum(i, VAD(i, "K") )-VAD("lAgr", "K")); 
ibtax(mk) =ParamA("IBTO",mk)/ (PRO(mk)*XO(mk)); 
1 ("Low") =Sum(s, FYDIST( "Low", s)) /FYLO; 
1 ("Med") =Sum(s, FYDIST( "Med", s)) /FYLO; 
l("High") =1-l("Low")-l("Med"); 
k ("Low") =FYDIST ("Low", "K") I FYKO; 
k ("Med") =FYDIST ("Med", "K") I FYKO; 
k("High") =1-k("Low")-k("Med"); 
t ("Low") = ( FYDIST ("Low", "T")) I FYTO; 
t ("Med") = ( FYDIST ("Med", "T")) /FYTO; 
t("High") 
e("Low"). 
e("Med") 
e("High") 
hhtax(h) 
mps(h) 
slIBT 
slSST 
slKTT 
slTTT 
slHHT 
fedIBT 
fedSST 
fedKTT 
fedTTT 
fedHHT 
=1-t ( "Low" )-t ("Med"); 
=ParamC ("Low", "ENTYDisO") /ENTYO; 
=ParamC ("Med", "ENTYDisO") /ENTYO; 
=1-e("Low")-e("Med"); 
=ParamC(h,"HTAXO")/YHO(h); 
=ParamC ( h, "HSAVO") /YHO ( h); 
= ( ParamA( "IBTSLO", "lAgr")) / ( ParamA( "IBTO", "lAgr")); 
=Sum ( s, ParamB ( s, "FTAXSLO") ) I Sum ( s, ParamB ( s, "FTAXO") ) ; 
=ParamB("K", "FTAXSLO") /ParamB("K", "FTAXO"); 
=ParamB ( "T", "FTAXSLO") / ParamB ( "T", "FTAXO"); 
=ParamC ("Low", "HTAXSLO") /ParamC ("Low", "HTAXO"); 
=1-slIBT; 
=1-slSST; 
=1-slKTT; 
=1-slTTT; 
=1-slHHT; 
* -- Expenditure block 
RHOq(ci) =1-1/ParamA("SIGMAq",ci); 
deltaql(ci,h)$NZQ(ci,h)=(QRO(ci,h)/QMO(ci,h))**(l-RHOq(ci))*(PRO(ci)/PMO(ci)); 
deltaq(ci,h)$NZQ(ci,h) =1/(l+deltaql(ci,h)); 
Aq(ci,h)$NzQ(ci,h) =QO(ci,h)/(deltaq(ci,h)*QMO(ci,h)**RHOq(ci)+ 
RHOsl (mk) 
deltasll(mk)SNZSL(mk) 
deltasl(mk)$NZSL(mk) 
Asl(mk)$NZSL(mk) 
(1-deltaq(ci,h))*QRO(ci,h)**RHOq(ci))**(l/RHOq(ci) ); 
=1-1/ ParamA( "SIGMAsl", mk); 
=(QSLRO(mk)/QSLMO(mk) )**(1-RHOsl(mk) )*(PRO(mk)/PMO(mk) ); 
=1/(l+deltasll(mk) ); 
=QSLO(mk)/(deltasl(mk)*QSLMO(mk)**RHOsl(mk)+ 
(1-deltasl(mk) )*QSLRO(mk)**RHOsl(mk) )**(1/RHOsl(mk) ); 
RHOfed (mk) =1-1/ParamA( "SIGMAfed", mk); 
deltafedl(mk)$NZFed(mk)=(QFedRO(mk)/QFedMO(mk) 1**(1-RHOfed(mk) )*(PRO(mk)/PMO(mk) ); 
deltafed(mk)$NZFed(mk) =1/(l+deltafedl(mk) ); 
Afed(mk)$NZFed(mk) =QFedO(mk)/(deltafed(mk)*QFedMO(mk)**RHOfed(mk)+ 
(1-deltafed(mk))*QFedRO(mk)**RHOfed(mk))**(l/RHOfed(mk)); 
RHOinv (m.k) =1-1/ ParamA( "SIGMAinv", mk); 
deltainvl(mk)$NZinv(mk)=(QINVRO(mk)/QINVMO(mk) )**(1-RHOinv(mk) )*(PRO(mk)/PMO(mk) ); 
deltainv(mk)SNZinv(mk) =1/(l+deltainvl(mk) ); 
Ainv(mk)$NZinv(mk) =QINVO(mk)/(deltainv(mk)*QINVMO(mk)**RHOinv(mk)+(l-
deltainv(mk))*QINVRO(mk)**RHOinv(mk) )**(1/RHOinv(mk)); 
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betaO(h)=PLO*LSupHO(h)*ParamC(h,"ELASTLY"J/(PLO*LSupHO(h)*ParamC(h,"ELASTLY") 
* -- forcing betas sum to 1 by allocating the discrepancy proportionally 
* -- sectors (helpers: bet(ci,h} tbet(h} and bdisc(ci,h) 
bet(ci,h} =ELASTY(ci,h}*(l-betaO(h))*PO(ci)*QO(ci,h)/Sum(cj,QO(cj,h)); 
tbet(h) =sum(ci,bet(ci,h)); 
bdisc(ci,h) =l-beta0(h)-bet("1Agr",h)-bet("2Min",h)-bet("3Ptr",h) 
-bet ( "4Cnst", h)-bet ( "5Food" ,h}-bet ( "6Text", h)-bet ( "7Pprt", hi 
-bet("80man",h)-bet("9Tran",h)-bet("l0Trd",h)-bet("l1Fin",h} 
-bet("l2Htl",h)-bet("l3Eat",h)-bet("l4Ser",h)-bet("l5Rest",h); 
beta(ci,h) =(l+bdisc(ci,h)/tbet(h))*bet(ci,h); 
gamma(ci,h) =QO(ci,h)+(beta(ci,h)/(1-
betaO (h)) *PO (ci)) * (Sum(cj, QO (cj, h}} /ParamC (h, "FRISCH")); 
MAXHOURSO(h)=LSupHO(h)+(betaO(h)/PLO)*(Sum(ci,QO(ci,h))-sum(ci,PO(ci)* 
RhoSk(mk) 
DeltaSk(mk,s) 
Ask(mk) 
gamma(ci,h)))/(1-betaO(h)); 
1-1/ParamA.( "SigmaSk" ,mk); 
1/Sum(sl, (VAD(rnk,sl)/VAD(mk,s)}**(l-RhoSk(mk)) ); 
LO(mk)/(Sum(s,DeltaSk(mk,s)*VAD(mk,s}**RhoSk(mk))**(l/RhoSk 
option·decimals=6; 
DISPLAY aO, a, alpha,Ava, RHOV,deltavl,-deltav,Av,RHOx,deltaxl, de! tax,Ax, ktax, 
sstax,ttax,depr,retr,l,k,t,e,mps,hhtax,RHOq,deltaql,deltaq,Aq,slIBT, 
slSST,slKTT,slTTT,slHHT,ibtax,fedIBT,fedSST,fedKTT,fedTTT,fedHHT,RHOsl, 
deltasll,deltasl,Asl,RHOfed,deltafedl,deltafed,Afed,RHOinv,deltainvl, 
deltainv,Ainv,bdisc,betaO,beta,gamma,MAXHOURSO,RhoSk,DeltaSk,Ask; 
* -- VARIABLE DECLARATION 
* -- ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 
Variables 
adjK 
adjL(h) 
ADQ(i,h) 
AHEXP(h) 
ALS(h) 
AQM(i,h) 
AQR(i,h) 
AYL 
CAP(i) 
DYH(h) 
EXP(i) 
FedBOR 
Fed EXP 
GSP 
HEXP(h) 
HSAV(h) 
INV 
KMIG 
LAB(i) 
LAND(i) 
LD(mk,s) 
LDemS(s) 
LMIG(s) 
LMigH(h.) 
LSupH(h) 
LSupS(s) 
M(i) 
Mratio 
P(i) 
PK(i) 
PL 
PLM(mk) 
PLH(h) 
PLS(s) 
PN(mk) 
PR(i) 
PRX(i) 
PT(i) 
pTax(mk) 
PX(i) 
Q(i,h) 
QFed(i) 
QFedM(i) 
QFedR(i) 
QINV(i) 
QINVM(i I 
QINVR(i) 
QM(i,h) 
QR(i,h) 
Capital adjustment 
Labor adjustment 
Adj demand for comp consump good 
Adjusted household expenditure 
Adj labor supply 
Adj demand for reg consump good 
Adj demand for imp consump good 
Adjusted labor income 
capital demand 
Disposable hh income 
Export 
Fed gov borrowing 
Fed gov expend 
Gross state product 
Household expenditure 
Household saving 
Investment 
Capital migration 
Labor demand 
Land demand 
Labor demand by skills 
Labor migration 
Labor supply by household 
Labor supply by skill 
Import 
Migr compared to initial lab supply 
Composite price 
cap rate 
Wage rate 
Aggregate wage rate by households 
Wage rate by skills 
Net price 
Regional price 
Reg price faced by consumers 
Land rent 
Pollution tax 
Comp price faced by consumers 
Demand for comp consump good 
Fed gov demand for reg good 
Fed gov demand for imported good 
Fed gov demand for comp good 
Invest gov demand for reg good 
Invest gov demand for imported good 
Invest gov demand for comp good 
Demand for imp consump good 
Demand for reg consump good 
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(h)); 
) ); 
QSL(i) 
QSLM(i) 
QSLR(i) 
R(i) 
ROWSAV 
SAV 
SLACK(i J 
SLACK2(i) 
SLBOR 
SLEXP 
TCAP 
St&loc gov demand for reg good 
St&loc gov demand for imported good 
St&loc gov dem.and for comp good 
Regional supply 
Saving from rest-of-world 
Total saving 
St&loc· gov borrowing 
St&loc gov expend 
Total demand for cap 
Total demand for land 
lab supply ratio 
Total: labor suppl.Y 
TLAB 
TLMig 
TLSrat 
TL Sup 
PTaxCost 
TQ(i) 
TQM(i) 
TQR(i) 
TV(i) 
TVM(i) 
TVR(i) 
TYH 
Total demand for comp consump good 
Total demand for imp consump good 
Total demand for reg consump good 
Composite intermediate good total demand 
Imported int good total demand 
Reg int good total dem~nd 
Total 0hh income 
V(j,i) Composite intermediate good demand 
VA(i) Value added 
VM(j,i) Imported int good demand 
VR(j,i) Reg int good demand 
Xii) Output 
YAGK Agr capital income 
YENT Enterprise income 
YFed Fed gov revenue 
YH(h) Household income 
YK capital income 
YL Labor income 
YSL St&loc gov revenue 
YT Land income 
Z Objective Function Value 
POSITIVE VARIABLE SLACK, SLACK2; 
* -- MODEL EQUATIONS 
EQUATIONS 
EQZ objective function 
Ldemand labor demand 
Kdemand capital demand 
Tdemand land demand 
TLdem total labor demand 
TKdem total capital demand 
LSupply labor supply 
LSupplys Labor supply 
TLSupp labor supply 
ALSupply adjusted labor supply 
LMIGrat labor migration 
KMIGrat capital migration 
labor supply ratio 
KMIGratl 
TLSratio 
MIGratio 
VAdemand 
Vdemand 
VAprod 
Vces 
migration compared to initial labor supply 
value added demand 
TV demand. 
TVRdemand 
TVMdemand 
VRdemO 
VRdeml 
VRdem2 
VMDeml 
VMDem2 
Xcet 
Rsupply 
RsupSFR 
RsupSFE 
YLincome 
AYLincome 
YKincome 
YAGKincome 
intermediate demand 
value added prod fc 
ces fc for int demand 
intermediate total demand 
int reg total demand 
int imp total demand 
demand for reg int good 
demand for reg int good for goods with zero import 
demand for imp int good for goods with zero import 
cet fc for reg product 
reg supply of reg product 
reg supply of reg product 
reg supply of reg product 
labor income 
adjusted labor income 
capital income 
ag capital income 
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YT income 
YENTincome 
TYHinc 
YHincome(h) 
DHYincome(h) 
HSAVings(h) 
SAVings 
INVest 
YSLincome 
YFedincome 
GS Product 
* -- Expenditure 
HEXPendLOW 
HEXPendMED 
HEXPendHi 
AHEXPend 
Qces 
Qdemand 
QRdemO 
QRdeml 
QRdem2 
QMdeml 
QMdem2 
AQdemand 
AQMdemand 
AQRdemand 
TQdemand 
TQRdemand 
TQMdemand 
SLEXPend 
QSLces 
QSLdemand 
QSLRdemO 
QSLRDeml 
QSLRDem2 
QSLMDeml 
QSLMDem2 
FedEX Pend 
QFedces . 
QFeddemand 
QFedRdemO 
QFedRdeml 
QFedRdem2 
QFedMdeml 
QFedMdem2 
QINVces 
QINVemand 
QINVRdemO 
QinvRdeml 
QinvRdem2 
QinvMdeml 
QinvMdem2 
EXPortSFR 
EXPortSFE 
Mimports 
MimpSF 
NETprice 
Price 
PriceSFE 
Pricel 
PrDem 
PrDeml 
COMMequil 
SFRequil 
SFEequil 
Lequil 
Kequil 
Kequill 
Tequil 
adjustL 
adjustK 
ePLH 
eTLMig 
eLMigH 
eLDem 
land income 
enterprise income 
total hh income 
household income 
disposable income 
household savings 
total savings 
total investment 
state and local gov income 
fegeral gov income 
gross state product 
block 
household expenditure 
household expenditure 
household expenditure 
adj household expenditure 
ces fc for consumption 
cons demand for composite good 
cons demand for reg goods 
adj Qdemand 
adj QMdemand 
adj QRdemand 
total Qdemand 
total QRdemand 
total QMdemand 
state and loc gov expenditure 
ces for st and loc gov demand 
st and loc gov cons 
st and loc gov reg cons 
fed gov expenditure 
ces for fed gov demand 
fed gov cons 
fed gov reg cons 
ces for invest. gov demand 
invest gov cons 
invest gov reg cons 
export 
export 
import 
net price 
composite price 
composite price 
comm market equilibrium 
nonmarket equilibrium 
nonmarket equilibrium 
labor market equilibrium 
cap market equilibrium 
land market equilibrium 
labor migration adjustment 
capital migration adjustment 
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ePL 
ePLM 
eLDemS 
ePR 
ePtaxl 
ePtax2 
ePTaxCost 
KP rice 
* -- MODEL EQUATIONS 
EQZ .. 
I VAdemand(mk) .. 
1 Vdemand(ci,i) .. 
~> VAprod ( mk) .. 
·v 
Ldemand ( mk) .. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Kdemand(mk) .. 
Tdemand ( ag) .. 
TLdem .. 
TKdem .. 
ePLM(mk) .. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
elDem(mk,s) .. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
eLDemS(s) .. 
* 
ePL •. 
* 
ePLH(h) .. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
LSupply(h) .. 
LSupplyS(s) .. 
* 
* 
LMIGrat ( s) .. 
* 
eLMigH(h) .• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
z 
VA(mk) 
V(ci,i) 
VA(mk) 
LAB(mk) 
CAP(mk) 
LAND(ag) 
TLAB 
TCAP 
PLM(mk) 
LD(mk,s) 
LDemS(s) 
PL 
PLH(h) 
LSupH(h) 
LSupS(s) 
LMIG(s) 
LMigH(h) 
=e= sum(i,Slack(i) *SLACK(i )+SLACK2 (i) *S1ack2 (i)); 
=e= a0(mk)*X(mk)+slack(mk)-slack2(mk); 
=e= a(ci,i)*X(i); 
=e= Ava(mk)*LAB(mk)**alpha(mk,"L")*CAP(mk)** 
alph,':(mk, "K") *LAND(mk) **alpha (mk, "T"); 
=e= alpha(mk,"L") *~N(mk)*X(mk)/PLM(mk); 
Industry labor demand depends on industry 
specific labor prices. Labor price is industry 
specific since different industries requires 
different combinations and levels of skilled labor 
=e= alpha(mk,"K") *PN(mk)*X(mk)/PK(mk); 
=e= alpha ( ag, "T") *PN (ag) *X ( ag) /PT (ag); 
=e= sum(mk,LAB(mk)); 
=e= sum(mk,CAP(rnk)); 
=e= Sum(s,PLS(s)*LD(mk,s) )/Sum(s,LD(mk,s) ); 
Industry specific agregate labor price is a 
weighted average of prices of different skilled 
labor. Weights used is the proportion of 
different skilled labor used in that industry. 
=e= Lab(mk)/Ask(mk)*Sum(sl,DeltaSk(mk,sl)* 
(PLS(s)/PLS(sl)*DeltaSk(mk,sl)/DeltaSk(mk,s)) 
**(RhoSk(mk)/(l-RhoSk(mk))))**(-1/RhoSk(mk)); 
Demand of labor by industry by skill, 
Bas~d on cost minimisation to supply industry 
specific labor. Equation reference: Dixon 
et el problems in applied microeconomic theory. page 297 
=e= sum(mk, LD(mk,s)); 
-- Total demand of labor by skills. 
=e= Sum(s,PLS(s)*LDemS(s))/Sum(s,LDemS(s)); 
Overall aggregated price of labor. 
I 
=e= Sum(s,PLS(s)*LSupS(s)*LSHSO(h,s)/LSupSO(s)) [ 
/ Sum(s,LSupS(s)*LSHSO(h,s)/LSupSO(s)); . 1 
Price of labor by household. Note that LSupHS (h, s) /LSupH!(h) 
is the share of skilled labor type s in the h-th househoilds. 
These shares are used as weights to compute a weigthed I 
avg price of skilled labor prices. In general, differenc1e 
hh faces different labor price because of different 
endowment of skilled labor. 
=e= MAXHOURSO(h)-(betaO(h)/PLH(h))*((AHEXP(h)-
sum(ci,PX(ci)*gamma(ci,h)))/(1-betaO(h))); 
=e= Sum(h,LSHSO(h,s)/LSupHO(h)*LSupH(h)); 
Supply of skilled labor. Assume households 
supply skill labor in same proportion as in base line 
=e= etaL(s)*LSupSO(s)*LOG(PLS(s)/PLROCO(s)); 
In-migration of labor by skills 
=e= Sum(s,LMig(s)*LSHSO(h,s)/LSupSO(s)); 
In-migration of labor by households, assume distributio 
of migrated skill labor is same as distribution of skil 
labor among households in base solution. Migration 
elasticity can be skill specific. 
KMIGrat$ (KMobil).. KMIG=e= etaK* (SUM(mk, KO (mk)) *LOG( PK( "lAgr") /PKROCO)); 
* 
* 
* 
KMIGratl$(not KMobil) .. KMIG=e= O; 
Note that with capital mobility, price of capital 
in all sectors are equal to each other thus PK ( "lAgr") · 
is the overall capital price 
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.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
eTLMig .. TLMig =e= sum(h,LMigH(h)); 
TLSupp .. TLSup =e= sum(h,LSupH(h)); 
TLSratio .. TLSrat =e= TLSup/TLSupO; 
MIGratio .. Mratio =e= TLMig/TLSupO; 
Vces(j,i)$NZV(j,i) .. V(j ,i) =e= Av·(j, i) * (deltav(j, i) *VM(j, i) 
**RHOv(i)+(l-deltav(j,i)) 
*VR(j, i) **RHOv(i)) ** (1/RHOv(i)); 
VRdemO(j,i)$NZV(j,i) .. VR(j,i) =e= VM(j,i)*({l-deltav(j,i))/deltav(j,i)* 
VRdeml(j,i)$ZVM(j,i) .. VR(j,i) 
VMdeml(j,i)$ZVM(j,i) .. VM(j,i) 
VRdem2(j,i)$ZVR(j,i) .. VR(j,i) 
VMdem2(j,i)$ZVR(j,i) .. VM(j,i) 
PMO(i)/PR(i))**(l/(1-RHOv(i)) ); 
=e= V(j, i); 
=e= O; 
=e= O; 
=e= V(j ,i); 
TVRdemand(mk) .. 
TVMdemand(mk) .. 
TVdemand(mk) .. 
Xcet(mk) .. 
Rsupply(mk) .. 
RsupSFR(nmr) .. 
RsupSFE ( nme) .. 
EXPortSFR(nmr) .. 
EXPortSFE(nme) .. 
GSProduc;t .. 
adjustL(h) .. 
adjustK .. 
ALSupply(h) .. 
YLincome .. 
AYLincome .. 
YKincome .. 
YAGKincome .. 
YTincome .. 
YENTincome .. 
YHincome ( h) .. 
TYHinc .. 
DHYincome ( h) .. 
HSAVings (h) .. 
SAVings .. 
INVest .. 
YSLincome .. 
YFedincome .. 
TVR(mk) 
TVM(mk) 
TV(mk) 
X(mk) 
R(mk) 
R(nmr) 
R(nmel 
EXP(nmr) 
EXP(nme) 
GSP 
adjL(h) 
adjK 
ALS(h) 
YI. 
AYL 
YK 
YAGK 
YT 
YENT 
YH(h) 
TYH 
DYH(h) 
HSAV(h) 
SAV 
INV 
YSL 
YFed 
Expenditure block 
=e= sum(j, VR(mk, j i·); 
=e= sum(j,VM(mk,j)); 
=e= TVR(mk)+TVM(mk); 
=e= Ax(mk)*(deltax(mk)*EXP(mk)**RHOx(mk)+(l-
deltax(mk))*R(mk)**RHOx(mk))**(l/RHOx(mk)); 
=e= EXP(mk)* ( (1-DELTAx(mk) )/DELTAx(mk) 
*PEO (mk) /PR (mk) ) ** ( 1/ ( 1-RHOx (mk)') ) ; 
=e= X(nmr); · 
=e= 0; 
=e= 0; 
=e= EO(nme)*(P(nme)+qTax)**omega; 
=e= YL+YK+YT+sum(i,ibtax(i)*X(i)); 
=e= (LSupHO(h)+LMigH(h))/LSupHO(h); 
Household specific adjustment factor 
=e= (TKSO+KMIG)/TKSO; I 
=e= LSupH(h)/adjL(h); I 
=e= Sum(h,PLH(h)*LSupH(h)); . 
=e= Sum(h,PLH(h)*LSupH(h)/adjL(h)); , 
Total labor is sum of product of household labor supplie~ 
and price of labor paid to different households (prices 1re 
different because skills endowment of hh may be different) . 
I 
=e= sum(mk,PK(mk)*CAP(mk)); i 
=e= PK("lAgr")*CAP("lAgr"); I 
=e= PT("lAgr")*LAND("lAgr"); 1 
=e= (YK-YAGK)*(l-ktax); I 
=e= PLH(h)*LSupH(h)/adjL(h)*(l-sstax)+k(h)*(YAGK*(l-ktax-
depr)) +t (h) *YT* ( 1-ttax) +e (h) * (YENT-retr* (YK-YAGK)); 
+TRSLO ( h) +TRFedO ( h) +REMITO ( h) ; · I 
Househol¢ income, note household specific adjustment factor 
=e= 
=e= 
=e= 
=e= 
=e= 
=e= 
=e= 
sum(h,YH(h)); 
YH(h)*(l-hhtax(h)); 
mps (h) *YH (h); 
(sum(h,AdjL(h)*hSAV(h)))+depr*YAGK+retr*(YK-YAGK)+RIOWSAV; 
sum(mk,P(mk)*QINV(mk)); · 
slIBT*(sum(mk,ibtax(mk)*PR(mk)*X(mk)) )+slSST* 
( sstax*YL) +slKTT* ( ktax*YK) +sl TT·T* ( ttax*YT) 
+slHHT*(sum(h,hhtax(h)*YH(h)))+SLBOR+pTaxCost; 
fed!BT*(sum(mk,ibtax(mk)*PR(mk)*X(mk)))+ 
fedSST*(sstax*YL)+fedKTT*(ktax*YK)+fedTTT*(ttax*YT 
+fedHHT*(sum(h,hhtax(h)*YH(h)))+FedBOR; 
HEXPendLow, . HEXP("Low") =e= DYH ("Low") -HSAV ("Low") ; 
HEXPendMed .. HEXP("Med") =e= 
HEXPendHI, . HEXP("High")=e= 
AHEXPend ( h) .. AHEXP(h) =e= 
Qdemand(ci,h) .. Q(ci,h) =e= 
AQdemand(ci,h) .. ADQ(ci,h) =e= 
DYH ("Med") -HSAV( "Med"); 
DYH("High")-HSAV("High")-Sum(s,PLS(s)*LHHHO(s)); 
adjL(h)*HEXP(h); . 
gamma(ci,h)+(beta(ci,h)/((l-betaO(h))* 
PX(ci)))*(AHEXP(h)-sum(cj,P(cj)*gamma(cj,h))); 
Q(ci,h)/adjL(h); 
Qces(ci,h)$NZQ(ci,h) .. Q(ci,h) =e= Aq(ci,h)*(deltaq(ci,h)*QM(ci,h)**RHOq(ci) +fl-
deltaq(ci,h))*QR(ci,h)**RHOq(ci))**(l/RHOq(~i)); 
QRdemO(ci,h)$NZQ(ci,h) .. QR(ci,h) =e= QM(ci,h)*((l-deltaq(ci,h))/deltaq(ci,h)* ' 
PMO(ci)/PRX(ci))**(l/(1-RHOq(ci))); 
QRdeml·( ci, h) $ZQM( ci, h) .. QM(ci, h) =e= O; 
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* 
QMdeml(ci,h)$ZQM{ci,h),, QR{ci,h) =e= Q(ci,h); 
QRdem2(ci,h)$ZQR(ci,h) .. QR{ci,h) =e= O; 
QMdem2{ci,h)$ZQR(ci,h) .. QM{ci,h) =e= Q{ci,h); 
AQMdemand(ci,h) .. 
AQRdemand{ci,h) .• 
TQRdemand { ci) .- . 
TQMdemand { ci) .. 
TQdemand ( ci ) .. 
AQM{ci,h)=e= QM(ci,hJ/adjL{h); 
AQR(ci,h)=e= QR{ci,h)/adjL{h); 
TQR{ci) =e= sum{h,QR(ci,h)J; 
TQM{ci) =e= sum{h,QM{ci,h)); 
TQ{ci) =e= TQR{ci)+TQM{ci); 
SLEXPend .. 
QSLdemand { mk) .. 
QSLces{mk)$NZSL(mk) .. 
QSLRdemO{mk)$NZSL{mkJ .. 
QSLRdeml{mkJ$ZSLM{mk) •. 
QSLMdeml{mk)$ZSLM{mk),. 
QSLRdem2{mkJ$ZSLR{mk) .. 
QSLMdem2{mk)$ZSLR{mk) .. 
FedEXPend .. 
QFeddemand{mk) .. 
QFedces{mk)$NZFed{mk),. 
QFedRdemO(mk)$NZFed{mk) .. 
SLEXP =e= sum{mk,P{mk)*QSL(mk))+ 
(sum{h,AdjL{h)*TRSLO{h)))+Sum{s,PLS(s)*LSL {s)); 
QSL(mk) =e= QSLO{mk); 
QSL(mk) =e= Asl(mk)*{deltasl{mk)*QSLM(mk)**RHOsl{mk)+ (1-
deltasl(mk))*QSLR{mk)**RHOsl{mk))**{l/RHOs (mk)J; 
QSLR{mk) =e= QSLM{mk)*{{l-deltasl(mk))/deltasl{mk)* 
PMO{mk)/PR{mk) )** (1/ (-1-RHOsl (mk)) J; 
QSLM{mk) =e= O; 
QSLR{mk) =e= QSL{mk); 
QSLR{mk) =e= O; 
QSLM{mk) =e= QSL{mk); 
FedEXP =e= sum{mk,P{mk)*QFed{mk))+(sum{h, 
AdjL{h)*TRFedO{h)) )+Sum{s,PLS(s)*LFedO{s) )I; 
QFed{mk) =e= QFedO{mk); 
QFed{mk) =e= Afetj{mk)*{deltafed{mk)*QFedM(mk)**RHOfed(m~)+(l-
deltafed(mk))*QFedR(mk)**RHOfed(mk)J**{l/RHOfeti{mk)); 
QFedR{mk)=e= QFedM(mk)* ( (1-deltafed(mk) J/deltafed{mk) 
*PMO{mk)/PR(mk)J**{l/(1-RHOfed{mk))); 
QFedRDeml(mk)$ZFedM{mk) .. QFedM(mk)=e= O; 
QFedMOeml{mk)$ZFedM{mk) .. QFedR{mk)~e= QFed{mk); 
QFedRDem2{mk)$ZFedR{mkJ .. QFedR{mk)=e= O; 
QFedMDem2(mkJ$ZFedR(mkJ .. QFedM{mk)=e= QFed{mk); 
QINVemand {mk) .. 
QINVces{mk)$NZinv{mk),. 
QINVRdemO(mk)$NZinv{mkJ .. 
QINV{mk) =e= QINVO{mk); i 
QINV{mk) =e= Ainv{mkJ*{deltainv{mk)*QINVM{mk)**RHOinv{mk)+{l-
deltainv{mk))*QINVR{mk)**RHOinv{mk))**{l/RHOin~j1 {mk)); 
QINVR{mk)=e= QINVM{mk)*({l-deltainv{mk))/deltainv{mk) 
*PMO{mk)/PR{mkJ)**(l/(1-RHOinv{mk)J); 
QinvRDeml{mk)$ZinvM(mk) .. QinvM{mk)=e= O; 
QinvMDeml{mk)$ZinvM{mkJ .. QinvR{mk)=e= Qinv{mk); 
QinvRDem2{mk)$ZinvR{mk) .. QinvR{mk)=e= O; 
QinvMDem2{mk)$ZinvR{mk) .. QinvM(mk)=e= Qinv{mk); 
Mimports ( mk) .. 
MimpSF{nmr) .. 
NetPrice {mk J .. 
ePR(nmrJ .. 
Price{ci) .. 
PriceSFE (nme) .. 
PrDem{mk) •. 
PrDeml {nmr) •. 
M{mk) 
M{nmr) 
PN(mk) 
PR{nmr) 
P{ci) 
P{nme) 
PRX{mk) 
PRX(nmr) 
=e= TVM{mk)+TQM{mk)+QSLM{mk)+QFedM{mk)+QINVM{mk); 
=e= TQM{nmr); 
' I 
I 
I 
=e= PR{-mk)-sum{ml,A{ml,mk) *P (ml) )-ibtax (mk) *PR(mk)-pT11x (mk); 
=e= sum(mk,A{mk,nmr)*P{mk)); 
=e= {PR{ci)*R(ci)+PMO(ci)*M(ci)J/{R{ci)+M{ci)J; 
=e= sum{ci, P{ci)*A{ci,nme)); I 
=e= PR(mk); · 
=e= PR(nmr)+qTax; 
Prices faced by the consumer: equilibrium price plus taN I 
Price!! (ci J.. PX{ci J =e= ( PRX(ci) *R{ci J +PMO {ci) *M{ci)) / {R{ci) +M(ci l); i! 
ePtaxl(poJ${Endol?Tax(po)J .. pTax{po)*X{po)=e= EndoPTax{poJ*qTax*(X("15Rest"J+X{"16 res")); 
ePtax2{po)$(ExoPTax{po)) .. pTax{po) =e= ExoPtax(po); 
ePTaxCost.. pTaxCost =e= Sum(mk,pTax(mk)*X(mk)J; 
* -- Equilibrium 
COMMequil(mk) .. X{mk)+M(mk) =e= TV(mk)+TQ{mk)+QSL{mk)+QFed{mk)+QINV{mk)+EXPjmk); 
SFRequil(nmrJ .. X{nmr)+M(nmr) =e= TQ{nmr); 
SFEequil{nme) .. X{nmef =e= EXP{nme); 
Lequil{s).. LMIG{s)+LSupS{s) =e= LDemS{s)+LExoO{s); 
-- Labor equilibrium: supply equals demand by all skills. 
* 
Kequil1${KMobil) .. 
Kequil{mk)$(not KMobil) .. 
Kprice(mklJ$(KMobil) .. 
Tequil ( mk J .. 
* -- Initialization 
AdjL.L(h) 1 
HEXP.L(h) HEXPO(h) 
ALS.L{h) LSupHO{h) 
KMig =e= Sum{mk,CAP{mk)-KSO(mk)); 
CAP{mk) =e= KSO(mk); 
Pk (mkl) =e= pk ( "lAgr" J; 
LAND(mk) =e= TSO{mk); 
GSP.L 
AHEXP.L(h) 
INV.L 
GSPO 
HEXPO{h) 
INVO 
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ADQ.L{i,h) 
HSAV.L{h) 
AQM.L{i,h) 
QO(i,h) 
HSAVO{h) 
QMO{i,h) 
KMIG.L 
AYL.L 
= 0 
= YLO 
LDem.L(mk,sJ= VAD(mk,sJ; 
EXP.L(iJ = EO(iJ 
LMigH.L(hJ = 0 
AQR.L(i,hJ 
LAND.L(iJ 
DYH.L(hJ 
LMIG.L(sJ 
FedEXP.L 
QRO(i,hJ 
TO(iJ 
DYHO(hJ 
0 
FedEXPO 
LAB.L(iJ 
CAP.L(iJ 
LDemS.L(s) 
FedBOR.L 
LSupH.L(hJ = MAXHOURSO(h)-(betaO(hJ/PLHO(hJJ*((HEXPO(hJ 
-sum(ci,PXO(ci)*gamma(ci,hJ J )/(1-betaO(h)J ); 
LSupS.L(sJ 
PLH.L(h) 
P.L(iJ 
PN.L(mk) 
PR.L(i) 
PX.L(iJ 
Q.L(ci,hJ 
Q.L(nme,hJ 
TLSup.L 
QFedR.L(iJ 
TQR.L(ci) 
QINVR.L(i) 
TVR.L(i) 
QSL.L(mk) 
LSupSO(sJ; 
PLHO(h) 
PO(i) 
PL.L 
Mratio.L 
PLS.L(s) 
PLO 
0 
PLSO(s) 
M.L(iJ 
PLM.L(mk) 
PK.L(i) 
PRO(mkJ-sum(ml,A(ml,mkJ*PO(mlJJ-ibtax(mkJ*PRO(mkJ; 
PRO(iJ 
PXO(i) 
PTax.L(mk) = 0 
PT.L(i) = PTO(iJ 
PRX.L(iJ 
gamma(ci,hJ+(beta(ci,hJ/((1-betaO(hJJ* 
PXO(ciJJJ*(HEXPO(h)-sum(cj,PO(cjJ*gamma(cj,hJJ); 
0 TLSrat.L 1 QFed.L(i) 
TLSupO QFedM.L(iJ QFedMO (i J; TQ.L(ciJ 
QFedRO (i); TQM.L(ciJ TQMO(ci) ; QINV.L(i) 
TQRO(ciJ ; QINVM.L(iJ QINVMO(i); TV.L(iJ 
QINVRO(iJ; TVM.L(i) TVMO(i) QM.L(ci,h) 
TVRO(iJ QR.L(ci,hJ QRO (ci, hJ; TYH.L 
QSLO(mk) V.L(j ,iJ = VO(j,iJ QSLM.L(mk) 
LO(iJ 
KO(iJ 
LDemSO(sJ; 
FedBORO 
MO(i) 
1 
PKO(iJ 
PRXO(iJ 
QFedO(i) 
TQO(ci) 
QINVO(i) 
TVO(i) 
QMO(ci,h); 
TYHO 
QSLMO(mkJ; 
VA.L(mkJ = VAO(mk) QSLR.L(mkJ QSLRO (mk); VM.L(j,i) = VMO(j ,iJ 
R.L(ciJ RO(ci) VR.L(j,i) VRO (j, i) ROWSAV.L ROWSAVO 
X.L(i) XO(iJ SAV.L SAVO YAGK.L YAGKO 
SLack.L(iJ 0 . , YENT.L YENTO SLack2.L(iJ= 0 
YFed.L YFedO SLBOR.L SLBORO YH.L(hJ YHO(hJ 
SLEXP.L SLEXPO YK.L YKO TCAP.L= Sum(mk,KO(mkJ J; 
YL.L YLO TLab.L Sum( i,LO (i J J; 
TLMig.L 0 YT.L = YTO YSL.L = YSLO 
* -- VARIABLE BOUNDS 
PLS.LO(sJ . O; PN.LO(mkJ .0 PT.LO(iJ . O; PRX.LO(iJ . 0 
PLH.LO(hJ .O; P.LO(iJ .0 PK.LO(iJ . O; PTAX.LO(mkJ . 0 
PLM.LO(mkJ . O; R.LO(ci) .0 PR.LO(iJ . O; PTAX.UP(np) . 0 
PL.LO . 0; PX.LO(iJ . 0 
VR.LO(i,jJ$(VRO(i,jJ ne OJ Small R.LO(iJ$(RO(i) ne 0) Small 
VM.LO(i,jJ$(VMO(i,jJ ne OJ Small X.LO(iJ$(XO(iJ ne OJ Small 
V.LO(i,jJ$(VO(i,j) ne OJ Small EXP.LO(iJ$(EO(iJ ne 0) Small 
VR.LO(i,j)$(VRO(i,j) eq 0) 0 R.LO(i)$(RO(i) eq OJ 0 
VM.LO(i,jJ$(VMO(i,jJ eq 0) 0 X.LO(i)$(XO(i) eq OJ 0 
V.LO(i,jJ$(VO(i,jJ eq 0) 0 EXP.LO(i)$(EO(i) eq 0) 0 
VR.UP(i,jJ$(VRO(i,jJ eq OJ 0 R.UP(i)$(RO(i) eq 0) 0 
VM.UP(i,jJ$(VMO(i,jJ eq OJ 0 X.UP(iJ$(XO(iJ eq OJ 0 
V.UP(i,jJ$(VO(i,jJ eq OJ 0 EXP.UP(i)$(EO(iJ eq OJ 0 
QM.LO(i,h) = O; AQR.LO(i,hJ= 0 VA.LO(iJ $ (VAO (i) ne OJ Small 
QR.LO(i,h) = 0; Q.LO(i,h) 0 VA.LO(iJ$(VAO(i) eq 0) 0 
AQM.LO(i,h)= 0; ADQ.LO(i,h)= 0 VA.UP(iJ$(VAO(iJ eq 0) 0 
LAB.LO(iJ$(LO(iJ ne 0) 0 QM.LO(i,h)$(QMO(i,hJ ne OJ Small 
LAB.LO(iJ$(LO(iJ eq 0) 0 QR.LO(i,hJ$(QRO(i,hJ ne 0) Small 
LAB.UP(iJ$(LO(i) eq OJ 0 Q.LO(i,h)$(QO(i,h) ne 0) Small 
CAP.LO(iJ$(KO(iJ ne OJ Small QM.LO(i,hJ$(QMO(i,hJ eq 0) 0 
CAP.LO(iJ$(KO(iJ eq OJ 0 QR.LO(i,hJ$(QRO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 
CAP.UP(i)$(KO(i) eq OJ 0 Q.LO(i,hJ$(QO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 
LAND.LO(iJ$(TO(iJ ne OJ Small QM.UP(i,hJ$(QMO(i,h) eq OJ 0 
LAND.LO(iJ$(TO(iJ eq OJ 0 QR.UP(i,hJ$(QRO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 
LAND.UP(iJ$(TO(iJ eq OJ 0 Q.UP(i,hJ$(QO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 
AQM.LO(i,hJ$(QMO(i,hJ ne OJ Small QFedR.LO( J$(QFedRO( ne OJ= Small 
AQR.LO(i,hJ$(QRO(i,h) ne OJ Small QFedR.LO( J$(QFedRO( eq OJ= 0 
ADQ.LO(i,hJ$(QO(i,hJ ne OJ Small QFedR.UP( J$(QFedRO( eq OJ= 0 
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AQM.LO(i,hJ$(QMO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 QFedM.LO(iJ$(QFedMO(iJ ne 
AQR.LO(i,hJ$(QRO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 QFedM.LO(iJ$(QFedMO(iJ eq 
ADQ.LO(i,h)$(QO(i,h) eq 0) 0 QFedM.UP(iJ$(QFedMO(iJ eq 
AQM.UP(i,hJ$(QMO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 QFed.LO(iJ$(QFedO(iJ ne OJ 
AQR.UP(i,hJ$(QRO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 QFed.LO(i)$(QFedO(iJ eq OJ 
ADQ.UP(i,hJ$(QO(i,hJ eq OJ 0 QFed.UP(iJ$(QFedO(iJ eq OJ 
QINVR. LO ( i J $ ( QINVRO (i J ne OJ= Small; QSLR.LO(iJ$(QSLRO(iJ ne 0) 
QINVR.LO(iJ$(QINVRO(iJ eq 0)= 0 QSLR.LO(iJ$(QSLRO(iJ eq OJ 
QINVR.UP(iJ$(QINVRO(iJ eq OJ= 0 QSLR.UP(iJ$(QSLRO(iJ eq OJ 
QINVM.LO(i)$(QINVMO(iJ ne 0)= Small; QSLM.LO(iJ$(QSLMO(iJ ne 0) 
QINVM.LO(iJ$(QINVMO(iJ eq O)= 0 QSLM.LO(iJ$(QSLMO(iJ eq 0) 
QINVM.UP(i)$(QINVMO(iJ eq 0)= 0 QSLM.UP(iJ$(QSLMO(i) eq OJ 
QINV.LO(iJ$(QINVO(iJ ne OJ Small; QSL.LO(i)$(QSLO(i) ne OJ 
QINV,LO(iJ$(QINVO(iJ eq OJ 0 QSL.LO(iJ$(QSLO(iJ eq OJ 
QINV.UP(iJ$(QINVO(i) eq OJ 0 QSL.UP(i)$(QSLO(iJ eq 0) 
LDem.LO(mk,sJ = O; M.LO(iJ 0 
Options ITERLIM=SOOO, LIMROW=O, LIMCOL=O; 
Model OK91CGE /All/; 
Solve OK91CGE Minimizing Z Using NLP; 
option dec-imals=6; 
OJ= Small; 
OJ= 0 
OJ= 0 
Small; 
0 
0 
Small; 
0 
0 
Small; 
0 
0 
Small; 
0 
0 
DISPLAY Z.L,PL.L,PLS.L,PLH.L,PK.L,PT.L,PR.L,PRX.L,PN.L,P.L,PX.L,LAB.L,LAND.L, 
CAP.L,TLAB.L,LDemS.L,TCAP.L,LSupS.L,LSupH.L,TLSup.L,TLSrat.L,VA.L,VR.L, 
VM.L,TVR.L,TVM.L,TV.L,V.L,X.L,EXP.L,R.L,M.L,LMIG.L,Mratio.L,YL.L,YK.L, 
YAGK.L,YT.L,YENT.L,YH.L,TYH.L,DYH.L,HSAV.L,SAV.L,ROWSAV.L,INV.L,YSL.L, 
SLBOR.L,YFed.L,FedBOR.L,GSP.L,HEXP.L,Q.L,QM.L,QR.L,TQM.L,TQR.L,TQ.L,SLEXP.L, 
FedEXP.L,QSL.L,QSLR.L,QSLM.L,QFed.L,QFedR.L,QFedM.L,QINV.L,QINVR.L,QINVM.L, 
adjL.L,AYL.L,AHEXP.L,ALS.L,ADQ.L,AQM.L,AQR.L,GSP.L, pTax.L, pTaxCost.L; 
* -- PARAMETERS AS INDEX WITH 1991=1.000 
PARAMETERS 
* -- Production 
IL(iJ 
block 
ILS(hJ 
IK(i) 
IT(iJ 
IVA(iJ 
IX(iJ 
IVM(j,iJ 
IVR(j,iJ 
IR(i) 
IE(i) 
IM(i) 
* -- Income 
ITYH 
IYH(hJ 
IDYH(h) 
IHSAV(hJ 
IGSP 
block 
* -- Expenditure 
IHEXP(hJ 
IQ(i;hJ 
IQM(i,hJ· 
IQR(i,hJ 
* -- Price block 
IPL 
IPK(iJ 
IPT(i) 
IPR(i) 
IP(i) 
ILDemS(sJ 
ILSupS(s) 
ILSupH(hJ 
Labor demand index 
Labor supply index 
capital demand index 
Land demand index 
Value added index 
Output index 
Imported interm demand 
Regional interm demand 
Regional supply index 
Export index 
Import index 
index 
index 
Total household income index 
Household income index 
Disposable income index 
Household saving index 
Gross state product index 
block 
Household expenditure index 
Commodity demand index 
Imported commodity demand index 
Regional commodity demand index 
Wage rate index 
Rent to capital index 
Land rent index 
Regional price index 
Composite price index 
* -- EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF INDEX WITH 1991=1.000 
* -- Production block 
IL(mkJ = LAB.L(mk)/LO(mkJ; 
ILS(hJ = ALS.L(hJ/LSupHO(hJ; 
IK(mkJ CAP.L(mk) /KO(mk); 
IT(ag) = LAND.L(agJ/TO(agJ; 
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IVA(mk) 
IX(i) 
IVM(ml, ci.) 
IVR(ml,ci) 
IR(ci) 
IE(mk) 
IE(nme) 
* -- Income 
IYH(h) 
ITYH 
IDYH(h) 
IHSAV(h) 
IGSP 
= VA.L(mk)/VaO(mk); 
block 
X.L(i)/XO(i); 
(VM.L(ml,ci)/VMO(ml,ci))$(VMO(ml,ci) ne 
(VR.L(ml,ci)/VRO(ml,ci))$(VRO(ml,ci) ne 
R.L(ci)/RO(ci); 
EXP.L(mk)/EO(mk); 
EXP.L(nme)/EO(nme); 
YH.L(h) /YHO (h); 
TYH.L/TYHO; 
DYH.L(h)/DYHO(h); 
HSAV.L(h)/HSAVO(h); 
GSP.L/GSPO; 
* -- Expenditure block 
IHEXP(h) HEXP.L(h)/HEXPO(h); 
0)+1$(VMO(ml,ci) eq O); 
0)+1$(VRO(ml,ci) eq 0); 
IQ(ci,h) (ADQ.L(ci,h)/QO(ci,h))$(QO(ci,h) ne OJ +1$(QO(ci,h) eq O); 
IQM(ci,h) (AQM.L(ci,h)/QMO(ci,h))$(QMO(ci,h) ne 0)+1$(QMO(ci,h) eq O); 
IQR(ci,h) (AQR.L(ci,h)/QRO(ci,h)J$(QRO(ci,h) ne 0)+1$(QRO(ci,h) eq 0); 
IM(ci) = M.L(ci)/MO(ci); 
* -- Price block 
IPL PL.L/PLO; 
IPK(i) PK.L(i)/PKO(i); 
IPT(ag) PT.L(ag)/PTO(ag); 
IPR(i) PR.L(i)/PRO(i); 
IP(i) P.L(i)/PO(i); 
ILDemS(s) LDemS.L(s)/LDemSO(s); 
ILSupS(s) LSupS.L(s)/LSupSO(s); 
ILSupH(h) LSupH.L(h)/LSupHO(h); 
Option Decimals=6; 
DISPLAY IPL,IPK,IPT,IPR,IP,IL,IK, 
IT,ILS,IVA,IE,IR,IX,IM,ITYH, 
IYH,IDYH,IHSAV,IGSP,IHEXP; 
* -- Welfare 
PARAMETERS 
CV(h) Compensating variation 
EV(h) Equivalent variation 
TCV Total compensating variation 
TEV Total equivalent variation 
CV(h) 
EV(h) 
TCV 
TEV 
(1/(1-betaO(h)))*((AHEXP.L(h)-sum(cj,PX.L(cj)* 
gamma(cj,h)))-(adjL.L(h)*(HEXPO(h))-sum(cj,PO 
(cj)*gamma(cj,h)))*PROD(ci, (PX.L(ci)/PO(ci)) 
**beta(ci,h))*(PL.L/PLO)**betaO(h)); 
(1/(1-betaO(h)))*((AHEXP.L(h)-sum(cj,PX.L(cj)* 
gamma(cj,h)))*PROD(ci, (PO(ci)/PX.L(ci)) 
**beta(ci,h))*(PLO/PL.L)**betaO(h)-(adjL.L(h)* 
(HEXPO(h))-sum(cj,PO(cj)*gamma(cj,h)))); 
sum(h,CV(h)); 
sum(h,EV(h)); 
DISPLAY CV, EV, TCV, TEV; 
DISPLAY PLS.l, PLH.l; 
DISPLAY ILDemS, ILSupS, ILSupH; 
DISPLAY LMIG.L; 
DISPLAY ETAL; 
DISPLAY PLROCO; 
DISPLAY Slack.L; 
DISPLAY Slack2.L; 
*-- THE END OF PROGRAM 
D 
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